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THE LITTLE SHIPS

By Leslie Nelson Jennings

We flung them down like pebbles—
Those moments—and the tide
Came creeping to our feet, and took
What we had cast aside.

Now, little ships returning
From rumored isles of sleep
Come cargoed with the things we thought
Too meaningless to keep.

The small white stones we scattered
So freely on a day
Are pearls that in the cup of dawn
Melt mistily away!

The words we tossed so lightly
Were winged to follow sails . . .
The little ships have havened all
Our larks and nightingales!

Shadows and dreams they bring us
Across the starry foam—
From harbors of our heedlessness
The little ships come home!
THE FRENCH HAVE COINED THE WORD

By June Gibson

I

A FULL-BLOWN rose shaded a pink and white daisy.
"It must be night," said the daisy, and folded its petals.

II

His hook caught on a snag.
"Come quick! I have caught a big fish," called the small boy as he tugged at his line.

III

An old man married a young girl.
"I am still young," he said.

FOUR THINGS

By Hortense Flexner

FOUR things I can not remember
In the fulness of their grace,
Wind of the Spring, curve of the sea,
The moon’s pale touch on a white birch tree,
And your kiss upon my face.

For though I cherish and hold them,
The heavy winter through,
Spring is more gay, the sea foam-wrought,
And the birch are lovelier than I thought;
And a kiss is always new.
Chapter I

STANLEY WINSTON'S appearance belied, to a certain extent, his wisdom. He had not worn off the marks of his college days, and the youthful supercilious look that distinguished him and made him, in a way, feared by professors and sophomores alike, had not left him. It had, nevertheless, been judiciously toned down so as to stand him in good stead for playing the part he had chosen in life.

While financially dependent, at least in part, on his own exertions, he looked and felt superior to whatever condition faced him. On the other hand he also recognized the subtlety of any opposing condition, and studied both men and situations to be in reality superior. It was this astute observation, indulged in for an entirely different purpose, that had brought forth his latent gift as a writer. In the success of a novel, carelessly written while spending two years in the wilds of Arizona, with the idea of banishing a predisposition to frailty, he found himself, and without hesitation, abiding by his discovery. In the success of a novel, carelessly written while spending two years in the wilds of Arizona, with the idea of banishing a predisposition to frailty, he found himself, and without hesitation, abiding by his discovery.

Possessed of a natural sagacity, he recognized that his training had merely contributed to what nature had indulged him with, and that he had in reality been following the dictates of his subconscious self. As far as his actual character was concerned, he remained natural, ingenious, and a bit imperative. He saw through people at a glance, and his glance concealed or betrayed at will what he saw. His own emotions he disdained as impediments to his intention towards superiority and power.

Physically he was at a great advantage, as, if, in fact, the gods had created him for the purpose of pleasing the eye. Women were especially feasted by gazing at him, or staring after him. On account of his slim and accurately proportioned form, he looked taller than he really was, and it was this delicacy rather than any manly robustness that charmed. It affected a deceptive appeal to the senses, and indirectly to sympathy. He had slender feet and magnetic hands, with muscles of steel, that seemed first to caress and then analyse whatever he touched. His complexion, rather rich in tone, his bright chestnut hair and eyes of a mingled brown and gray, seemed apparently to have been washed in gold.

He seemed, in fact, always to be standing in a gold-washed light. Under excitement there burnt in his cheeks a bar of crimson, hectic in effect, but which served to emphasize the refinement of his countenance. His walk was a boyish stride. When he sat it was as one comfortably relaxed from mental and physical effort for the purpose of indulging a graceful pose. His eyes, sometimes yellow, sometimes gray, according to the light from without or within, were possessed of a highly intelligent, alert expression, or glance, such as one may see in a thoroughbred horse. Through them one might discover a temperament capable of cruelty through conviction. His upper lip was short; his mouth an irritating challenge. It housed beautiful teeth, and below it was a chin that narrowed into spirituality. He bore a strong likeness, mentally and physically, to his mother, a frail woman who wrote unpublished
poems, and died at the age of thirty-eight.

The rest of the family consisted of his father and a delicate sister whose life was spent combatting consumptive tendencies. It was this father, and the frail sister, who never tired of attempting to convince him that his good looks and unusual gifts fully entitled him to wealth which could easily be acquired by a suitable marriage.

The idea of using an unloved woman to better his condition in life did not appeal to him, but his power of analysis enabled him to come to the conclusion that he might, if he chose to exert himself, give value received. He finally ended by yielding to the views of his family, especially his father, for whom he entertained an extravagant admiration, and who had always, for some subtle reason, perhaps a wholly intellectual one, exerted a very strong influence over him.

With a mind that contained the glittering callous streak of the artistic temperament it was a relief when he finally succumbed to the advantageous idea. Naturally, he argued, he would marry sooner or later—wise men as well as fools generally did—and since he was not given to sentimental effusion, why not a rich girl as well as a poor one? A flower brought up under the most favorable conditions in the best appointed hothouse, must in the nature of things be, even if a little artificial, more satisfactory than one that had struggled along any way out-of-doors and finally bloomed. And besides, wild roses always grew in the highways and hedges for anyone inclined to enjoy wild roses.

His secret hope was that this sane marriage would inoculate him against love, which passion he considered solely in the light of a disease. As men protected themselves against smallpox by vaccination, he hoped this marriage would vaccinate him—keep him immune to love. He dreaded the idea of being in love as other men dread smallpox. It would leave no scars, but while the fever raged it would rage furiously, perhaps disastrously. He knew that, and up to the present time had rather avoided women who suggested to him the possibility of an attack. He wished to regard them as he did everything else: coldly, critically. His book had handled women this way. His hero had resisted them.

He had, in fact, a perfect horror of falling in love. A man in love was in his eyes no more than a being in the agonies of a malady he had caught from some woman. Women were choke full of love, and this love, in his opinion, was a deadly poison. Men were free from it. It was not a part of their nature or make up. They caught it from women. It was a contagious disease that all women had, and could unfortunately transmit. Men did catch it, but he could recall only a few who couldn't, didn't, recover from it. Women never recovered from it. It was a part of them from the cradle to the grave. They went about trying to give it to men. When they succeeded, for the time being they could use the afflicted one to advantage.

Fearing their power, their power to pass over to him this contagious disease, he rather hated women. It was perfectly easy for a man to satisfy all the cravings of his nature without being in love. Over and over he repeated to himself that love was a disease that put one in a strange fever that produced delirium. He believed that this state was more conducive of pain than pleasure, but had long since made up his mind if he ever was attacked he would let the disease run its course: he would not attempt to combat it. Completely and entirely given over to it, the disease invariably ran its course to a successful finish. A man was bound to come out cured. If his return to health crippled the woman, as he felt love let go at full speed might, it was not man's affair. A superior power to his created the world and its ways, and it was not for him to question God's wisdom but nurture his own.
CHAPTER II

This self-poised, somewhat egotistical, but after all very charming young man, was seated one chilly May afternoon in the drawing-room of the young girl he had asked to be his wife. She lived, as did he, in Washington, the city he considered the most beautiful in the world.

The environment was luxurious and in her presence Winston felt, at any rate, not uncomfortable. She was pretty, sufficiently intelligent, girlish, vivacious, and very rich. He looked on the situation that could easily, he felt, be transcribed to a chapter, and breathed in the odor of some purple hyacinths that were perishing in a silver bowl.

The young girl was an only child. Her father, a rich coal magnate, was a clear-sighted practical man who had been a widower for fifteen years. He settled down in Washington because it gave him the opportunity to dabble in political and diplomatic affairs, and he could keep in touch with senators and the nation's representatives.

It was as though not only the girl, but all the conditions surrounding her, had been planned and created to meet the requirements of Stanley Winston. His father, the elder Stanley, had even one evening, while the two were dining, said this to the son, and had added, how fortunate it was that young Stanley had never been taken off his feet by one so not so planned and created. And young Stanley had answered that his wholly selfish, cold, and calculating experiences with women had, he believed, rendered him incapable of being taken off his feet, and added that he certainly regarded his future wife as a valuable safety valve.

His father, as clever as young Stanley, changed the subject by saying, with a complimentary smile, that he felt sure his son could make amends to Nelly Ellsworth for having allowed herself to be so delightfully developed for his benefit.

To this young Stanley replied that what his father had said was quite true, as she might have fallen down and sustained some physical injury that would have destroyed the fitness of things.

The conversation recurred to him as his eyes lingered, and lingered critically, upon Nelly. He wasn't in love; that delightful assurance was his. But he was sufficiently decent by nature to feel grateful to her for all that she was, not forgetting her pleasing young self, about to bestow upon him. He decided that it lay in his power to make Nelly happy, quite happy, in fact, and it interested him to think, that in this way, by making Nelly happy he would, at any rate to a great extent, free himself from obligation.

She was in love with him, of course. From the moment he had played to centre her interest the fact was an established one. That, he assured himself, would make his task, his very laudable task, all the easier. He had no intention to ever worry her in the ways a man can worry a girl hopelessly in love with him. Nor would he complicate things by making her jealous.

“So,” he remarked, when the servant had noiselessly disappeared with Nelly's elaborate tea service, “you do not regret your father's intention to marry again?”

“Oh! no,” and Nelly was very girlish indeed. “I believe I am rather pleased.” She then added: “You know, she, Mrs. Branscombe, is visiting us at present!”

“Really!”

“She has been a widow,” Nelly burst forth, “since she was twenty!”

“And how old is she now?” inquired Stanley with a rising inflection of voice.

“Twenty-eight.” And Nelly’s hands were clapped. “She is so wondrously beautiful! You have never seen anyone like her, I know! Papa says he never has! I am sure you will put her in a book!”

“A type, is she?”

“I don’t know about that,” mused
Nelly. "I don't know what she is, except beautiful and wonderful!"

"But I am not partial to beautiful and wonderful heroines," Stanley protested. "I like them out of the ordinary—queer, a bit eccentric!

"Oh!" and Nelly laughed, "she's eccentric enough! Papa says that!"

"You aren't eccentric, are you?" he inquired. "Just a perfectly normal, very sweet little girl, aren't you?"

"I hope so!"

And as he had intended a blush stole, rather rushed, to her cheeks.

He took one of her hands up as though to kiss it, but, having examined it, put it back with a very gentle gesture in her lap, inwardly remarking, as her eyes became moist in sudden love, it would be very simple to keep her pleased—such little things as that. A compliment, a light touch, and she would be quite happy.

"Why do you like to create eccentric heroines?" she inquired by way of regaining her composure, by way of being an up-to-date young lady able to converse.

"They give me trouble; they are a bit difficult to handle, and I like that."

"You'd like to write of her then; I'm sure you would! Papa says she's the most original person he ever met. She says it's only because she is Southern and he doesn't know Southern women—that they're all more or less like her."

"Oh! she is a Southerner, then?"

"Yes, she comes from Charlestown, South Carolina. She says that's the most Southern place in the world, even more than Virginia. She had an awfully heated argument with a Virginia lady the other day at a tea as to which was the more Southern—South Carolina or Virginia."

"Why not North Carolina?" smiled Stanley, and touched a little curl nestling above her ear. . . . He really liked to see her color come and go, to be able to effect this.

"Oh!" and Nelly looked very grave, "they say, and papa does, too, that Virginians and South Carolina people don't consider North Carolina at all!"

"Oh! is that so? Poor North Carolina!"

"She simply scorns it, and her husband was killed, she says, in that State, too!"

"Killed?" inquired Stanley, thinking that he must buy a little ring for Nelly to please her. . . . He went through the whole ceremony of presenting her with a little ring.

"Yes, she says her entire life has been a tragedy, but papa says from what he can gather her entire life has been a romance!"

"Well, that," Stanley exclaimed artificially, and wondering if he might not soon leave, "is interesting!"

"She was married when she was eighteen, and at twenty she was a widow. Her husband was killed in a railroad accident in North Carolina where he owned some timber land. She gets her income—she says," and Nelly laughed, "it isn't very much of an income—from that! But she's been true to the memory of her husband all these years. She says hundreds of men have tried to make love to her but that until she met papa she never even encouraged one by a look. If you had seen her the night we met her at Senator Slogan's ball, I know you would have put her in one of your books anyway! She was all in white and—"

"I'm going to put you in all of my books," interrupted Stanley. "In every book will figure Mrs. Stanley Winston!"

"But not under that name!" exclaimed Nelly, greatly alarmed.

"Well, no," said Stanley as though deliberating seriously, "I think I will have to use a different name. Let's see now; we must have a beautiful name, mustn't we! How would this do? Mrs. Elverton Edgemere going through every book! Would you like that?"

"Would I?" And Nelly again clapped her hands. "You can put the whole family in," she added. "Papa—he's an awfully strong looking man, don't you think so? And as to Mrs. Branscombe! If you only told about
her voice it would fill a chapter! She has the sweetest voice you ever heard! Papa says so, too! We are both, he and I, going to do everything in our power to make her forget all her sorrows—to rob her voice of its sad note, although she says she had that when she was a little girl. She says she hasn't changed and never will—that she brings the South along with her and that we will just have to adapt ourselves to her ways. And, of course, we don't mind! Why should we?"

"Of course!" echoed Stanley. "And how does her ladyship bring the South along?" he inquired, marveling at the disingenuousness of his little sweetheart. She had told him she wasn't nineteen yet. It did seem rather a shame to have her bartered at such a tender age for the sake of him, his projects, his life. She really was being bartered in order that he might write his novels. It's pretty rotten, he thought. But if he made her happy? It would be all right then, wouldn't it? Of course!

He wondered if he ought to kiss her. He must kiss Nelly some time. He decided to wait until he was leaving—that he could best perform that ceremony, function, or whatever it was, in the circumstances, better just inside the door.

Nelly meantime was rattling on. He had missed a few sentences, but caught up with:

"By fixing everything here just as she has it there, or as nearly as possible. For instance, she won't stay in a steam-heated room or one that is lighted by electricity. So the steam pipes are hidden from sight by a jewelled screen—papa found a beautiful one in an antique shop and bought it. A grate for an open fire has been put in order and she burns candles—fifty a night! She says they, the candles, have always been her one extravagance, that she has to see flames. Don't you think she is very interesting?"

"I think you are!" Stanley returned politely as he bent forward to lay his hand, a hand resembling highly polished metal, on her rather soft one.

It was at this moment that the lady who had been the subject of discussion, the lady who burned fifty candles a night, swept into the room.

Chapter III

Afterwards, when Stanley recalled their meeting, he supposed Nelly must have said something, spoken their names, lightly introduced them. What he distinctly remembered was the vanishing smile, the quick pallor, the look of helpless alarm in the wonderful eyes that met his, and that when he took her hand, it seemed to him it escaped his grasp, and that flexible fingers clutched at his heart, filling him with acute pain that left him weak and speechless.

For a full moment, he recalled, they gazed at each other and then Nelly must have spoken. He supposed so. When he, however, actually found himself, and the world he was an inhabitant of, he was several blocks from Nelly's home, standing on a street corner.

It had grown dark and yet not quite dark. It was the opaque twilight hour. A full moon, serene and dignified, was coming slowly forward, growing momentarily in brightness. It was as though from behind it a strong light was being gradually turned on. He gazed at the moon, changing thus, until from a pale gray chiffon appearance it became silver bright, a silver disk that shone radiantly.

His mind became suddenly a blank to recent occurrences, and he thought quite a while on this, of the strange lantern hung so high and still, illuminating all below so easily. He looked about him with a gaze half rapt, half surprised. The wondrous beauty of Washington, the city of marble and trees, had always exerted a strange influence upon him. This influence had ended in making him a captive to its cold, idle, passionless charm. He re-
called this, that no matter where he had been—and he had travelled a good bit for his twenty-six years—he had lived in a dream of Washington. It had always seemed to him, this city that he could only think of as lovely, the fairest sight on earth created out of material substances, as entirely apart from the persons who inhabited it. Often it appeared to him on quiet nights, especially on quiet moonlight nights, an uninhabited or deserted city, and his imagination would conjure up extravagant visions of fairies and angels intermingling with one another in marvelous spectacular exhibitions. He had even heard music to which they danced, especially when the verandah of the capitol was his viewplace. Up those broad steps, flooded in moonlight, his pageant had come, and with bated breath he had looked on at wonders known only to him, seen only by him. He was imaginative as well as analytical and cold. He had his own secrets.

He started as his mind reverted to the woman he had just met. In one instant she had become the embodiment of all his secrets, all his passion—ate love of beauty, all his dreams! Washington and all it represented to his mind was only the setting that his subconsciousness had planned for his love. She was the magician who had arrived in the form of a woman to push aside all the rest, and quietly and without any effort whatsoever take possession of him.

Always he had fancied he would resent the intruder, the disturber of his dream life, the woman from whom he would catch, imbibe the poison that would give him the love fever. He had expected to hate her, that he would be able to denounce her, even strike! And it was all different from what he had expected. He wanted to kneel before her, shed tears in her presence, kiss her hands, touch, as one touches the petals of a flower, the garment she wore. He had not dreamed that the fever would come like this, be like this. She had poisoned him, ah! yes, but the poison was sweet poison, not bitter, not painful.

He shivered as from a chill at the memory of her. She had swept into the room like a warm Southern breeze full of odors of Araby. Flowers, spices, strange extracts, attar of rose, had seemed to envelop her. Just as he had heard the music to which his fairies, his angels, danced, before she reached him he had breathed deep of all perfumes, those perfumes of the imagination that penetrate the soul.

He was amazed by love, surprised by its sweetness, its fragrance, the overwhelming tenderness of it. He was overcome, he thought, because he had never felt tenderness before. And what was most strange of all, he wanted to possess her for her sake, not his!

A sense of protection filled him. No thought of self in this hour. Only thoughts for her, what possibilities lay within him for the sake of her.

And all this surprised him. He had expected the woman who robbed him of a calm consideration of women to fill him with resentment and the desire to ravage. And nothing of this sort had occurred. He was here, standing on a street corner, her helpless slave, quite ready to die for her.

He tried to recover himself, tried to think, and his efforts ended in a smile, a smile of the drunken whose power and reason are gone. He was drunken! And as he pressed forward he was conscious of an uncertainty as to locality—uncertainty to a locality known to him so well. Suddenly he thought he saw her coming towards him in a bright light, the kind that he was in the habit of seeing spirit figures when about to go to sleep. He put out his hands to her and stumbled on until he had her in his arms with his lips pressed upon hers.

It was a real kiss that shocked him and in a way restored his senses. His mind cleared. He knew his way perfectly now, and walked very rapidly to his rooms.
Chapter IV

In the morning when he awoke for a few moments both himself and the situation seemed quite natural. He was in bed, his bed upon which he had expended so much thought, quite a luxurious bed it was, with familiar things, first of all familiar books, about him.

And yet, as he glanced around, with that peculiar glance of affection that the artist always bestows upon his possessions, no matter whether they be of the ornately grand or extremely simple order, it was more as one in a trance. There seemed to be a lack of response in these material things of his that had invariably before greeted him with the actual, or he claimed this appeal of humans. His chairs, he told people, had characteristics quite in keeping with their forms. There was one particular one—and he thought it very beautiful—purchased at an antique shop, that received from him even more tender consideration than his acquainances. It was a bit frayed, this big chair of scarlet satin, and he smiled at its decrepit appeal as one smiles at the fine frayed coat of some scholarly looking old man, a bit ancient, not at all up-to-date, important in the very fact of not being up-to-date, passing along the street. His book case; his Chinese lamp, under such a rare blue shade; his Turkish rug, blue predominating here too, purchased after such serious consideration, such, one might almost say, deep thought; his grayish velvet curtains, hanging in such graceful folds to the floor; the highly polished gold colored floor itself, that bordered the cherished rug, and so many things including the Louis the Fifteenth oval mirror in its ornate gilt frame above the old-fashioned marble mantel, this highly valued mantel that had such beautiful roses of white marble carved into its foundation, all these things, choice and costly, costly for him, greeted him as they ever did, but with a difference. His dependency upon them had fled. The day before this room was life itself to him, every single thing in it living a life of its own in an harmonious effort to cater to him. It seemed to him now suddenly to have grown cold to him. The spirit of things had deserted. He was like a sea captain who has fallen asleep and merely dreams that his ship is still moving.

All of a sudden, while quite awake, fully conscious of the fact that he was awake, he seemed to awake with a start. She was filling the room with herself in strange positions, in strange lights. There seemed to him to be quite a dozen of her, each distinct and each the embodiment of an idea. She was Titania in gauze in a golden light. Diana in blue in a silver light. Aurora in a roseate glow. Minerva in her helmet and armor in a copper-colored glow. Venus clothed in seafoam in a fiery gleam.

It delighted him to succumb to the magic influence, and he surrendered to it with a smile of the inebriate at that moment when realities slip into dreams, and physical activity nods, when the being seems to wave like a plume.

For quite a while, hands under his head, a placid smile upon his lips, he lay thus, his eyes following the flights of his imagination.

Suddenly, however, a look of alarm flashed to his eyes and he sat up in bed. "I am in the throes," he said aloud, "of the delirium of love! The fever is on me! I have it!"

And again he was surprised that he felt no resentment.

He got up, took his seat in the old scarlet armchair, even in this moment with consideration for its dignity and age, and attempted to fling away his hallucinations. He tried to think. He did think, placing finally, after effort, the characters of his sudden drama in their relative positions.

Presently he heard the water being turned on for his bath. His servant had arrived. The day with himself in
the throes of a malady that upset the plans of four persons, as well perhaps as the happiness of all, was about to begin. His theory that the only cure for love was to allow the disease full play to expend itself and die a natural death—as according to his deductions the love of man always did—presented itself to his consideration. He frankly admitted that before yielding to his helplessness he should, for the sake of all four, all four embarking on the sea of conventional matrimony, all four in the correct position to insure physical case and peace of mind, attempt to throw off the disease and not become a disturber of sane, and, viewed from the world’s standpoint, wholly delightful conditions.

He took his bath, not omitting the cold shower, and ate his breakfast quite composedly while contemplating his escape through plenty of fresh air taken in time. After breakfast he went out.

The day was perfect. Outside the city’s limits spring seemed bent upon proclaiming summer. The sun was bright, the air soft, and birds, very love-busy birds, were twittering, some were even singing triumphant songs.

Always before, and especially as in the present case, when he was being carried along in an open taxi, it had proven sufficient. In such a strange sweet world he had been sufficient unto himself. Companionship, and more especially where women were concerned, yes, naturally of course, but fleeting companionship, companionship serving the mood of the hour.

He lay back, closed his eyes to take in all the sweetness of the day, take it in as he had so often done, in a kind of passionate dream, and the day, all the sweetness and charm he was experiencing, became her.

A little shudder, the first painful shudder of the disease, passed over him. He opened his eyes. And just as the cherished things of his room had failed to respond in the morning, nature now failed to satisfy. He felt irritable. He felt petulant. Away from nature he thought, back to humanity!

A little later he found himself in a crowded restaurant looking about him surprised. He had not remembered selecting the restaurant, or even arriving there. He must, he supposed, have been thinking rather deeply.

But of what? He couldn’t recall. He could only remember a flight of discontented birds, a bevy of birds in dispute as they flew across the road ahead of him. What strange things birds were, and, for that matter, people, he among them, huddled in a place like this to feed. Fruit was the proper food, beautiful, highly-colored fruit. And here he was selecting lobster Newburgh! He liked it though, always had, immensely. He wondered what her favorite dish was, might be. And as the waiter disappeared with his order, he put his elbow on the table and with his chin in his hands sat gazing at a vision of her opposite him, feeling himself in a kind of stupor. He was trying to hold her eyes and look deep into them. But somehow they evaded him, shifted, became lost, and he felt irritable again, irritable and sad.

He wondered how it would be possible to eat the Newburgh with such a sensation of choking in his throat. He had no appetite, no desire or inclination of any kind. He wanted but one thing—to be where she was, where he could look upon her. Nothing else had any significance. That desire had significance. It was torture.

At night, listlessly as one in a dream, he climbed the steps of the, of his Capitol, and took in the moonlight scene, his moonlight scene of passionless marble, bathed in a cold light. He tried to evoke his pageant, his fairies and his angels. But ahead of him, in the center of a desolate spot, he saw her, and only her. He put out his hands and this time the tears that sprang to his eyes rolled down his cheeks.
CHAPTER V

For a whole week he struggled against the inroads of the fever.

CHAPTER VI

A certain Saturday afternoon finished the week of his resistance.

It was a peculiarly beautiful afternoon, or so it seemed to him. A hush had come over Washington, the peculiar hush of great buildings, emptied of humanity and closed for a while.

As the sun lowered, the city, so silent and passive, seemed wrapped in a mantle of splendor that reflected a golden gleam.

In a mood to be affected by all beauty, Stanley believed the gift of such a resplendent afternoon had never been before. Just as in the earlier part of the day he had surrendered, as it were, given himself over to himself, he now surrendered to the afternoon. He gave himself over to it. He was going to her and he was patient. His surrender had left him serene. Impassioned surrender is delicious stupor. He felt that stupor. That his resistance, his brave fight against the disease that had so suddenly attacked him, had been in vain, he made no effort to deny. In fact any effort at such a denial only brought to his lips a languorous smile.

He was charged with this languor that came to his lips in dreamy smiles. All his being was charged with it, and all his soul, in spite of his recognition, sharp at times, of consequences, responded rapturously.

The habit of allowing his emotions, now recognized as symptoms, to engage him went on, but his introspection ended in a kind of rambling revelry. If his eyes closed in thought he feared his ability to open them. If his mind—and nothing concerning her was vague—dwelt upon the memory of her eyes, the dress she wore, the turban hat that had covered her burnished head, or the violets pinned over one globular breast, tremors that he half feared passed over him.

And always he marveled that there was no pain attached to this strange disease that had overtaken him, this new condition in which he found himself, to which he found himself bound. Only a feeble ecstasy against which his will beat as hopelessly as a caught bird against the bars of its cage. Sometimes, while seated in the old scarlet silk chair, which seemed to him a refuge, a comprehending friend, he, without any such intention, fell asleep. Sometimes while lying in bed he forced himself to keep awake that no sudden or new revelation of this mild intoxicating stupor might escape him.

While fully conscious of his condition, that it was the outcome of a passion imbibed from a woman, he no longer combatted. He was content to be and let things be. He was as one asleep yet roving about dreaming wondrous dreams. He had only to will her presence, and she was beside him, or in front of him, or she would be smiling down upon him if he looked up at the stars. Sometimes he would hold her hand; sometimes he would sit for quite a long while gazing into the depths of her splendid, beautifully tinted eyes, those eyes that in one instant told of a woman dumb to passion unless the soul be awakened.

His first glance had assured him that what Nelly had said, Nelly’s description of her, was all too true. She was one who looked to flames to quench the inner flame. She was one who could be true to a dream or a duty. He believed instinctively she had been true to the memory of a man she had never loved.

There was charm in all this. Perhaps his week of resistance was self-indulgence, self-indulgence in rare and rapturous emotions. Perhaps it was preparation; perhaps he really struggled, struggled for the sake of Nelly, Nelly’s father, even for her sake. He didn’t know. The world and his own mind was in a jumble, a delirious
jumble for which he could feel himself in no way responsible.

The strange beauty of the May afternoon, a May afternoon such as Washington alone can effect, a May afternoon more like June, broke down his resistance. All that he knew was that the world was fairer in his eyes than quiet waters at the sunset hour, and he himself as peaceful. He felt his youth, felt the beauty of himself as a part of all things beautiful, and he wanted to offer himself to her. That was his supreme desire—to offer himself to her. He wanted to enter her presence, go forward with light tread, kneel before her and with his eyes in hers become her possession.

And not for one instant did he lose sight of the fact that it was the love fever leading him on. Only the sweetness of it, the tender compassion of it, had staggered him. He was baffled.

He found her alone.

CHAPTER VII

To his surprise she sprang up with an excited resentful countenance, made a spring and planted herself in front of him.

"Where have you been?" she inquired sharply, "why have you treated Nelly so?"

"Nelly?"

He had forgotten Nelly and looked what he felt, stunned, stupefied. But stunned and stupefied by her. She attempted to arouse him.

"Why," she exclaimed as though it were already her part to call him to account, "have you acted as you have?"

"How?" He had taken both her hands.

"Remaining away from Nelly!"

"Nelly?"

"Of course, Nelly! Have you forgotten her existence?"

"Yes!"

"Are you ill?"

"Yes, very."

"Why didn't you let her know?"

"Who?"

"Nelly!"

"I couldn't!"

"Did you get her notes?"

"Yes, all of them!"

"And her telephone calls?"

"Yes," he was still holding her hands, "they were reported to me!"

"Did you know Mr. Elsworth called?"

"Yes, I got his card."

"What," and she peered into his eyes while trying to free her hands, "is the matter with you?"

"I love you!"

She freed herself.

"Have you gone mad?" she asked breathlessly.

"Yes. I have been mad for over a week. From the moment I saw you I was mad. I love you!"

"Hush!" and she glanced nervously to the door. "Don't you know what you are saying," and she peered at him with her brow contracted into a frown, "is terrible!"

"Perhaps it is. I don't care, though!"

A strange far away look came into his eyes, a look of power that beclouded them. "I don't care!" he repeated.

"Come what may I am going to expend my love, the love I took from you, upon you!"

"You took from me?"

"Yes!"

"You are blaming me?"

"Yes, you are to blame! Is not my condition due to you? You gave me this love, didn't you?"

"Gave it to you?"

"Yes, you gave it to me! Until the moment my eyes rested upon you I was a sane, reasoning being. I haven't been since. I've been insane, in a delirium, bereft of reason, a thing I said would never happen to me! I am," he bent his face to hers, "madly in love with you, and nothing in this world except you makes the least difference to me! I've forgotten everything. I've forgotten everybody I ever considered. Through you dormant qualities in my being have awakened. I have become absolutely selfish, abandoned. If thwarted I could be a villain at a moment's notice. If someone came be-
between you and me I could murder without the least qualm of conscience. I would not care about the person or the murder. I cannot care for anything but you! I can’t resist these awakened feelings, and I can’t resist you! I don’t want to resist you! I want only to see you—be where you are! I am possessed of the desire to serve you, make you happy. I am going to do both—serve you and make you happy!” And he laughed.

“She laughed a quite mad laugh, insolent, defiant.

“Hush!” she breathed again. And closing her eyes in alarm she pressed the back of a hand to her brow.

She stood quite a while thus, and then opening her eyes looked squarely at him.

“You don’t even know me!” she said.

“I don’t want to know you! I want to love you!”

“You must not say these things to me!” she breathed in a whisper.

“They are said already!”

“But it’s all madness!” she repeated and seemed of a sudden to take in the whole significance of the situation.

Her eyes were startled. They blazed, partly through fear, partly through resentment. He was dominating her, as it were, commanding her to play false. She thoroughly resented this. But she was afraid, horribly afraid that she would obey, was already obeying him!

“Madness!” she repeated irrelevantly, her eyes once more traveling to the open door.

“Of course,” he answered her, “it is madness! Love is madness! I am completely abandoned to madness, and I am going to take you into my madness, make you become mad, too! I am,” his voice lowered, “going to take you into my dream, into my illness! You are going to nurse it—nurse me through it!”

“You are mad, quite mad!” She could only harp upon this.

“It’s all terrible,” she exclaimed, “terrible!”

“It is! Love is terrible! It is all things! And,” he paused, “we must discuss them!”

“Discuss them?” Her voice was weak.

“Yes. We will dine at my quarters and talk everything over.” He spoke mechanically, as one in a trance.

“Yes, that is quite all right. I entertain there. Nelly and her father
were there. Hurry—go and get your things—your hat! We must leave before anyone comes in! Hurry, will you?"

She stood gazing in his eyes. They were just a tiny bit bloodshot, and the crimson bar lay upon each cheek. It was a beautifully flushed face even to the eyes, a face reflecting the smouldering fever that was upon him.

She gave herself up to the hypnotic charm of such a face, stood staring into it quite a while, and then without a word turned and went for her things.

In the street they walked rapidly like two fugitives escaping justice. Once or twice she wondered why they were walking, why he didn't take a taxi, even a car. But to these thoughts no answer came. She just walked by his side rapidly, a bit breathlessly, her heart beating violently.

The sweetness of the twilight was a fitting end to a day full of seductive charm. The sky was tranquil, peaceful, as though pronouncing a benediction on the departure of a perfect day. A big star came out. She glanced at it, wanted to speak of it, but said nothing.

Suddenly, however, on a corner she stopped.

"You are walking too fast for me," she said, and put her left hand over her heart.

"Am I? Forgive me!" He looked at her and laughed. "I did not know that I was walking at all!"

A look of terror swept her features. "Let me go back!" she exclaimed. "I must go back!

"Let you go back?" He looked at her passionately, dreamily, and then he laughed again.

He had a distinctive laugh, musically guttural. It contained a sensuous note now that touched her from her head to her feet, played thus upon her nerves. "Ah!" she breathed like one responding helplessly to anaesthetic. "Nelly—her father—"

He laughed again, harshly now, and took hold of her elbow.

"My father too," he said, "and my sister—and you and me—all of us! You can tell me nothing that has not all been rehearsed during the past week, and you can tell me nothing that will make me care! I live just across there!" And he pointed to a three-story stone mansion, famous in other days as the home of a statesman, now changed to apartments. "Come on!"

VIII

In his big square room, with the old-fashioned marble mantle that had pallid white roses on its base, and that had become by the drop of pale blue damask curtains a drawing-room, she stood suddenly drunk upon its charm, the strange blending of gentle tones that made harmony for the soul.

As to expensiveness there was nothing here to compare to almost any tiny quarter of Nelly's home. But there was nothing here to take the breath away, render one drunk in one instant upon color, upon tone blending, nothing to produce the effect of wines. It was a simple habitation made from a stray product of his brain, into which he had woven his dream, and great or small, that is all that any habitation can be.

He took her light wrap from her, and her hat, and disappeared with them behind the blue curtains, returning himself bereft of the spring overcoat and hat, slender as a young god, pale now, save for the flush that still lingered in his eyes.

With these eyes in hers he smiled the masculine smile, sweet, commanding and cruel, the kind of smile that has ever proven, and must ever prove—this trick of nature's, a man's smile—the undoing of women.

In an adjoining room she could hear the almost silent laying of the table. She never forgot the sound of this, faint, respectful, the sound of perfect service.

In the future she used to wonder why her mind so often reverted to it.
IX

When dinner was over, a very delightful dinner selected by him with that care that the artist is ever impelled to give to details, a dinner lightly partaken of, scarcely partaken of, and punctuated by some kind of a golden colored wine without sparkle, he conducted her back to the room he loved so well.

There he made her stand for a moment or two beneath the massive old-fashioned crystal chandelier that had pendants that caught blue and pink and purple reflections, and jingled faintly to any tread on the floor above. He seemed to place her there for the light to shower upon her, to saturate her in light. This accomplished he led her to a broad deep davenport covered in cream-colored silk, flowered all over with pink roses in full bloom.

Having seated her tenderly, as one places a rare material object, he moved off with that grace of manner that was one of his principal assets, and having shut off the light of the glittering chandelier, he switched on that of a tall standing lamp that forced its reflection through a pink shade. When he returned and drew his chair up in front of her, she was in the reflection of this soft glow shadow, he on the outside of it.

The next moments were rare ones for Arline. Since her arrival, all during the dinner, a consciousness of the situation in which she found herself had been upon her. Her heart had beat changefully with her thoughts, her thoughts as to why she had been induced to do this thing, came here, her thoughts of Nelly, of Nelly’s father, of the peculiar circumstances of her being out at the dinner hour and leaving no word, all the, at moments frantic thoughts, of a person who has, without a moment’s notice, tumbled headlong into the impossible.

She had spoken of these things at random, fitfully, as one trying to establish a bearing. Once she sprang up declaring that she must leave at once, declaring this in a fit of terror, as though the whole significance of everything with its far reaching effects was suddenly upon her, as though she were suddenly confronting everything and everybody and being held responsible. She had told him something like this, that as the woman the responsibility would be on her, that unless she returned at once, unless they turned back, she would be considered, would resolve into, the undoing of them all.

To her outburst he had remained silent, regarding her through a play of expressions on a face alluringly fascinating in its indifference, silent to all her alarms, qualms, or whatever it was that she felt she was being attacked by. When she sprang to her feet, he had merely looked at her quietly, a bit cynically, until with an abandonment to helplessness she took from his hand the glass of wine he extended her and reseated herself.

That there was a spell upon the room in which they now were, the room in which he gave out his thoughts, there could be no doubt. For once inside of it, away from the table, away from reminders of the fact that she was a rational person, she suddenly almost became not one. Above all, beyond the charm of him and what he was offering—a thoroughly romantic and wholly irrational love—there was in the situation itself a peculiar fascination. She was one of those who had always longed to let go, longed to free herself from what might be termed legitimate obligation. She was one of those who longed to live extraneously, uniquely, irrationally. And she had never actually known a moment’s freedom in her life! She had lived in accordance with the order of things into which she was born, that manner of behavior, and deportment in every way. And in a breath the magician of her dreams had appeared and swept all these things away!

Seated there on the big davenport covered in roses in full bloom, and in the reflection of a rose colored light, she was possessed suddenly of indif-
ference, his indifference, the kind he had manifested in every word, look or gesture, since he had sheltered her beneath his roof. It took her, for the time being, completely off her feet. It left her in a dream.

“Where are we?” she asked with a far off smile as one recovering from a faint.

“We are together,” he answered her.

“Together?” she inquired vaguely.

“Yes. Do you know what that means? It means that in one brief hour we have created a new world!”

“A new world,” she said, partly recovering herself and clasping her strangely ardent white hands, “that fills me with fear.”

“When,” he returned, “you love me as I do you, your fear will be cast out. You will not think of those things that cause fear, but only of me! Think of the wonder of that! For the time being I can think only of you”.

“For the time being?”

“Yes, I would lie to you if I told you that man’s love was other than transitory. That is a truth that woman should recognize in order to take all its sweetness while it does last. Love is a delirium that calls us to a recognition of our senses. Without the illumination of love we only half use our senses; often ignore them entirely. That is the whole value of love. It quickens every sense so that in reality a new world exists for the affected, or, shall I say,” and he smiled, the “inspired. Dear beautiful one, what is your name?”

“Arlene.”

“Love, Arline, to man is a temporary feast afforded the senses, a period when all our daily life must make way for a transient and often disastrous hour.”

“Men have died for love!” she burst forth.

“No,” he returned, “of the ennui of enforced love.”

They were silent after this while the fear again stole to her eyes, the kind of look one might have on accepting the dream potion that must end in death. Many men had spoken to her of love, even alarmed her by vehement expressions of love. But while his alarmed her, it, also, interested her, the kind of fascinated interest that one experiences while walking on the edge of a precipice. He was bringing her, in fact, to just the point he wanted to bring her, the point of recklessness, the point of a perilous adventure that would be to her irresistible.

“Man’s love,” he took up dreamily, “is solely a feast of the senses. I shall be content to indulge mine one at a time. Tonight, for instance, I will satisfy my eyes—only my eyes! They are the part of me—my eyes—that have suffered most and served me best. It was through my eyes, perhaps, that love came to me. They then shall first be comforted and rewarded. During this, our first evening together, I want only a look at you, only to behold you! What a wonderful thing is sight! How more than wonderful that I can in this moment look upon you! Just think, I can close my eyes,” he did so, “and then open them,” he did so, “and see you!”

He spoke gleefully, rapturously, banishing for her all sense of wrong, all sense of anything but joy. And it must not be forgotten that his task was not difficult after all, for as he had loved her from the moment of meeting, she had, also, loved him, and in her woman’s way, which is far more. This he had not even questioned, felt no need now to question. All had been arranged for them, for them both, in one instant, by that secret force of nature, back of all human impulse, that secret force of nature ever on guard, ever on watchful duty, to pounce upon suitable material to carry out her plans. That they both loved, that all things were ready for love’s experiences, had from the very first been a settled conviction in the mind of the young author now so entirely bent upon putting into practice his unique theories concerning love, now so entirely bent upon letting the fever of his being run its course.

“How grateful I am to you,” he took up gracefully in his well modulated
voice, "for being so beautiful! I could die for you simply that you are so prodigal, such a spendthrift of beauty! Who gave you such beauty? Where did it all come from? Where," and he smiled, "did you come from? Beauty, such beauty as yours, glorifies love! It makes us know its value. You are not listening! You are afraid. The look of alarm is flashing like lightning in your eyes. But that is beautiful; it fascinates me; I like to see you alarmed, frightened! You are like a caught bird! But do not let you get away from me—do not for one instant dream of that! But it is for you to say, you who are responsible, what we must do about it!"

"For me to say?"

"Yes, you, of course! Shall we marry? Must a man speak some words over us, or shall we leave ourselves during this wonderful period of our existence in the hands of the gods? I prefer that! I could conceive marriage with Nelly, but not with you! What do you say?"

"Marriage?" asked Arline, recalling her past experiences with a shudder. "No, no, no, do not go so far! We have, it seems, been blown into this evening. We will recover," she looked about her, "get our footing, our bearings! Did you have your servant telephone that I had been called to Mrs. Walraven who is ill?"

"Yes! You are still concerned about the loophole of escape? Listen! You will never escape me until my love for you is over, until the fever to possess you has died out!"

"Died out?" she asked with a drawing together of her beautiful brows, a facial trick he had already become familiar with and that he found exciting.

"It was a frown, but it shot a light from her eyes that penetrated him like a dagger, setting in motion the poison. For a moment he closed his eyes to revel silently. When he opened them they caught hers in a fascinated stare on his face.

"It is you who are beautiful," she murmured.

"Am I? Do you find me so? Do you love me? Give me your hand! No, not to hold, only that I may place it on the polished arm of this seat for me to see!"

He laid it however on his palm, white and waxlike, it seemed a flower resting upon bronze.

"Ah!" he breathed, "when the time comes for me to indulge the sense of touch! When the time comes for me to kiss this hand! When that time comes! Then my eyes shall have drunk their full; my ears shall have known every tone of your voice, the sound of your laughter, the gasp in your tears—oh, yes, you will shed tears, tears of ecstasy—Arline!"

"Yes!" Her eyes clung to his.

"Oh! the joy of exploiting you, exploiting you slowly, the sublimity of the privilege of knowing through another the value of yourself, all one's possibilities for bliss, all one's capacity for joy! People, the majority, do not know how to love! They snatch at its delights as rude men snatch lunch at a lunch counter. Love should be indulged as a fair woman embroiders, slowly, carefully, every stitch considered, until beautiful flowers and strange figures exist. I shall take my love that way, weaving a flower for every hour, content: more content the slower I weave my flowers! And I shall take my love as the earth takes the arrival of the sun! There shall be the dawn in its effulgence, the midday in its splendor, and its death in tragic weariness!"

"It's death?"

"It's death, of course!" He laughed a boyish laugh, the laugh of a boy in a
cruel moment. “Love must die! We have things to do in this world! Do you suppose I could live my allotted years and fill my ordained tasks if I remained in my present condition?” And he laughed again.

“That,” he went on, “would be impossible! If only,” and a dark frown settled across his brow and eyes, “love did last, could last, this world of purgatory would be a heaven! Love is a divine drunk, what you have termed madness, what I term the delirium of a fever! You do think me mad,” and he smiled mischievously at her, “don’t you?”

“I know you are! I know that I am! Let me go!”

She sprang to her feet.

Now altogether in a merry mood, that merry mood that is the sweetest overflowing to a woman of man’s love, he also sprang up and playfully forced her to sit again.

“Presently,” he said, with his hands pressed to her shoulders, “you shall go! But before,” he took his seat, “talk to me a bit! I find my ears must be indulged, too, just a little cheating as far as my eyes go! Do you really think me good looking? Tell it to me again! Or say that I am homely in your sight! Say anything so that I may listen to you speak! Your voice penetrates all my being! It floats about me like incense! Speak! Do you love me? Tell me that”; and he bent forward, “Speak! Do you love me?”

“Yes,” she whispered, leaning forward to him, “I love you!”

Her eyes closed. . . . He had charmed her. He, with his youth, his beauty, his own musical voice, he with the love fever burning, had charmed her into abandonment. In the moment she forgot all things: Nelly, her father, herself, the position they were in to one another. She was abandoned to her moment. She saw the room vaguely; the blue curtains swayed before her eyes; the pink glow from the lamp shade blinded her; the marble mantel, pink, too, in the reflection of the lamp shade, made her dizzy. She was in his dream, as he had said she must be, would be.

She put out her hands and slightly parting her lips offered them to him.

“You would not be a woman,” he murmured, bending his face to hers, “if you did not offer reward for my worship! My ears have stolen from my eyes—my lips must steal from my ears! The sight of you and the sound of your voice are sweeter than the kisses of all the combined women of the world! And yet! Forgive me! I am not content with that which is sweeter than the combined kisses of all women! You make me untrue to myself, untrue to my promise to you! I must kiss you! I must!”

The face and eyes lingered above hers and then slowly, deliberately, as he has told her all expressions of love on his part would be, he laid his lips gently upon hers in a kiss that became, it would seem, a bond to hold them there forever.

A moment later, as her reward, he gave her his smile, gave it through eyes and lips, with his face still close to hers.

With a light playful tap then upon her shoulder he sprang off behind the blue curtains, and returned merry as a young Adonis after successful ventures, with her outdoor things.

X

Arline rolled home in the taxi dreamily, and on her arrival she told her first lie. She said that her friend Mrs. Walraven was very ill indeed.

On reaching her room, when she found herself alone, the effect of this lie, that she had told a deliberate lie, pretty nearly stunned her.

Arline was one of those strained Southern characters who considered a lie a crime. Her parents, who had not hesitated to hand her over in marriage, as a speculation, to an inferior, had taught her to honor her parents, to be truthful, and not to steal. She honored her parents, in spite of certain incomprehensible characteristics, their tend-
ency to strain at gnats and swallow camels; she had never knowingly lied, and it never occurred to her that a decent person—by decent Arline meant well-born—could steal.

She was anything but worldly, anything but one of those so used to small lies that an out-and-out genuine one comes without a shock, comes, in fact, quite naturally. . . . She was a beautiful soul and she had done other things besides telling her first lie that shocked her. She had spent the first wholly selfish evening of her life. Perhaps her only real self-indulgence was her passion for burning candles—living in the presence of flames, walking about and between flames, or sitting and lying with her eyes upon them fascinated. This indulgence, a strange individual call, as she said, from the invisible, she had granted herself a bit apologetically at first, but gradually as her one right.

"An open fireplace with a fire burning and my candle lit!" she often exclaimed as though proclaiming herself in this manner.

Apart from this she was of a rather frugal turn of mind, as though to have too much were an injustice to others. She was intensely considerate of others, as sweet, in fact, as it was possible for a woman, and a very beautiful woman at that, to be. She had a passion for beautiful clothes and was given over to intoxication through vivid coloring. More often than not she satisfied this craving by gazing in shop windows, and upon her arrival home would find satisfaction in self-denial. She dressed beautifully, but very simply. She loved the things she wore and was very careful of them. She was altogether charming and she had never wronged an individual by a thought.

She stood in the pretty boudoir her friends had arranged for her, aghast at herself. Her evening had been one of treachery to both of these friends who had so graciously opened their hearts to her, even to sheltering her beneath their roof as a princess. . . . And she had lied to them to cover her tracks!

It is difficult for those not by nature such as she, and to one of her peculiar Puritanical training, to understand how absolutely overwhelmed she was by her, and that so wholly unexpected, deportment. She was like one who having passed through fire is amazed not to find himself scorched and scarred.

She walked over and by the aid of a street light that shone through the window examined herself in a mirror. A surprise greeted her. For the first time she was impressed by her own beauty. Something new had happened to her. She was marvelous in her pallor, in her shame, and in her passion.

She turned away, took the centre of the room, and spoke, in a low voice, vows as to the future. What had happened would not be repeated! She would never go to that—the memory of it made her tremble—place again! She would never see him again!

She paused and looked about her startled and deeply troubled. She knew perfectly well that every word she had uttered was a lie added to the first one, that she had not meant one syllable she had spoken. She knew when the morrow came, memories of him, his appearance, his bearing, his personality, his boyishness, his smile, his partly expressed cruelty, his kiss—again her lips quivered—would take her there! She knew that she had only to think of the moment when he laid her hand upon his, and she would go. She knew that his merriment, his merriment alone, would drag her there!

She made her way to a chair, dropped into it and began to cry. . . . Her tears were not for herself. . . . She was crying about Nelly.

This girl, with fervor that a young girl experiences when she has made a warm friend of an older woman, had bared her soul to her. Nelly had made her her confidant, and the burden of all her song was her love for Winston. The child adored him?

She sprang to her feet.
“It’s all monstrous,” she said, “monstrous! I can’t do it! I musn’t!”

But she knew she would.

She knew perfectly well that not only would she sacrifice Nelly and shame the faith of Nelly’s father, who expected her to be his wife, but that she would walk over burning plowshares to fall into the arms of this man, this laughing fellow, who had told her at the door of the taxi that he would be waiting for her at six o’clock the following evening.

XI

“But,” he said to her when a week had passed, “when love cares, when it can consider, it is no longer love! One is cured then—the fever is gone! You speak to me of Nelly. Nelly is no more to me than a butterfly sailing over flowers. You speak to me of her father. He is no more to me than a horse pulling a wagon. They exist for me negatively. You speak to me of yourself—your conscience. When has love ever considered the consequences to the beloved, or given heed to conscience? You ask me to consider, to be merciful, and all I see is you asking these things; all I am impressed by is the beauty and charm of you as you remonstrate and plead. You ask me to reason, to be warned, to be careful. And all I can do is to laugh in the face of such words! What have such words to do with love? You tell me our secret is safe! As though I cared whether it is safe or not! You repeat to me that they still believe me away and that you are nursing your sick friend. My answer is that I do not care what they believe! I care only to register the tones of your voice while you speak! I have allowed the deception to go on in deference to your prayers! You do not know how infinitely sweet you are when you plead! My fancy is tickled! I do not know whether to laugh or cry, or kiss your feet! Left to me I would tell them—the butterfly and the dray horse—the truth and then telegraph it to the entire world. A man loves, and because he loves the world and all the people in it mean nothing to him! A man loves so that he cannot even consider his love, her welfare or her future. He can consider only being where she is! He cares nothing about what happens to her, or to him, or to others but only what is happening! Do you remember your promise to me last night?”

“I made so many!” she broke forth, a bit hysterical from his outburst. “You asked of me a thousand things!”

“Which I have forgotten! Except this: you said tonight if I would be silent you would speak to me of your love, your love for me!”

He laid the back of her fingers to his lips and held them there.

“Speak,” he said finally, “tell me of your love, this love that bears the vagaries and cruelty of man’s, and cannot die—this strange thing called woman’s love that cannot be killed!”

They were seated in a favorite spot of his, one of those pretty places that look like frontless arbors one runs across on the way to the Capitol. The night was warm, a bit sultry, a bit damp. The sky, through mist, looked like a velvet canopy sprinkled with pearls. The trees had recently given birth to myriads of leaves, little baby hands, Arline had called them, and the vine that covered the arbor and hung down like an awning had also given birth to its baby hands. There was, or Arline had said so, a smell of orris in the air.

Winston had found fault with the evening. He liked the Capitol snow-white in moonlight, not the ashen grey, indistinct appearance it now presented.

Arline had agreed that the scene was perhaps not so beautiful as when moonlit, but, she thought, it was softer, tenderer tonight, then she had ever seen it. It seemed to her, she said, they were wrapped in warm fragrant clouds. She said she could hardly breathe.

This was quite true. Arline was almost afraid to breathe in the situation in which she found herself. She lived in terror; every breath she drew was
one of terror. Every eye seemed upon her. For quite a while after their arrival at this lonely spot of his selection, this spot where he had insisted upon bringing her, she had been actually disturbed by the presence of a solitary miserable looking old man who had occupied a distant corner of one of the chain of benches. Her eyes kept straying to him, and when the sad inoffensive old soul moved off with that manner of one with nowhere to go, she confided to Winston that it was a great relief to her.

"I am afraid of my own shadow!" she had added with a nervous laugh.

"And I," he laughed back, "am ready to face the whole world without fear! This is my hour. All I feel for the rest of the world is pity, pity that they, the whole world, cannot be me with you by my side to love!"

They sat in silence after this until she had begun again with her protest that they should care for others, her protest that had brought forth his impassioned reply and his reminder that she was to tell him tonight of her love. He again reminded her.

"Tell me," he pleaded, "of your love for me. Tell me that it matches mine!"

"It is far greater than yours," she breathed. "You feel no wrong and love. I suffer the wrong of it every moment and still love! Since the day we met I can only repeat we have both acted like mad people!"

"I have not denied that! We have both been mad! But mad people, remember, are not to be held responsible!"

She turned a strangely pale face to him.

"Do you love me as much as before last night?" she whispered.

"More! Far more! Before last night I did not know how generous you could be! As long as my love lasts you could not do anything that would make me love you less!"

"As long as it lasts?" she said, her voice again lowered to a whisper.

"Surely. Have I tried to deceive you? Have I said once that such love can last, that it would? That would be impossible! As impossible as that the world could continue on its way with a perpetual lightning storm in the sky! Man's love is the lightning storm of his being, my own beloved! It illumines, it rips and tears, it destroys, and it expires! Because that is true, because my love cannot last, make the most of it now!"

Some young birds above their heads awoke, chirped a moment and were still.

"And what of me? When this love of yours is passed?" she asked, a gleam of pain coming to her eyes that seemed to light up space.

"I don't know!" he laughed. "I don't even care for that! I care only for the present—the present hour! Love, as I have just told you, is the storm that rages in a man and—passes! I love you now and that is all I know, or care to know! I am so consumed by my love for you that I cannot even care what happens to you, or will happen! All that I pray to you is—prolong my love! Keep me in fever, keep me mad, keep me indifferent even to you!"

"Indifferent to me?" echoed Arline.

"Surely. Indifferent to you and all things! Man's love is selfish," he seemed calling upon registered thoughts, "no man ever, my sweet Arline, loved unselfishly. No man ever continued in love! Devotion, perhaps, yes, devotion, I know I will always feel for you! Devotion, gratitude, many beautiful things, but love, that is different, Arline! Take what I have to give now and bear the consequences, for that is all the perfection of life that can come to a woman! Tell me, was not last night worth a thousand years? Life consists of moments—why care about the years? Tell me," he said impulsively after a slight pause, "is it true that like me you never loved before?"

"Never!" solemnly. "I have known only the shame and distress of surrender without love! Last night how I
wanted to talk to you of this! I want to talk to you now—tell you many things! I want you to know me just as I am—have always been! I think I was different,” she went on sweetly. “As a child I was peculiar. I mean in this way: I always wanted particular things, never in general anything very much, but particular things! I’ll give you an example,” she laughed a little, “a silly one! It was the custom at our home to bring to the parlor in the evening a silver bowl of apples. Everybody did, I believe, I mean all our neighbors, it was the custom, and it was my habit when the basket came in to pick out the particular apple that I wanted.

“Of course, being a child, the basket came to me last, or among the last, and if before it got to me anyone took my apple I was secretly enraged. I wanted to strike the person! I instinctively felt that any other would have satisfied that person equally well, and that only that one would have satisfied me. I have watched a certain fruit ripen on a tree in the same way, or a flower open, oblivious of all the others. My nature has ever demanded something to concentrate upon! And so—”

“Yes, Arline?”

His voice stirred her, his voice reminding her of the night before, and for a while she remained silent.

“Go on, my sweet!”

“I was speaking of concentration,” she answered vaguely. “To concentrate on a human being has been more difficult for me than upon things: fruits, flowers, any beautiful thing. Always there was something disturbing, always something came between. There was a lack of harmony, of coloring, of—as in a fruit, or flower—perfection. The shape of an ear,” and she laughed, “the curve of a finger, some defect in the nostrils, an ill-shaped tooth, the growth of the hair on the temple. The tiniest thing disturbed my effort, cut off the stream of joy that I built up, so that, while excited by the search and temporarily affected by certain qualities or characteristics, I have existed in a series of disappointments. Do you understand me?”

“Yes!”

“I was always looking for someone perfect to love, someone who would please the eye, the ear, the touch, the intellect, the soul, the heart, at one and the same time, someone who could appeal to all in me, every mood of me like Wagner’s music does. I wanted Wagner’s music, tender, loud, full of wailing, full of blast, but always harmonious, in a human being, and I couldn’t find it. If I found the intellect satisfied my eye was offended. If I found beauty my brain starved and grew irritated. I wanted so much! People always told me I wanted too much! In reality—”

“Yes, Arline?”

“I wanted you!”

“Did you, my darling?”

“I have been wanting you all my life, and the instant I saw you I knew that all my desires could be realized through you. Is it any wonder I forgot everything? So many years I had searched! So long I had been discouraged! But still, always hoping. I was like a miner who digs for the diamond, grasping at false things, shining rocks, bits of ore, examining each, but to throw it away, still never losing faith, always believing just as when I was a little girl I always believed the prince would appear in the forest before me if only I waited long enough. As I grew up the whole world became my forest and at last my dream was realized—I found you! You appeared and every doubt vanished! I knew that you were my dream come true at last!”

“And yet,” said Winston thoughtfully, “your first words to me were of another—of Nelly! All your anxiety was for her!”

“That is true! It is perfectly natural to me to think of others! And besides, I wanted to keep things intact! Why shouldn’t I? Oh!” and she wrung her hands, “didn’t I tell you, didn’t I tell you from the very first, that it is all terrible—terrible! Think what I have done! Think of what we both have done!”
She looked at him her eyes filled with the alarm he was beginning to associate with them.

"We have loved!" he said quietly.

"We have loved yes, but at what a cost! At what a cost to Nelly."

Tears suddenly rolled down her cheeks and she reached over nervously for one of his hands and finding it pressed it to her lips.

"How could I help but take you?" she cried upon it.

"How could I? How could I?" she repeated over and over.

"You couldn't! And still, after all, you didn't take me! I took you! Don't you remember on the corner you wanted to go back and I laughed at you? I have not forgiven you," he became playful, "that moment of prudence!"

"Oh! but I am prudent now! More—I am terrified! Can't you see how awful it is?"

"I don't want to see," he said abstractedly and looked about him.

All was silent and dark. People, even those resembling shadows, had departed and clouds had covered the stars. The air felt more damp. He took her in his arms tenderly, lingeringly, as the artist lifts his bow leisurely, gathering with a slow motion magnetism for it, and pressed his lips to hers.

While he kissed her thus her mind reverted to the high note she once heard a tenor hold so long that she trembled for him. She was trembling now for herself, trembling that she was not equal to such bliss, not equal, yet holding on. Tears gathered in her eyes. She was tremendously sorry for herself.

When he released her she cried while holding on to him with taut arms.

Suddenly she recognized that her tears were not for herself, but for Nelly. She knew she would no longer consider Nelly, that she was lost to consideration of others. At this thought, hatred, hatred that is a part of passion, of him filled her, hatred of his dominion, his cruelty, his power.

She was stabbed by these things into bitter resentment. It made her vibrant, wild; the animal in her leaped. His form was so frail she felt she could crush it with one pressure of her strong arms. But even with the burning of hate for all he had done, for all he was making her do, with her countenance blurred, a bit stupid, less beautiful, she lifted her mouth to him. . . .

He teased her, held back his kiss, smiled in her eyes—that smile that is woman's undoing—until her hands went convulsively to the back of his neck. He laughed, made her struggle, and—kissed her.

"Ah!" she breathed, freeing herself and rubbing her eyes with her knuckles like one trying to awake, return to normal. "I will suffer for this! I feel it! I know it! I will suffer for it all my life!"

"And all your life," he breathed upon her lips, "you will remember last night!"

She looked at him a moment, apparently dazed.

"Last night" she said, finally, "will hasten my doom! It is the women who have not much to give who hold men the longest, the women who can't wholly enslave themselves, whose paltry natures leave them partly free. It is," and she, too, seemed to call upon registered thoughts, "the women overgenerous in love whom men desert and forsake the quickest!"

"What hour will you come to me tomorrow?"

Why the effect of his voice? Why must she feel faint when he spoke? "What hour tomorrow?" she said blankly.

"Yes. It is absurd for you to think of resisting, of not coming. I am expecting by then an answer to a letter I have written to a beautiful place in the mountains, a mountain valley place. We must go away for the summer you know!"

"Go away for the summer?"

"Surely. We cannot keep up this deception. If detected we would be interrupted—bothered. I cannot," and a
look, that might have been interpreted as a touch of his fever, crossed his features, “think of such a thing!”

“You think only of yourself!” she protested, with a flash of anger as she saw all of a sudden the havoc he was planning.

“Love always thinks of itself,” he answered. “When it begins to think of others it is as I have just told you on the wane. I have told you I am in a condition, a frame of mind, body and soul, I don’t know what it is, when I cannot think. I do not want to think! I want only to love and take your love! Listen, Arline, our present moments are too rare to be questioned. Don’t question! Do you,” he took her shoulders in a strong grasp “suppose for one moment that while I am a madman I would let you escape me?” And he laughed merrily. “Don’t even think of trying to escape me!”

“I can’t try!” exclaimed Arline, merry, also, yet bitter. “I can’t resist you! If I am alarmed and terrified by what we have done, what wonder? You must not forget that I, too, am mad! The difference between us is that I do hold myself responsible! Tell me! What are we going to do?”

“Go away,” he smiled, “to this beautiful place I have written to and be perfectly happy while we can! What difference does our being happy make in the great plan of the universe?”

“The universe? I am thinking of Nelly and her father; the girl you are engaged to be married to, and the man I am engaged to be married to!”

“What difference do they make?” And he laughed again.

“They will be crushed by it, made unhappy. Today that child is bewildered, that is the word, bewildered! You should see her watching me, see her eyes as they travel over me, or search mine! I believe she knows: I know she suspects!”

“How beautiful you are when you think of others! How beautiful you will be in the country! I see the grass spreading out from you, the trees bending over you, the flowers blooming for you wherever you pass!”

“But we must think of others!”

“There are no others! There is a beautiful world and you and me!”

He pointed to a star that had penetrated the clouds, one large luminous star that seemed to be imbedded in a clear lake of its own.

“It’s billions of miles away,” he bent over and whispered to her, “and there are billions more! If we separate tonight they will go on their way just the same!”

He seemed to make her see this, succeed in making the moment one of complete oblivion, oblivion, however, replete with terror. She sat perfectly still, her eyes fixed on the star. When she turned them a bit hopelessly upon him, he knew that the summer was his. She was no longer responsible. . . . She would do as he said.

A strange thing happened then. He saw her six months ahead, had a vision of her, seated in this very spot alone—with her memories. A bit of a shudder passed over him. It’s all, he thought, very wonderful, what is and what will be. Her memories of me must be that I was tender. That is all that any man can do, the highest service he can render the woman he loves and abandons, see to it that her memories of him are saturated with his tenderness.

He was very tender with her. As they descended the broad marble steps she told him that flowers seemed to be blooming in the air, that such odors, such a perfume from flowers, had never reached her before. She kept breathing deeply, and turning her head at intervals to get fleeting glimpses of his profile, a bit sharp through its slenderness, a profile that drugged her. . . .

XII

Never was there a sweeter morning in Washington than the one that ushered in June. The warm days of the latter part of May had simply rushed things into bloom and in yards and parks the early
summer flowers, fragile and ethereal, were holding high revel in the sunshine. It was divine, people were saying or thinking, and the birds were darting about in and out of every tree and ledge.

It seemed that only little Nelly was destined this morning not to rejoice. Nelly, the little butterfly of Winston’s imaginings, and Nelly’s father, the grim dray horse.

There was no lack of sunshine in the dining-room where they sat at the breakfast table, for Mr. Elsworth was one of those who insisted upon open blinds and highly raised shades in the mornings. The sun was allowed to enter through lace curtains, and these same lace curtains had embroidered the table cloth with patches of light.

Nelly, a woeful little figure beside a tremendously filigreed coffee urn nearly as large as herself, had just remarked to her father over his paper that the dazzling light almost hurt her eyes.

Nelly was not looking as pretty as once she looked. Her little face as a matter of fact pretty merely in its youth and smiles, was almost old looking, and such a thing as a smile had not crossed Nelly’s at present prim set little mouth in several weeks. She wore a white cashmere morning gown with blue ribbons, and over her hair, that was pinned up in little curls, a boudoir cap of white lace that flapped and was not at all becoming to her.

Her father, in his dark brown suit, jewelry and heavy watch chain, might be said to suggest a liver-colored dray horse that he had been, barring the mention of the color, likened to. There is a strong possibility that had Winston looked in at the present moment, he would surely have thought of the horse and likened Nelly perhaps not to a butterfly, but to a little white mouse. At any rate, there they were, one miserable, the other provoked, and both as rich as cream.

It was only the day before that Mrs. Branscombe had left, ostensibly, or so Nelly thought, to return to her ailing friend. And a little later the expressman had called and had brought a note from Mrs. Branscombe asking for her trunk and saying she would explain all later.

Imagine Nelly’s surprise, when upon reaching Mrs. Branscombe’s room, she found her two large trunks packed, locked, and even strapped.

When they were gone, Nelly had stood for quite a while the central figure of half burned, and now, of course, unlit candles, until suddenly the whole truth dawned upon her. The rest of the day had been a terrible one for Nelly, and the night—for she had not closed her eyes—even worse. No wonder she was this morning, while bravely confronting her household obligations, a woeful little figure with all her beauty, such as it was, eclipsed.

When a mind, such a mind as Nelly’s for instance, untrained to thought, tries to think deeply and figure out mysterious things, it is apt to leave marks, unbecoming ones at that, upon not too pronounced features.

What Nelly was trying to discover, while awaiting the entrance of the butler with the accustomed bacon and eggs or what not, was—she knew what she thought—what her father was thinking. That he was thinking was evidenced by his silence and the fact that he had neither pulled her ears or her nose this morning.

She had just parted her lips, the little lips that quivered at the thought of framing words, to ask that very thing, when a servant entered bearing a tray containing a single letter as the morning’s mail.

“Papa!” said Nelly springing to her feet, her blue eyes become—since they rested upon the envelope—those of a little hawk, “it’s from him! I know it! I know the writing!”

She was white before like a pale person, but now she was the white of a marble statue.

Said Nelly’s father very quietly: “Well, what of it?”

“It’s probably an explanation! We can now know where he is, why,” and
Nelly's voice was a pronounced sob, "he has acted as he has—treated me so!"

"I do not need this letter to explain to me where he is, or why, as you express it, he has treated you so!"

"You have known, papa!" And Nelly was beside him.

"Go back to your seat," he said sternly.

She did so, rapidly, just as everyone obeyed a command from Richard Elsworth.

"I will read you this letter, or you can read it yourself in good time! But you don't suppose for one instant, do you, that I, who have amassed a fortune out of the maneuvers, machinations, and weaknesses of humanity, haven't known what was going on under my roof?"

"You mean, papa—"

"That your friend Mrs. Branscombe has played me false, and your friend Mr. Stanley Winston has played you false, and if you and I want to get married we've got to settle down to two other fortune hunters!"

"Fortune hunters!" gasped Nelly.

"Of course, fortune hunters! You don't for an instant imagine that those two people we had agreed to buy for our entertainment cared anything about us, do you? He selected you for your money; she me for mine, and the two have simply gotten together and made fools of themselves."

Nelly was staring quite speechless at her father who went on:

"What's become of that little girl you used to go to school with—what's her name—Corinne Stanton!"

"Why, I saw her the other day, papa!"

"Well, she's a silly, sharp little thing looking out for money, no brains, but shrewd as you make 'em, and pretty as a wax doll! I'm going to put her in the place of the widow—she'll serve my purpose. And I'm going to put Ralph Frederick in your Mr. Winston's place to serve your purpose! I'm going to put these two new-comers in their relative positions pretty blamed quick, just as I have put traitors out of my office many and many a time and filled their places to advantage!"

"Papa!"

"No, you just pour me another cup of coffee, baby, and let your father talk! Those candles and a little too much blue blood atmosphere set me thinking before this thing happened. I am quite convinced that Corinne will be the better partner for me altogether. I can manage her better! And there's no question about Ralph, when you get down to business, being the better fellow for you. He's in my employ, given satisfaction, and I'm going to pay him fifty thousand dollars to marry you and take him in the business. That's a practical arrangement and I never knew any other kind to pan out yet. You two girls will be happy and have babies, and what with the two babies, baby carriages, nurses, doctors coming and going if the babies sneeze, the place will be lively enough!

"But, papa," and Nelly shoved her elbows against her sides and doubled her fists tragically, "I love him!"

"I'm coming, my baby, to that part! In my opinion to a level-headed person there isn't any such thing as love. Did you know there was a time on this earth when men and women never had any thoughts of love? What men call love is purely a conception of the human brain that has taken more fanciful shapes, and damned foolish forms, to upset God Almighty's plans more than anything the brain of man has invented. I want to tell you right now, my daughter, there isn't but one kind of love on this earth worth the paring of your finger nails, and that's," and Mr. Elsworth squared his shoulders and bent forward, a gesture known to the business world, "self-love! That's the love that nature intended for her purposes, and it's the only kind worth bothering about. When I was twenty-seven years old I had pretty well tested the love of everybody I had come in contact with. One morning, standing out in the open, I took a vow to love my-
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self and love myself mighty well. At the end of two years I had twenty thousand dollars in the bank and I've been loving myself ever since, and I don't give a tinker's damn about anybody but myself! As a part of me, as my daughter, a chip of the old block, I want you to be that way too! Will you?"

"Papa!"

He raised a powerful hand and went on:

"People have said that I am a pretty good historian, Nelly. Perhaps I am. History is two-thirds how some man saw things all wrong. Nothing but prejudice reported, but if it hasn't done anything else, it has taught me that the best thing a man and woman can do in this world is to steer clear of the emotion called love! I'd just like to hear you," and Mr. Elsworth stood up with his back to the mantel, "after you get through with the contents of this letter say: To hell with love for anybody but myself, for anybody but Ellen Elsworth!"

"Let me see the letter, papa!"

And Nelly was in front of him, a breathless tragic little thing, not quite equal to the role of stoic outlined for her to follow.

He handed her the letter and this was what Nelly read, or attempted to read aloud:

"My dear Mr. Elsworth:

"For the time being I am a non-responsible human being. One of my theories is that any man in love is. Another of my theories is that all male love is transitory. The part I am playing to Mrs. Branscombe is even more reprehensible than my actions towards your daughter. I have induced Mrs. Branscombe to go away with me for the summer and I have deserted your daughter who I was honestly desirous of making my wife. I claim that I am in the delirium of a fever that I have nothing whatsoever to do with. I am merely an instrument of nature, unable at present to resist her laws. In a normal condition I respect myself as I respect my father and sister, your daughter and yourself. At present I respect nothing. I love! I cannot even express regrets for I have none.

"Respectfully,

"STANLEY WINSTON."

"Papa," cried Nelly, bursting into tears, "but this is beastly, beastly!"

"This love business always is, my dear."

Quite naturally Nelly's answer was to weep even more bitterly. Quite naturally her father took her in his arms and patted, with his broad, practical hand, the little Charlotte Corday cap. For in spite of his cold and analytical discussion of love and life, a discussion solely for the sake of his daughter's welfare, he had passionately loved her mother, of whom Nelly was a feeble reproduction, and he loved his little girl very devotedly.

"We are going to begin business right away," he said, when Nelly's tears were partly dried, and she was standing apart from him, a palpitating little thing, "by having those two young people here tonight for dinner. After that we are going to some show or other to look on at nonsense. Will you go in for that? Will you get up and preside over a real fine, live, dinner, with a smile, for me?"

"Yes, papa," answered Nelly, with another outburst of tears.

"All right, that's a good girl! And you leave it to me, Nelly, to your father, to look out for your happiness!"

He opened his strong arms to her again.

Nelly sprang into them and clung to his breast that seemed to her, had ever done so, to possess the strength of a stone wall.

"I'd like to break his neck," was what Mr. Elsworth muttered to himself a little later as he left the house.

"My little baby," he added with a tear starting to his eyes.

He was on his way—a man of action ever—to invite Ralph Frederick to dinner.

XIII

The charming spot that Winston had spoken to Arline of on the eventful night of her surrender to his plans was a very charming hotel in the heart of the mountains.
About two weeks after their arrival summer was in full bloom, and not very much more can be said for summer, or, for that matter, anything vouchsafed man.

Summer in full bloom is summer in a state of rhapsody.

Love in full bloom is love in a state of rhapsody, and that was the condition of young Winston and Arline. That their rhapsodical condition affected them differently was most natural.

To her every sight was a wonder as though a summer in full bloom never had been before. Every flower, every waving tree, the field of wild flowers, or tender grain, those pale stretches of young wheat or oats or barley, the cold waters of shady places, the cascades of waters in the sunlight, the birds—all affected her like strong drink. She was gleeful, hysterical, unnaturally gay, or she was delightfully sad. A tear would spring to her eye over the simplest sight, any tenderness, an old man working, a child at play, or the heavens becoming serene at eventide.

Stanley Winston, likewise affected by things, was not at all so abandoned or given over. He was more intent upon grasping the moments to wring them dry of any sweetness they contained. He was more impatient of his experiences, less content to take things naturally, to fall into happenings. He was always planning moments to look forward to, was keen about selecting places to go, places for them to become separated from humanity and a part of nature itself. He saw to it that they took long motor rides, were at the top of a mountain at sunrise, that the boat was secured for the moonlight row. He was impatient if Arline manifested interest in anything whatsoever that surrounded her. Her entire interest must be centered upon him. In all things else he protected her from the slightest comment, but from the first he held her apart, refused to allow her to mingle with people, take part in things, bridge parties, excursions, and not once had he consented to her appearing in the ballroom.

She looked upon her happiness—had drifted into this—as a fixed thing, something eternal, as women ever do. . . . He knew that his happiness was a question of months, perhaps weeks. It might at any time be days . . . as long as the fever lasted . . . .

He kept a chart as to his condition: "Today the fever raged. Today I was delirious for three hours. Today I experienced moments of unconsciousness. Today my eyes were affected: I could see nothing but Arline: surrounding objects were dim: I am having hallucinations: I am tormented by visions of Arline lying dead. These visions put me in terror. I am confident that no man, no poet has ever described the sensations of passion. What is the purpose of love? I am convinced that it has no purpose, that like virtue it is its own reward. Love is sorely for the glorification of the individual. Marriage should never intrude upon the fever of love. While in love there should be no thought of responsibilities, conditions. When Arline approached me in a white dress I had the feeling that she had visited heaven and returned as an angel. I indulged all the satisfaction of possessing an angel to love. My views of love were correct. No man could continue to exist in my condition. I am unfit for anything but love."

These were among the things he recorded.

XIV

For a whole week they had watched and waited for the moon to be full. Tonight it was full.

After dinner, standing in the centre of the broad white road that swept by the front of the hotel, Arline had calculated as to just when it would reach and pour in one of the windows to the little sitting-room of her corner suite, declaringly, very merrily, that they would sit perfectly still on her divan, that rested beneath this very window, and take a moonlight bath.

And as luck would have it no shadow
of a cloud—something that Arline had feared—had dared come between her and her carefully considered and carried out plan.

Having pulled the divan out a bit, they were seated upon it with their backs to the dainty little parlor which Arline kept filled to overflowing with flowers, taking, in rapt silence, this very moonlight bath.

"Isn't it beautiful?" she asked finally, half reluctantly breaking the silence.

"You are!"

There was a certain impatience in his voice that she knew only too well, and ignored, as women will when somewhat overloved. He wanted only her for his pastime. She wanted him and the whole world. Her love was more patient, more intense, perhaps; his ever impatient, more direct.

"Look what a stage setting," she said, "see that clump of trees," and she pointed, "way over there, and those roses in the circle of the lawn. Today they were white and scarlet; now they are quite black. Isn't it strange how moonlight makes things so black. The trees are all black, too! Do you know why?"

"No! Do you know why it makes you so intensely white?"

"No. And my dress, too! It's like snow, isn't it?"

"I think I love you more in the moonlight!"

"Do you? I was thinking yesterday that I love you most out-of-doors in the bright sunshine!"

"Were you? You told me you were very tired last night."

"I was. We tramped very far in the hot sun to reach those pines. But it was worth it. Didn't they smell sweet? That smell of pines has a strange effect upon me. It's a part of my childhood. I slept so beautifully last night, just like a child! Not even a dream!"

"You must sleep even sweeter tonight. Do you like to be tired, and then rest like that?"

"Yes. But not tonight! Stay as late," and she laughed, "as proprieties admit! Stay until my clock begins to strike twelve! Do you know whenever you leave me it is as though you had died! I suffer terribly, from fear it seems to me!"

"Fear?"

"Yes! You will think this very silly. Fear that I may never see you again, that something, I haven't the faintest idea, and she again laughed, "what, might happen to part us!"

"While I love you I can control all things that could part us!"

"While you love me?"

"Yes, I always tell you that!"

"I know," she took up one of his hands, "but even that can't affect my happiness. Nothing can! You see, oh, my love, I am so madly, wildly happy in your love! Look at me! It isn't the moonlight that makes me so white—it's my love! Why, I feel that I am shining, that there is a silvery glamor upon me just like that upon the moon! Look at me!" She repeated and stood up. "Can't you see it, that I am shining? It's my love!"

She bent over, laid her arms about his neck and kissed him.

"Just think!" she exclaimed, straightening up and opening her arms, "I am the happiest being in the whole world tonight. I have forgotten everyone but you and me—everything except that I am yours! That happiest being in the world is yours! Yours to love, to forsake, abandon, do anything you will with! Isn't that wonderful?"

She took her seat on his knee. "Fold me in your arms! Give me your lips! No, no!" And she lifted a finger, "do not kiss me! Be very careful now, and very gentle: just press your lips to mine! . . ."

"Isn't it true, dear," she exclaimed at length, "that I am shining! And oh! aren't I beautiful! I feel that I am! Come quick!"

She took one of his hands, pulled him up and dragged him half laughing before a full-length mirror.

But as she saw them imaged there, her laughter ceased and the frown he loved, that strange contraction of the
brows that never failed to excite him, took the place of smiles.

"It isn't I," she said turning and laying her hands on his shoulders, "who am beautiful but you! It is you who shed the light. Whatever I am, or feel, is you, you—you!"

"Arline, my own, don't make me more frantic for you than I am. Do you remember the many things you have said to me of Wagner's music? Mad things I have not always understood? I do now. You are the whole of Wagner's music! You are more. You are all the music of the world, and I am the master musician performing you! What you have had, and will have, dear one, while my love for you lasts," this he repeated to her like a dirge, "is the accumulated demand of your temperament that has resolved into music for me to bring forth."

"Oh! why should I have all this—have you?" she asked, tossing back her head.

"You have willed it all your life!"

He took her face in his hands and kissed her. . . .

XV

"Shall we dine inside or on the balcony?" he asked her the next late afternoon as they approached the hotel after one of their tramps to some new spot of beauty.

She wore a white skirt, rather short, canvas shoes, and a deep but bright blue sweater. On her head was a pretty sport hat of mauve felt, and she looked, with her flushed cheeks and bright eyes, very lovely and girlish.

"Outside," she said, "we'll get a corner and I won't have to dress. Who was the letter from that the boy handed you as we started out this afternoon?"

"You have waited all this time to ask?" and he smiled at her a bit mischievously.

"Yes." She paused in the road. "I was afraid to ask. I knew! It was from your father! Do you know," she laid a hand on his arm, "when those letters come from him I always know, and I die a thousand deaths! I always feel that some day they will prevail, that he will prevail! Oh! I know his standpoint, what he thinks! But, darling, you will never listen to him, will you? You will do just as I did when I came away with you to this place. You'll just throw everything ever and always to the winds for me, won't you?"

"I am throwing everything to the winds now!" he answered her with a laugh. "If you're not going to dress let's walk over to the lake. I want you to get in the boat with me. I'll show you something."

He took her hand and pulled her along quite rapidly, with a certain eagerness, to their destination.

When he had her in the rowboat and they were drifting along with the tide toward a deeply crimson afterglow of the sunset he took the letter from his pocket.

"Now look," he said, and without breaking the seal he tore the letter in two and cast the pieces on the waters.

"Ah!" she exclaimed nervously. "You shouldn't have done that!

And she reached out for the pieces. But with a laugh he rowed the boat merrily away.

"That's how I love you," he said finally as he rested the oars. "Nothing in the world, at present, means anything to me but you!"

"Still," she said wistfully, "we mustn't entirely forget others. I'm afraid of being utterly selfish!" And tears came to her eyes.

"You are so infinitely sweet, Arline," he said, bending forward to drink in her tears as he would have bent forward to catch a better sight of a smile on her lips.

In spite of Arline's expressed and genuine concern for others the incident, a bit tragic, a bit trashy, but nevertheless genuine homage, had its effect upon her. It made her happy. It told her so much more plainly than could any spoken word that her hour of conquest was at its zenith. Her sense of self-appreciation expanded. He had
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made her feel all the wonder of herself, and while this knowledge made her half timid, it made her also half sublime. Not only did he feel the effect of the effect upon her, but he was lifted to a seventh heaven, as it were, by his complete abandonment, an emotion, that he had looked forward to. It registered for them both one of those hours destined to stand out when even more intense ones have faded.

When they were approaching the hotel, again through twilight that had brought forth a few stars, they met a bent old woman with a big basket of roses. She was a familiar figure of the neighborhood, had been selling flowers to summer strangers some said for fifty years.

"Old Marthe is getting home pretty late tonight, isn't she?" asked Arline, laughingly.

"Yes, and she doesn't seem to have had a very successful day. Let's buy all her flowers. We'll have that same wine of the other evening when I had to reprimand you so severely for tossing her roses all over the table and decorating yourself in them in a public dining-room."

"I did completely forget myself, didn't I?" she asked with a laugh. "I forgot there was anyone in the whole world but you and me!"

"And I'll never forget how beautiful you looked!" he returned, as he beckoned to old Marthe.

"Just think," said Arline when they were on their way laden down with the roses, "that dear old soul has been living here where she could see all the sunsets, and the stars come out, all her life. Together with her association with flowers she must have had many beautiful thoughts. Don't you think so?" she added, giving him one of the quick glances he loved.

"I think we have had more beautiful thoughts in our two short months here than old Marthe if she had been here a thousand years!"

"I reckon so too!" granted Arline, in her Southern way.

When they were seated in the corner where roses grew on a trellis, and Arline had decorated the table, and with her hat removed, decorated herself, she looked at him and laughed merrily.

"I think," she said, "they all hate us for being so happy!"

"I don't doubt it!" he answered.

"Isn't it wonderful that we are so happy, that two people, who have been wicked, who have deserted friends, and thrown over every obligation on earth can be so happy?"

"Love can transpose anything into a joy, even selfishness—since you persist that we are selfish!"

"Of course we are! It's that I think sometimes that gives it the tang. We're two awfully wicked people, dear!"

"Terribly! And shall I tell you something? Whatever we are is all through you! It's all the accumulated love of your nature taking form! All those secrets of your nature responding."

"You really think that?"

"I do! Your present, our present, is but the realization of your unspoken but persistent and never ceasing demand for love, and more love! That is the kind of terrible woman that you are! The moment I saw you—"

"No," and she put out her hands, a vision above flowers, backed by flowers, and with flowers in her hair and on her breast, "don't put it all on me, please don't!" She looked at him, her face lit by a vague wonder.

"Why should I have you thus?" she then breathed.

"Because, as I just told you, your life and the whole of you willed it!"

"It makes me afraid!"

"It is done!"

"When I think," she pondered, "that for me you gave up great wealth!"

"So did you for me?" he smiled.

"And how we wronged those two!"

"That had to be! They were the bridges your dreams had built for us to cross over and meet!"

"I hope they are not suffering."
"I have every reason to believe that they are quite consoled!"
"Why?"
"Because I saw by the evening paper that they are both married!"
"Married!"
"Yes, both of them!"
She had turned quite pale, but she now broke into a merry peal of laughter.
"Then we haven't," she said, "got one single thing in the world to worry about! Oh! I am so glad!"

CHAPTER XVI

A week of rains and storms robbed their world of roses.
The bushes in yards looked quite bereft and the rambler clinging to houses was no longer a flame.
The grain of the field had ripened to gold, and wild flowers were springing up in quite a riotous way everywhere.
All of which things told that August was well on.

CHAPTER XVII

"It has been so sweet today, hasn't it?" asked Arline, "warm and tropical! Don't you think the solitary green trees standing in the harvest fields like sentinels are very beautiful?"
"Yes, I do!"
They were occupying two large rockers on one of the verandas.
"Isn't it dark tonight?"
"Yes, but the harvest moon will soon appear over that mountain."
"I know! I hope it will be gold-colored like last night!"
"It's been so warm all day, I think it will."
"I've had such a queer feeling recently."
"Have you? What?"
"As though I no longer had any home; as though I had died; as though we had both died and reached a new world! I feel absolutely detached, not a part of anything at all but you!"
"That is all I want you to feel a part of!"

"Take last night for instance, when you wouldn't let me speak to those two men that poor woman would present to me! I resented it for a moment, your forcing me to be impolite, but for a moment only. Afterwards I was quite happy over it, foolishly, of course. It was the first time that anything had ever come up to show me that you were in the position to command me. It was the first time I ever had to obey you! I enjoyed being dominated by you, and I enjoyed today when you made me lower my eyes when they passed us in the road."
"I won't have other men talking to you!"
"I reckon they know it pretty well. You don't think I cared to talk to them? I didn't. Only it seemed strange at first to be impolite, that was all."
"And you are still worrying over it?"
his eyes flashed.
"Of course not! I don't care in the least. I care for nothing on earth, or that has ever been on this earth for me, but you and I want to obey because you love me. Every time I have thought of it, today, it was as though I felt your thumbs pressing on my shoulders and the pain hurt a little. It was a new sensation of bliss. I have been happier today! Everything has seemed more beautiful. Obedience makes one feel gentler. The day, too, has been gentle, scarcely a breath of wind from any quarter. It has all been summer, summer, summer! I felt summer and smelt summer, and summer seemed to touch me and be a part of me. Doesn't it seem impossible, dearest, as we sit here, that rough winds can ever blow again and ravaging storms come to destroy this wondrous peace. Just now, this moment, my love is like this day: so sweet, so gentle, so peaceful. Oh! I wonder if a storm will ever come that will destroy me. Do you know," she asked, facing him and looking him into his eyes, "how much I love you?"
"Yes."
"But today, do you know how much
I have loved you today? Oh! it is so divinely sweet to love you so! Even in my dreams I never believed that love could be like this—as we have known it! Nor did I have any idea that the world was so beautiful. Love is the spectacles that God puts on us to let us see how really beautiful everything is. They say that love is blind. Why, I never saw at all until I loved! Now I don't miss seeing the tiniest blade of grass, or the littlest infinitesimal flower. And every hour I watch the sky, the blue of it, the clouds, and the stars and the moon, and all the shadows the moonlight makes, all the great wonders and a thousand little things—all the wonders! And when your arms are about me I see all the wonders of the world, as it were, under a strong colored light. I seem to be seeing with your eyes as you see things! I am so curious at times to know how you do see things, how everything looks to you, looks as seen through your eyes. I'm jealous," she half laughed, "of your seeing things I can't know about, and of your thoughts—so many of them, of course—that I never know. Sometimes I think it would be better if I could just close my eyes and while filled with the strange subtle joy of your presence let my spirit escape to heaven! Do you remember the close of the Wandering Jew, how the lovers took poison and died in the very ecstasy of a final moment of love? That was a great conception, I think."

"Those men are coming this way—don't look at them!"

She bent her head quickly and lowered her eyes.

"It makes my heart beat," she whispered.

She heard the footsteps on the gravelled path and felt her lover's eyes sharply upon her.

"They have gone," he said at last, and she raised her head like a child.

She was very lovely, sitting there so humble and undefiant in the shadow of night. There was a relaxation in her attitude, the relaxation of one who has feasted upon joys but who knows that richer ones await.

For every day in the lives if these two was the birth of new ecstasies. The man was wise in making her subservient to himself alone, for he knew well that the very thought currents of the outer world would jar the strings of his instrument. She was in very truth the instrument he had likened her to, and he the master performer he had declared himself. Her voice, and all she said, were but the melodies provoked by him, and he listened enchanted by what he provoked.

"Tonight it is just as though we really were in Paradise, isn't it?" she asked, and then went on speaking, low and intensely:

"There seems such a wonder upon everything. I have had such a starved life, been so soul blind and hungry, that suddenly to see and always be feasting is so marvelous. And, then, never to be lonely, I who have been lonely all my life until I met you! It is truly as if I had died and been born again in Paradise. I am always busy with my joy, and yet there is so much rest, so much gentle rest, that reminds me of my childhood. All the mistakes of my nature, all my sorrows, seem to have passed away! It is as though life were a tepid bath of clear, perfumed water in which I float, and float, and float, and where above me the very heavens seem to open and show me visions. But always with you as the central figure! You are sure, my darling, you love me this way too, that you still do?"

She laid her hand on his arm. "I want to tell you something! When we first came here I felt that your love outstripped mine. That it was something that I could never reach up to, never be a match for. But now, since my love has grown so steadily, I believe that I love you more than you do me!"

"That is woman's love—it grows, keeps on."

"Of course! You want it that way, don't you?"

He was silent, with his eyes fixed on
the moon, coming up, as Arline had hoped, the color of gold, over the mountain.

"You do, don't you?" she persisted. He turned, took her face in his hands and kissed her.

For some reason tears gushed to her eyes and when he released her she put her face down in her hands and cried.

"What is it?" he asked, leaning to her.

"I don't know," she looked at him through her tears, "but I am sorry that this particular day is over!"

"It only means," he whispered, "that another night has come! Look!" And he pointed to the moon.

"How beautiful it is! But then everything has been unusually beautiful today. Tonight I don't believe anything could be ugly. Do you know, as I look on this scene in front of us, see it grow brighter, I don't believe I will ever again care for the world, the big cities, I mean, and all that goes on in them. Compared to our existence here, surrounded by Nature and all her wonders, man's world seems only a cruel tyrant mocking one with false splendor. I see its beauty as a decoy, a sham. I now look upon it critically as upon the face of a lover who has betrayed my trust. In that face I still see beauty and the power that lured me, but in my gaze is indifference. This existence, and one day spent with you, is worth more than ten thousand years spent among myriads of people in the gayest capitals of the world! Oh! I wish," she burst forth, after a pause, "just for this night only everybody in the entire world could be happy as I am!"

He took her hand very gently and held it.

CHAPTER XVIII

Two weeks slipped away.
Most of the crops in the surrounding country had been garnered.
The harvest moon would not be back for another year.

If a brisk wind blew, as had happened quite frequently of late, leaves fell in showers from the trees. Nor were the wild flowers so radiant. Some had vanished; some were pale and withered. And the fields had also changed. Ruthlessly shorn of their yield, their gold, they looked a bit forlorn, on certain days desolata.

The hotel, too, was rather barren of aspect. Guests were leaving daily. Trunks were in evidence, sometimes on the outsides of doors, sometimes being carried down the steps so that persons had to wait or step aside. . . . One looked after the wagons that carted them off as though they proclaimed in their noisy way the end of things . . .

CHAPTER XIX

"But how could you tell me in front of those people to go to my room! How could you! How could you!" Arline burst forth.

"How did you dare to talk to those men in my absence!"

"How can I be insulting!"

"Because I told you to be insulting to any man who attempted to speak to you!"

In his jealous rage he was like a young sapling wrapped in flashes of lightning.

He had caught her, during a momentary absence on his part, in conversation with the two men who had been somewhat persistent in their effort to engage her attention. Completely oblivious, he had ordered her off the porch to her room.

Staggered and baffled, she had fled the situation at once, and they were now facing each other in the little parlor that had been the seat of so many passionate dreams.

Upon Arline, a slave to the proprieties, the good behavior of life, his act had come like a thunderbolt. For the moment it revolutionized her entire attitude towards him. He had completely outraged her sense of decency, and she was staggered into a frame of mind as unnatural to her as his deportment had, in her opinion, been to him. Combined with her resentment, however,
was a sense of helplessness, a knowledge that what she was saying and doing in the moment was acting, that any real power to resent, to protect herself against such deportment on his part, was lost in her love for him.

With her eyes, against her will, losing their blaze and becoming humid as they remained fixed on his face, a face still transfigured by anger, but by no means on account of this robbed of its charm, she sensed that she was letting go, that she was the victim of a power over her too tremendous to become defined.

Suddenly she was overcome by this. Her knees felt weak; she wanted to fall down at his feet, press her forehead to them and burst into tears. With this thought the tears did come and her lips quivered. But she made another effort to hold her ground, repeating half vaguely, half stupidly: “How did you dare!”

For answer he took a telegram from his pocket, extracted it from the envelope, opened it, and handed it to her.

She read it and then stared blankly at him.

“Well?” she gasped.

“That came three days ago. It has not been answered. That is how I shut everything out of my life for you! That is how I have let nothing come between you and me! And you dare to question my right to bid you be off when a couple of blackguards are bent upon making love to you. Don’t you suppose I know men?”

“How is your sister?”

“Dead! I heard this morning!”

“But this—”

“Never mind what it is! What of you, with your vanity, your desire to charm any reprobate who happens to come along? Haven’t I seen you casting your eyes around for homage! That’s the woman of you! You haven’t been able to resist!”

“That isn’t so! You know it! I haven’t seen any one but you. You’re unjust. You know it perfectly well! But that isn’t the point. When you got that telegram that your sister was dying you should have gone.”

“I shouldn’t! I should have remained with you! Hadn’t I sworn to you that while my love for you lasted nothing could take me from you! When that telegram came it proved to me that nothing could, not even death. But now it’s different. Anything can take me. I don’t care where I go, or what I do! I’m going to leave you!”

If she had a moment before been only too conscious of acting, now he was. He knew, believed, had ever believed, that the time would come when he would leave her, when his love for her would end as mysteriously as it began, when he would be recovered from love and go his way, but he knew also, that that time was not now. What had really happened, through the sudden flaring up of jealousy, had made his passion for her burn even more fiercely, so fiercely that for the moment it was hate. He had the impulse to insult her, give her pain, destroy her. Her act, and his injustice towards her concerning it, had placed both himself and her on a lower plane.

Later—even now vaguely—he recognized this as a sign, the first step towards his recovery, recognized it through distinct shock, that he had stepped down from the pedestal of adoration. His consideration of her was for the first time lost in a blinding passion, a desire for her not inspired by reverential adoration, but through the consciousness of her appeal to other men before whom, according to his present frame of mind, she had bared the charms that, while exclusively his, he had held sacred.

As this thought became clear it took possession of him. The blood rushed to his face and he strode to the door.

“I’m going to leave you,” he flung at her, turning abruptly to face her charged from head to foot by the venom of his anger, “I’m going down and devote myself to other women! I’m going to insult you as you have me! I’m going to do something to be even with you—and then I’m going to leave you!”
She swept past him to the door and with her back to it barricaded it with arms.

"You're not!" she exclaimed, white as a sheet.

"If you do," she paused breathless, her eyes flashing, "if you do," she repeated, "I'll kill myself! You'll be my murderer!"

Arline's beauty was not at its height in this moment. Her countenance was blighted, transfigured by fear. The terror of the idea of the loss of him, that loss that her subconscious self had ever recognized as a future possibility—his words had emphasized it—now attacked her conscious self. It completely overwhelmed her. It caused her to reach out.

Staggered and bewildered, scarcely knowing it, she descended from her pedestal—she fell. She fell inasmuch as for the first time she resorted to emotional appeal. As the perishing of thirst drink of the salt waters, she attempted to hold her own, hold him through that appeal. It was all new to her. She was the novice, the frightened prima donna offering her song through a baked, aching throat. However, her stage fright quickly passed, and she was bathed in the delirium of her purpose, her purpose to hold, as it were, her audience, to chain him into helpless surrender.

Her breast heaved artificially, her eyes closed but to open and gleam, to give back the reflection of his lower nature that his brutality had caused to settle there. As she had held him by her sweetness, her naturalness, her simplicity, the divine, one might say sublime, purity of her mind and soul, she now called to her aid all those baser things that she knew nothing of, but had heard of, and read, and seen enacted on the stage.

She became the enchantress, the temptress.

He saw all this, saw her fall and in the full consciousness of his power laughed in her face.

After that they stood a moment, their feelings running riot in their veins, gazing cynically, full of hate, into each other's eyes.

Then with his beauty as damaged as hers he went up to her, pressed her head roughly to the back of the door, laughed above her lips, and then kissed them.

For the second time she saw his eyes bloodshot.

"You're going to obey me, aren't you?" he asked.

"Yes," she stammered, attempting to nod the head he had again with one hand pressed to the door, "I'm going to obey you!"

As he left the room he did not know how to define his emotions, whether it was disgust or a sense of liberation that gave him such an elastic step.

CHAPTER XX

With September there was quite an advent of horseback riders.

The arrival of one particular girl had created something of a stir.

The reason was very simple. She was a remarkably beautiful girl, knew it, and used her knowledge boldly.

She made no bones of the fact that she was summering unchaperoned, and in a not over musical voice expressed convincingly the platitudes of the hour concerning her sex. She thought skirts quite a part of a past era, and appeared, for the better part of her time, in the riding clothes.

Occasionally in the evening she wore striking costumes that exposed extraordinarily lovely shoulders and arms, and this contrast to her usual boyish appearance centered upon her comment and admiration. She became, in fact, the object of women's jealousy and men's protection, the protection of the male who scents game.

From the day of her arrival Arline was afraid of her. It took only a short while for this fear to develop into actual terror.

Apparently perfectly normal relations had been restored between her and Winston, but there was an undercurrent of unrest, an undercurrent that she felt instinctively held the dangers of
the undertow of the sea. She was conscious of an effort to please such as she had not experienced, even thought of, before the angry scene between them.

She observed herself critically, as she had not done, after making her toilette, and went over her wardrobe observant of creases or anything showing the effect of the sun or of wear. She ordered several things, was eager until they came, and dissatisfied afterwards. Clothes had to be broken in, had to, at any rate with her, become a part of the wearer, show the wearer through them, and she seemed not to have time for this. She constantly felt hurried, awoke in the mornings with a quick glance at her watch, always fearing she had overslept, and wondering where he was, what he was doing.

One morning he breakfasted before she came down and the incident, apparently a simple one, had made her ill the entire day, ill and with a feeling that she was a bit heavy, not attractive. That this was only a condition of mind for which there was no foundation never once occurred to her. In reality her self-confidence, that inner sense of triumph that a woman feels when her lover's passion for her is at its height, was on the wane. She was nervous, timid, infinitely sweet, and pathetic. Only when he was given over to expressions of love was she at ease, sufficiently at ease to forget herself, and even then her mind was troubled. He had to kiss away tears that sprung to her eyes at a word from him or a caress.

And this girl, this gay, insolent, light-hearted girl with whom she had nothing whatever to do, became a thorn in her side.

If she appeared suddenly, and more especially if she approached within fair eye reach of Winston, her heart would beat furiously, and her eyes, in spite of her effort to control this, would become fiery challenges of hatred. When all unconsciously the girl would pass on her way, she would study her lover's face. On one occasion when she happened to pass them in a sweeping gallop, with her beautiful face and throat bared to the wind, Arline lost her breath. If men, as they often did, formed a group about her, she regarded her as a personal enemy come to destroy her. If in Arline's eyes the girl, with her boldness, her over-pronounced up-to-dateness, her openly expressed deference to feminine liberation, her ignorance of politeness, manner, gentility, appeared vulgar, she felt the utter helplessness of making any man, even Winston, see this.

What they would see, all that they, or so thought Arline, could see, was a beautiful girl.

Had not Winston smiled at her openly smoking cigarettes on the veranda, and the manner she had of slashing at her polished boot while she chatted in a husky, to Arline surely unladylike, voice with the men.

She asked Winston, went so far, if a certain raucous note in the girl's voice did not strike him as rather coarse, underbred.

His careless answer that he had not noticed this, had not noticed what it seemed to her that he, with his sensitiveness, could not help but notice, had sealed her lips.

If the truth be told, what Winston's sensitiveness had responded to was the really unusual beauty of the girl.

Also, he was perhaps amused by her gay, careless manner, her utter disregard of public opinion, and, above all, that she could so charmingly affect the appearance of an effeminate boy. She had arrived among them as a diversion, certainly a diversion for the eye. It was this that his own eyes plainly, too plainly, told Arline.

One day a little incident occurred that emphasized her dread of the girl's charm—charm for men, and by men Arline meant one man, Stanley Winston.

It happened, the morning being clear and beautiful, that she and Winston were among quite a number loitering after breakfast upon the veranda.

The girl, dressed for her morning ride, was also loitering—loitering clev-
erly, since she so easily centered attention upon herself. With her riding cap tilted back, and a cigarette between her lips or finger and thumb, she was certainly, as seen through Arline's jealous eyes, more captivating, more wholly irresistible than she had ever seen her.

As usual the girl's horse, a beautiful, sensitive animal, with a white star in his forehead and wide-open pink nostrils, was tied in front of the hotel, awaiting her impulse to mount. Evidently anxious to be off with his beautiful rider on his back, he whinnied several times and then began to paw the turf.

Several times in her rather raucous voice his mistress chided, commanded even, that he await her presence more decorously. To this the horse, so evidently on this glorious morning feeling his own oats, failed to respond. He went on whinnying and pawing the ground.

Suddenly manifesting her displeasure by the cut of her eye and a firm planting of her lips, his mistress walked somewhat calmly out, and in the presence of the audience assembled on the veranda chastised the beast unmercifully.

When she returned with flushed face and eyes shining, returned, in fact, more beautiful than ever, what Arline saw registered on her lover's face was not what she had hoped for, disgust of the girl's act, her barbarous cruelty, but admiration of the girl herself.

Whether or not the girl caught the glance in her behalf she came straight forward and with her boyish manner swung herself to a seat on the rail directly in front of him.

"When I speak to a horse," she said directly at Winston as she flirted a snowy handkerchief from the cuff of her sleeve and wiped a brow of which Venus herself—to say nothing of Arline—might have felt jealous, "he has to obey!"

"Does that," asked Winston carelessly, "also apply to men?"

"Does it?" she asked, replacing her handkerchief and bringing forth from some secret pocket her cigarette case. "Have one?" she asked of Arline.

"Thank you, no," stammered Arline, "I don't smoke."

"No? Why not?"

"Why," said Arline with an inflection of disapproval, "I never have."

"You don't know what you miss!" laughed the girl as she bent forward with the cigarette between her scarlet lips to take a light from the match Winston had politely struck for her.

Having taken a whiff or two, she centered upon Winston her clear, lake-like eyes, shining like early daylight beneath her level, perfect brows.

"Don't you horseback?" she asked. "I do, yes," answered Winston.

"Then why don't you come along some time? We're getting up a party for a sunrise start. Won't you go?"

"Why, I might, yes," returned Winston with a light laugh, the kind of laugh to fascinate its hearer.

"See that you do," she laughed back. And tossing her half-smoked cigarette over the rail, strode off for her mount.

As she dashed by, waving her whip at Winston, he did that which cuts deepest at the heart of a woman, a woman like Arline, who loves... He gave her an insolent, mischievous smile as he blew her a kiss.

Arline sat for quite a while speechless. To refer to his act would be to bring down on her head that what he had done, he could explain it thus, was getting even with her for what Arline distinctly felt she had not done. Something told her that he would resort to this, that his nature was not as big as hers, that he was, or might be, capable of a trick. It not only rendered her helpless—it hurt!

In this particular moment Arline would have given her life to feel able to trust to her lover's nobility... But she did not feel this, did not feel that she had, or might have, this to cling to.

"You are not going?" she asked, laying a hand on his arm.

"Of course not!" he returned indif-
ferently, yet with a peevish note. Arline heard the peevish note and looked ahead of her as into an abyss.

A male bird with a worm in its beak swooped down to its nest built in the eaves of the porch just above her head. She thought the twittering of the birds would make her scream.

“What shall we do today?” asked Winston, finally breaking the silence.

“We didn’t,” said Arline, failing to control the reproach, “use to have to ask. Every hour seemed to offer something!”

“That is true, but we’ve about exhausted the place. If we can’t think of anything you would like especially to do I am going fishing with the kids this afternoon.” He eyed her closely as he spoke.

“You’re going to leave me for a whole afternoon?”

“Yes,” and he became playful, “I want to see how much you will miss me, how glad you will be to see me when I get back.”

And he expressed his tenderness in a new way, a way that stung her like the cut of a whip. He pinched her cheek.

She sprang up and clapped a hand to her mouth.

“What is it?” he asked, noting the wildness of her eyes and her extreme pallor.

“Two months ago—two weeks ago—you wouldn’t have left me!”

“You are quite right, Arline. I was thinking of that very thing when I agreed to go with the kiddies. Let us hope my delirium is abating. Let us hope that from now on I will be able to love you more sanely.”

She fled from him and later when he followed her looking extremely interesting in a fishing costume he had managed to effect out of his wardrobe, he found her face downwards on the divan of her little parlor sobbing.

It pleased him to tease her, laugh at her. Finally he kissed her tears away and charmed by a new aspect of him, charmed by him in the coarse brown linen shirt that left his throat exposed, the belt, the boots, and all, she entered into a wonderfully happy hour with him.

Outside her door he felt relieved and quite eager about the fishing trip.

Returning home at eventide a certain reluctance filled him, reluctance as to the dressing hour, the lights in the dining-room, many things.

As his mind strayed to his home he paused in the road with a start.

“I am convalescing,” he said aloud, “the fever is abating.”

CHAPTER XXI

Horses, as well as people, are sometimes revengeful. At any rate, or so it would seem, the one ridden by the beautiful girl was.

This conclusion is derived from the fact that from the moment the hotel was lost to view he became, apparently, bent upon vengeance. His foreflank no doubt continued to quiver from pain. The touch of the whip upon this same gleaming foreflank and he was immediately on his hind legs. The spur that followed dashed him forward, plain to any observer, a runaway horse.

The power of a horse that has broken aloof from the control of a pair of small human hands, the power of a horse no longer allowing itself to be thus controlled, is one of the most terrible things in the world. Nothing else so definitely expresses power and brute force.

All this the young girl—her beautiful face grown whiter than marble—was quite conscious of. She, however, by no means abandoned her effort to subdue the animal. They flew, both bent upon victory, down the white state road that cut the green fields like a pallid frozen stream in blinding sunlight. A man, a ploughman, seeing the situation, himself grown pale, leaped the fence to her rescue. His reward was her whip across his face.

No horse—her action said plainer than words—had ever gotten the best of her. Her blazing eyes and the
strained muscles of her bared throat emphasized this.

In five more minutes she was dashed against a tree and killed instantly.

CHAPTER XXII

What shocked Arline was not so much the tragic death of the girl as the effect upon her.

She saw her brought to the hotel on the rude improvised stretcher looking like a dead soldier boy; saw the change in people's faces; experienced the general hush of things, and not one feeling of pity stirred her heart.

She was glad the girl was dead!

Other feelings might follow, all the horror of such a thing, such a bewildering catastrophe, all the other normal emotions, especially normal to her, might come, but her first feeling, her first emotion, was relief that the girl was dead, out of the way—out of his way, out of his sight, that his eyes could no longer rest upon her, follow her.

There was something very terrible in this to Arline whose nature was all tenderness, all sympathy, all fine, in fact. It set her thinking. How she had been led on by her love until now she had experienced, deliberately experienced, coldly and composedly, relief at the sudden and unusually tragic death of a young girl who had done her no harm, whose only offense, affront, was her beauty.

But had the girl done her no harm? As she passed her room, passed it quickly with hurried step and swift glance through the half open door at the dead girl, no longer in appearance a debonair insolent boy, but a recumbent young virgin in a white dress, Arline pondered eagerly upon this.

Had this girl, now so helpless, now so completely out of her way, had she done her no harm? She almost laughed. Why even her death may have fixed—brought out the harm—all the deadly purpose of her. For would it not centre upon her thoughts, his thoughts, that perhaps in life, in the carelessness of a careless life, might have failed to become actually formed and so actually fixed.

While in her room, engaged, in a change of toilet, she was quite given over to these thoughts. When she left it to pass down the long hall, where the bustle and laughter behind doors that opened upon it had become stilled, she saw Winston, the only presence in the room at the moment, standing beside the bed, looking upon the face of the beautiful, dead girl, now, since her passing by of a few moments before, somewhat fantastically strewn in white flowers and glistening green.

Arline had a wild thought.

"I could kill!" she breathed between closed lips.

And then she almost laughed aloud.

What she could kill already lay dead!

"He no longer loves me," she repeated over and over as she descended the stairs, weak and faint, holding to the banisters. "I am nothing to him."

And Arline, white as the dead girl herself, realized suddenly that she was jealous of the dead!

This rather confused her. For a while she was horrified by, at, herself, but just why, how, or for what, escaped her.

The long porch was filled with people, all changed, all with different countenances from the early morning, discussing the girl. No one was actually grieved. No one, as a matter of fact, perhaps really cared. But dead, out of the way, she had the attention of all. Every single soul was thinking of her, discussing her, or attempting to dismiss her lightly.

The bar was kept busy. Boys were running about with trays of drinks. Arline had another thought that shocked her, brought her to her senses. She hated the girl for dying so tragically, and so, as it were, exclusively, claiming a—for so it seemed—fête day in her honor.

And then Arline went to an extreme corner of the porch and stood with her hands pressed to the railing looking out with all her old sweetness returned.
“If he were not here,” she murmured, “if he were not in my life, how all this would have affected me! Why,” and real tears flowed, “it would have broken my heart. I would have been the one to be of use.”

Winston found her thus.

CHAPTER XXIII

It was a week later that Arline and Winston were seated, as once before, in front of her window with their backs to the room looking out on the moonlit scene.

There was a difference. The window was closed. They saw the beautiful scene through glass and Arline was enfolded in a white velvet wrap that had ermine about the neck and sleeves, a thing she had over and over been to theatres in. She looked a bit changed, a bit cold and austere, as the moonlit scene itself as seen through glass. One especial tree had, as though attacked by a blight, lost all its leaves. Bereft of them, bare and chill looking, it stood among its fellows now so busy gathering gorgeous tints for the autumn festival.

Arline had her eyes on that tree. It seemed to her they were kindred souls.

During the past week she had not seen very much of Winston, had not, that is, seen him at all intimately. They had been together it was true. They had done the usual things, even wined a good deal to keep things going between them, keep up the emotional pace of their existence. And everything, or so Arline felt, believed, had been a failure. Her effort at charm, sympathetic appeal, gayety, her natural boldness, her forced laughter, her despondency, her tears, gentle or wild, had all been like the maneuvers of an actress rehearsing to an empty theatre.

“Arline!”

“Yes.” The breaking of a painful silence, a long painful silence, excited her so that she nervously took up one of his hands.

“Yes?” she repeated.

“All that you have been saying of late is quite true.”

“That you have ceased to love me?” She kept her eyes, where she had quickly turned them, on the window.

“No, not that; I will always love you. The sweetness of you, your charm, your loveliness, will always be with me, a part of my life; perhaps the one beautiful part, for no woman can ever in my eyes be like you, no woman is like you, half so sweet, so alluring, so perfect to love. But, and this is the strange, I might even say pathetic, part, as you led me into love, it is you who are leading me away from love. I mean that through you I have learned the delights of love, all its wondrous mystery; through you I have come to understand that I shall want the partnership of love in my daily life. I will want, I fear, many loves. Every imaginative man does. I will want perhaps—and this I learned through the girl we have discussed so frequently during the past week—inferior loves. There was no refinement about this girl, no soul, no culture, no tenderness, but, I have no doubt, and perhaps on account of these things, that she was the very opposite of you, I would have been, had she lived, rather desperately enamored of her. What you said, what you reiterated so often when she first came, that she was not a lady, did not offend me—as it did you—in the least. It rather attracted! She was a relief to me from you. I wanted to leave you to be with her, go riding with her—I was terribly impatient to go riding with her. I wanted to descend from our platform. I wanted to take her for what she stood, what she emphasized, which you could not see, of course, could not be expected to dream, that she was not a good girl. Her beauty, and who knows what else, had led her away from goodness—”

“You mean—” gasped Arline.

“Yes, just that, what you think, what I all along knew. And I knew, also,
on the very morning of her death, as she sat upon the rail of the veranda inviting me to be a devil, that just as I had been, was called to be a god, given over to godlike delights with you, I could very easily be a devil, given over to devilish delights!

She turned to him a face blurred, distorted, distracted.

“You can deliberately tell me all this?” she asked helplessly.

“Yes,” and he took up one of her beautiful hands, “I can deliberately tell you what a man is, what he is like. I have never deceived you, have I, my sweet one, never once, have I?”

“I deceived myself—I have made myself believe!” And her face was buried in her hands.

As they sat thus, the moon, full and clear, hurried into the very heart of a dark cloud. It remained buried there, leaving them, except for the dim light coming through an opaque transom, in darkness.

“Do you know why I am showing myself—revealing myself—to you, my dear?” he finally asked.

She looked at him blankly. “To hurt me?”

He smiled at her for this—his smile—and all her being melted as of old under the spell of it.

“No, not to hurt you! Man, that I am, confess myself to be, I do not believe, while I might often do so, I would ever want to hurt you. It is this!”

“What?” she asked, taking his arm in her hands and gazing at him still distracted, still full of love for him, half-maddened, afraid, but clinging to her love, as it were, with her hands.

“I want you to do what a man has never, I believe, asked a woman to do!”

“What?” she asked again. “Give you up, bravely, without a murmur, just let you go?” Her voice had all the intensity of a violin being scraped upon by a madman.

“No; men have asked that of women!”

“What then? What?”

“I want to ask you not to leave me—” he paused, “not to leave me but stand in the background of my life. Arline!” His own voice was fervid. “I adore you! I always will adore you! What has occurred to me to ask you to do is so, well, perhaps, absurd is the word; I hardly know how to express it, how to put it to you. I want you to be my wife. I want you to accept truth as to marriage as nine wives out of ten accept lying.”

“What do you mean?” asked Arline, the radiance of a hope lighting her features, for a cry had rung in her ears, out her soul, that she would take him on any condition.

“I mean, that having fallen to love, having tested as I told you all its delights, all the ecstasies of its delirium, I am apt, as I just said, to have many loves, no more than most men, perhaps, but many. Through them all I want to hold on to you!”

“In what way?” breathlessly asked Arline, “how?”

“As my wife, the woman my infidelities will cause me to return to fitfully, spasmodically, when you least expect it.”

She threw back her head and laughed.

“You are as mad at the end of love as you were at the beginning!” she exclaimed.

“Love is all madness. Did I deceive you as to that? It’s purely a fever, my dear, an abnormal condition, a madness, all its acts prove that. At present the fever for you is over, but I believe if you took me for what I am, that if you were serenely and beautifully in the background of my life until the hour of my death, I would return to you, come to your sacred precincts to worship you, pray to you for rest, come to—”

He saw her tremble but went on quietly:

“I was untrue to you, Arline, from the day that girl arrived; I was untrue to you in spirit because a new kind of interest—why, how can I say?—awoke in me at the sight of her. Had
she lived I am sure I would have fol-
lowed her and—not a difficult task—
loved her. There! Put your beautiful
head close to me and let me fold you
in my arms."

He took her thus, and went on in
a low voice:

"I might have left you, perhaps I
would have left you, but only for a
while. I would have returned to you
a tired man longing for the comfort
of your love. That is all any wife can
be to any man, Arline, no matter what
they say! It is all, in fact, that any
woman can be. I have loved you, the
fever has passed, but you will be for-
ever, whether by my side or separated
from me, my true wife. You will be
forever the angel of my dreams!"

As he spoke the last words there was
flashed to him the thought that, as he
had hoped, his love was dying, going
out, in splendor.

It excited him, gave him satisfaction.
He lifted her face to kiss her passion-
ately, exulting that this was possible.

But she drew away from him, a look
of terror in her lovely eyes.

"Don't you love me?" he asked,
flashing genuine anger.

"Yes," she breathed, her head back,
hers eyes burning in his, "I love
you, but—I am not big enough, I am
not equal to the truth. I couldn't,
her eyes closed and her lips quivered,
"stand it!"

"In my opinion, Arline," he shook
her a little, "you could! You are,"
surely his love was dying splendidly,
"capable of the highest love! Do you
know what that is?"

"It is what I have given you!"

"And can take away?"

She felt all the subtle injustice of
his reply, felt it from head to foot,
felt, too, that it was unanswerable.

So she kept silent and merely turned
from him to look out upon the night.

The moon was wrestling fiercely in
the black turbulent clouds. Suddenly
it freed itself and shone serene and
calm in her face. It carried no definite
message in the moment. She was too
stunned, too dazed, too agonized, but
it was fixing in a wild way a memory
for her.

She turned to him uneasily.

"It's such a beautiful night!" she
said.

And then, without another word, as
one stricken, she dropped down on her
knees, put her arms about his waist,
pressed her head against him, and re-
mained thus, remained thus a long
while, in silence.

When she looked up at him, into the
half-boyish face, now flooded in light,
the face whose charm even in the mo-
ment was like a dagger plunged to the
hilt in her heart, she smiled.

"You must give me time, my darling,
to think of all you have said. It's very
fine to offer me the truth, I know that!"

"You believe that I love you, Ar-
line?"

Her answer was to smile upon him
again, dispassionately, pityingly, a sad,
beautiful smile for herself.

A little later, when she asked him to
go she still smiled, and when she found
herself alone was surprised that she
felt so natural, quite bright, in fact.

The moonlight was so clear that she
had no difficulty in seeing objects plain-
ly. She felt energetic, folded several
of her dresses, put her shoes away,
and fixed her writing table.

She was quite absorbed.

"I've been neglecting things terri-
bly," she said aloud, "terribly!"

The second utterance of the word
surprised her. It had a harsh, metalic
sound. It was not her voice at all.

She was seized by a strange queer idea
that
she
was not herself. She put up
her hands with her fingers all spread
out and stared at them. No, they were
not hers. They looked different.

Everything did! She was frightened,
terribly alarmed by these feelings.

Suddenly she found herself rushing
down the hall to his room.

He opened to her knock in his shirt
sleeves. . . She stood staring at
him.

"You must come back," she said,
"come back for a moment. I believe—
I believe I am dying!"
CHAPTER XXIV

In the morning she heard that he was out taking a horseback ride on the dead girl's horse.

She waited at her window, one, two, three hours for him to return. When she saw him finally, dashing up in a sweeping gallop, complete master of the animal that had killed the girl, rather showing off to the people, at any rate, forcing them to associate him with the dead girl, forcing all too naturally the joint use of their names, she called on her pride, the last thing she felt that she had to call on.

She wrote him a note and asked him to go, asked him to leave her there alone for a couple of weeks to decide about her future. She wrote him a very beautiful letter, but that was the gist of it.

It rather annoyed him to be called up, called up to a halt, with a demand upon him for sudden action. During his ride he had experienced all the delights, all the wild joy of a convalescent. And that was what he had said to himself, to the winds, to the clear blue sky, and gaudy leaves of the trees. That the fever was practically over! That he was convalescent! That he was a sick man returned to health! That he was well and ready for life's battles!

During one particular moment, while crossing a bridge with the clatter of his horse's hoofs ringing in his ears, and with a cascade of water sparkling in the distance, Arline had no significance whatever. A little later he regarded her as something wilted, drooping, one sick from an ailment of which he had recovered. He rejoiced in his flights of the evening before, rejoiced that his love, the fever had gone out, as he had hoped, so splendidly. He hardly believed—for hers was a spirited nature, even though such a gentle one—that Arline would take him at his word, that she would take her position in the background of his life.

But even if she did, even if that were the outcome, why not? All he had said to her was quite true. Liberated, freed of obligation, he had no doubt that he would return to her. And some such idea as he had had concerning Nelly when he decided to make her his wife, that he could atone, make up to her, for whatever she had to bestow, was in the background of his head. Arline was, as he had defined to her, love itself, the quiet bubbling spring of love from which any man might care to repeatedly refresh himself. And how sweet she was! Yes, his decision was—well, certainly had its appeal.

They would live out-of-town, some suburban place, something that would just fit Arline, a bungalow, plenty of flowers, comforts, too, every comfort, and he would keep his town place as a workshop, a refuge to retire to and work. And how he would work! With Arline in the background, how he could work! It would be, that is if Arline agreed, an ideal life.

But that night, as he sped away from her on a fast train to Washington he was not so cheerful, not so hopeful.

They had said goodbye, taken their farewell embrace at the sunset hour, under an old tree that early in the summer Arline had styled her tree. It was she who asked to say goodbye to him there; she who had gone ahead and left word for him to follow her. It smote him to think of her as he had come upon her in a white dress, with her hands and eyes going out to him. It was her loveliness that smote him. He kept seeing her, seeing this loveliness backed by the loneliness of the early autumn evening.

His night was a restless one. He couldn't sleep. He wished that she had shed tears. But she did not. She didn't do anything very much after that first glad look when she caught sight of him and put out her hands. Her request that he leave her there, there under the tree, had been a command given with a smile. He could see that smile now, would ever see it. Had she invented its plaintiveness to torture him? . . . As long as he
lived he would see it as one remembers
the fragrance of a certain flower that
bloomed in one’s youth.

He had dined alone.

CHAPTER XXV

The night that Winston’s vision of
Arlene, seated desolately in the front-
less arbor on Capitol Hill, came true
was some six weeks later in late Octo-
ber.

It was rather cold, had been all day,
and a fine mist was falling. There
were no leaves left on the vines that
covered the arbors; the seats were
damp. Besides gathering her wrap
closer about her, Arline seemed oblivi-
ous of these things. She had grown
thinner. Her face had a permanent
pallor unknown to it in former days.
And the eyes that peered out as though
trying to see by their own light, were
a bit tired.

Arlene had made a wonderful fight
to, as she put it, hold on to herself.
She wasn’t quite sure that she had
done so, and what troubled her most
was that it seemed to her so often that
if she could see him, just see him, she
could hold on to herself. She longed
so to see him, longed so intensely just
to see him! After all it was she who
had robbed herself of her privilege.

There were moments when it seemed
to Arline that he had been very gener-
ous about the whole thing. In those
moments she wanted to kiss his hands.
What strength that would be to her—
just to hold his hands and kiss them!
It seemed to her if she could do that
she would feel tremendously strong,
equal to anything. Her lips would
quiver very piteously at these times
and she—she had learned to call it that
—would indulge itself in tears. It
seemed to Arline she didn’t cry like
other women, didn’t cry as she had
expected after he went away she would.
She had only to stand still, clasp her
hands, and the tears would roll down
her cheeks.

As she sat there she was thinking
about this quite seriously, as though it
were a subject of tremendous impor-
tance. Finally, she put out her hands,
in an aimless way, to see if it was still
misting. It was not, and this seemed
to comfort her, give her the privilege
of remaining longer, as long as she
willed. She thought of the old man
who had occupied a distant corner on
the night when she and Winston were
seated in this very spot, the old man
who had made her restless and walked
off so sadly. Where was he, the poor
old soul, this night, this hour? May
be dead, she flung out in a thought that
dismissed him.

Casting her glance towards the sky
she was surprised to find the moon
there, a full moon hidden behind a
dense bank of clouds, but shining stead-
ily. Suddenly, just as on that night in
the mountains, it began to wrestle with
the clouds, began a fierce struggle to
free itself and shine.

Arlene watched this battle with keen
and absorbing interest.

“You will never do it!” she said
aloud, with a strange little laugh.
“They are too much for you, my dear.”

The moon, so embedded in clouds,
and making such a desperate struggle
to get out and shine, became almost in
her mind, Arline herself. She watched
all its maneuvers with just that kind
of interest. If the moon won—if it
did come out of all those clouds—why
shouldn’t she?

At last, simply breaking its way
through, it did come out, and just as
it had on that other night, it shone,
Arlene thought triumphantly, insolent-
ly, like a victor in her face.

“You shouldn’t I—why shouldn’t I
come out and shine?” she asked, leap-
ing to her feet. “Why shouldn’t I
come out of—of all this, be a victor
and shine too! Aren’t there,” and she
clasped her hands, “things for me
to light up—for me to shine upon!”

At this moment, as if it had given
its message, the moon seemed to make
a bow to her and hide behind a beauti-
ful curtain.

But Arline knew it was still there.
She told herself this, that it was still
there, there to come out and shine again and it gave her strength—wonderful strength, she whispered to herself.

"After all," she said, "isn't it—isn't it the way we look at things? If his was a love fever, why wasn't mine?"

She felt greatly excited by this thought, excited and buoyed up, as one who has made a discovery.

But suddenly her heart fell and her spirits flagged. She had seen him in a vision, seen him as he walked away from her standing beneath her tree. All the delirium of him, all the delirium of their love, a thousand memories of it, swept her off her feet into utter darkness.

"It's not so easy to get well!" she said aloud, with a smile to the night and dropped to her seat.

And putting her arm on the wet rail of the bench she occupied, she turned slightly, pressed her face upon it and sobbed, sobbed actually for the first time since she parted from him.

"I'm going home," she said presently into the black pit she had made for her face, "the flowers are still blooming in my yard—I know they'll help me—I—"

The end of her sentence was drowned in those sobs, sobs that all this time she must have been repressing since they were now so beyond her control.

CHAPTER XXVI

All months except the really hot ones in Washington are beautiful. Certainly December is!

On a certain morning this fact proclaimed itself with unusual triumph.

In Winston's room, the well beloved room of his dreams, the sun shone, well, Arline would have said had she been there, almost too radianty. She would, in her quiet lovely way, have no doubt stepped over without a word and lowered the shades to what she might have called a more mellowing angle.

But Arline was not there, and for Winston the day could not be too bright.

A letter from Arline lay on his desk. It bore the postmark Charleston, South Carolina, and a flower was enclosed in it. It was a letter that had liberated him—set him free. Arline had decided she would not be the central figure in the background of his life, the saint for him to neglect, return to, pray to, and ravage. What she said to him was that living in truth meant to her something more than that, that no matter how she loved him—and she became abandoned to words as she wrote of her love, words and tears, as the blots on the paper showed—she believed there must be, she did not know what, she did not claim to know, something in herself that was a finer truth for her to live up to than the one he had outlined.

She said she was sure he was right—she went so far as to say she considered his idea a great advance, as truth over lying, whether in marriage or out of it, must be, but—and Arline admitted that she might be a bit old-fashioned—she was sure she could not be a pioneer in such a dream of frankness. She did not say that the dream seemed all for his own benefit, Arline could never have done that, she couldn't even in her quiet moments admit it—once the very ghost of the thought brought the blood to her cheeks—so she told him instead that her flowers—one little messenger went to him—were comforting her greatly, that they were filled with wonderful truths, and she signed herself: your own until death.

To say that Winston was not touched by this letter would be to do him a great injustice. He was touched by it, and memories of Arline rather overcame him. He sat with it for quite a while in his hands, sat gracefully in his scarlet chair that he was so glad to get back to, the sunlight on it hurting his eyes, the words it contained hurting his heart.

"Arline," he said finally, pressing his lips to the letter, "my sweet woman!"
But Winston's heart was not actually in these words. . . . The fever had passed, and even the memories of it were not too painful. He had been separated from Arline for weeks, and there was very very much for him to do. His father, whom he had not seen since the death of his sister, whom he had treated shamefully, was coming today.

This meeting that in spite of filial affection was bound to be trying, sad, too, quite engrossed him. His sister had been his father's idol, and a very close brother and sister relationship had existed between them, also. On his arrival home he had experienced the natural grief over the situation suddenly as though hit in the face by it. He had marvelled at himself, shocked and horrified.

Added to the contemplated visit of his father, whom someone had told him had grown suddenly old, a visit that would bring up all that had occurred distressingly, his servant, his highly valued servant, had gotten tired of the situation and left. This, together with his inhuman conduct as far as his sister was concerned, he had to lay at Arline's door, which didn't help things, since he couldn't undo his conduct as to his sister and had to get another servant.

With the latter thought uppermost, he looked about him quite disgusted at how dust-covered everything was. He walked up and down handling his gold-colored hands, the hands Arline had worshipped so, and telling himself he must get busy. His publisher had told him this yesterday, a bit impatiently, too.

The telephone rang.
He turned to answer it, and a few moments later he gave audience to a Japanese calling to discuss with him the position of servant.

---

There are several approved methods of conquering a man: keeping him guessing, flattering him, or piquing him. A beautiful woman may use any of these methods, all, or none, and be equally successful.

Repertoire: Saying something you will afterwards regret, so cleverly that you are proud you said it.

He is the happiest man who plays every game as if there were no such thing as defeat or victory.
SELF-PRESERVATION
By Carlton Fitzgerald

She was all prepared to commit suicide. She wrote a long pleading note to her husband asking forgiveness and explaining the necessity for her act. She was tired of life. Her dull, apathetic existence was intolerable. The bauble of society had no charm for her. So she would kill herself.

"Don't mourn me," she wrote, "live life and enjoy it."

Then she tiptoed to her husband's room and opened his desk. She carefully planted the sealed envelope in the center of it and was about to close it when her eye was attracted by a protruding corner of a photograph. She took it up. It was a picture of a young girl, beautiful and radiant. On the reverse side, in a small feminine hand, was inscribed, "To my Most Adorable—from Doris."

She quickly replaced the photograph and snatched the letter from the desk. She crushed it in the palm of her hand and left the room. Her husband was in the library and she found him there. An argument ensued. Many words were spoken and a multitude of bitter ones were hurled at him. She wept, and in a fit of rage tore a book to shreds.

Then she summoned her chauffeur and directed him to drive to her hairdresser's.

The difference between eighteen and twenty-eight is that eighteen finds in world-old experience brand-new thrills, while twenty-eight seeks in brand-new experience to recapture world-old thrills.

When a man bullies you, remember he is only trying to regain his self-respect after grovelling to some other woman.

A woman isn't half so anxious to have you kiss her as she is to have you desperately wanting to.
MAMMA

Lillian Foster Barrett

I

SHE was girlish and blonde. As she stole quietly into the breakfast room and slipped into her chair, there was that in her shrinking prettiness that conveyed undeniably her sense of guilt. The illusive glow lent to the face by the peach colored *négligée* only fostered the idea of uneasiness and a vague tendency to apology.

“Good morning,” came from her lips in the form of a great sigh.

“Oh, good morning!” This from Rawson Ward, entrenched behind his newspaper.

Another sigh as she rang for hot coffee and studied reflectively the opposite wall. Then, lowering her eyes to her plate,

“I had meant to be here on time this morning,” she said softly.

“Why should you?” The question came clear and incisive as Rawson lowered his paper just enough to peer over the top of it.

“Because this is to be such a great day in your life—” she began.

“But what does that matter to you?” he said sharply.

“Rawson!” she murmured, as her blue eyes clouded and her lower lip began to tremble.

He ignored this.

“What is the name of your thesis?” she said at last.

“It’s in Latin,” he answered shortly.

Again she sighed.

“I adore Latin,” she said meditatively. “I went to a Roman Church once and I shall never forget it. The Latin and incense and music were so beautiful. And one of the priests looked like Apollo—that is, the way Apollo would look if he had clothes on—”

“Well, there’ll be no incense and music in this business,” answered Rawson. “Nor Apollos, either. Just a lot of hard-headed Columbia professors—”

Again there was silence, broken at last by a murmur on the part of the lady.

“I wish I had never sent you to Harvard.”

Rawson put down his paper at that and pushed back his chair.

“It is a wonder you didn’t send me to a finishing school!” he said. “I suppose, of course, you were out with that fellow Peterson last night!”

The rhapsodic look in her eyes was the only answer.

Then, after a pause, “He is adorable!”

Rawson had risen angrily and was walking up and down.

“But what under the heavens can you see in a professional dancer?”

She raised her blue eyes to his. “He dances divinely—”

“But his mentality—” Rawson started to protest.

The lady has lighted a cigarette by now, and had closed her eyes as she inhaled the first whiff. She lingered a minute over the deliciousness of it and then opened her eyes again.

“His mentality? Oh, yes! But as to that, you know, I don’t give a damn for mentality.”

Rawson drew himself up. “And you wonder I have never asked Professor Gleason here!”

“You mean you think he would bore me—” she said.

“No, I do not!” said Rawson. “I
mean I think you would violate his every sensibility.”

“And you are sure he wouldn’t enjoy having his sensibilities violated? These Boston blue bloods—”

Rawson showed himself thoroughly angry now.

“Stop that!” he cried. “None of your silliness, there! Do you realize what Gleason has meant to me?”

“I hate Frederick Ames Gleason,” she murmured as if to herself.

“Do you realize,” Rawson went on, “that before I went to college I knew nothing of life except as a sort of merry-go-round? That I was brought up without an atom of respect for anything. Why, good God! I wasn’t even taught to read till I was ten!”

She shook her head sadly at that.

“And you reproach me, because—”

“No,” he cut in, “I do not reproach you. It was simply that you didn’t know any better. But I won’t stand by and have you cast aspersions on the man who has painstakingly taught me there are things in life worth while. Do you think I’d ever have gotten where I am if it weren’t for Gleason’s influence?”

“Just where are you?” she sighed up at him.

“Where am I? Where—am I?” he cried. “Come to the meeting today and you’ll see where I am.”

“That’s exactly what I came down early to tell you,” she said quietly as she rose. “I am going to the meeting. I’m tired of being kept out of sight like a naughty child when your stupid old professors and Boston friends are about. I’ve told you to ask them here time and again and you have always made excuses. Don’t you suppose I’ve guessed? Don’t you suppose— These whole three years since you’ve been out of college working for that ridiculous P. H. something, you’ve shut me out of your life. Well, I’m tired of it. I shall be there to hear that nice thesis of yours with the Latin name and I shall force an introduction to the right honorable F. A. Gleason before I get through.”

She had spoken with delicate deliberateness, but her voice broke at the end and she turned away. Rawson had an uncomfortable consciousness as he stood there that she had read in his face the terror with which her suggestion filled him and that she had turned away to laugh. He never was sure just what the trembling of that lower lip meant and resented bitterly the uncertainty it always placed him in.

“But you can’t go!” he said, not knowing just what line to take.

“Why not? It’s open to the public, isn’t it?”

Then, dropping again into her usual wistfulness,

“What gown, Rawson, should you suggest? Peterson likes me in that new Lucile. And I wonder if I could get a fresh bunch of orchids here by eleven!”

“But you mustn’t!” cried Rawson now almost beside himself.

“You mean, orchids aren’t au fait at eleven in the morning?” she queried gently. “Well, lilies of the valley then—I’ll telephone—”

Rawson seized her by the wrist as she started for the door. She yielded to him quietly.

“You can’t go. You’re treating this thing flippantly as you treat everything else. This is the most serious occasion of my life—”

“Exactly!” she said and there was a momentary steely glitter in the blue eyes as they looked into his. “I have been able to bring myself gradually to forgive Professor Gleason many things—”


“I forgive him the hero worship he inspired in you. I forgive him the fact he has used his influence to make you so ultra-proper and upright.”

She laughed softly to herself as she read the anger in Rawson’s face.

“But I shall never forgive him the fact that he has destroyed your sense of humor. Why, you know, even Peter (that’s what I call Peterson when we’re alone together) still has his. And after
weeks of cabaret dancing! Incredible, isn't it? So you want the black dress and lilies. I'll take my knitting in case I'm bored. I'm knitting Ito a sweater, you know, a lovely mauve!"

She gathered up the train of her negligée and sighing a slight surrender to fatigue as the natural result of a domestic disagreement, she started out. At the door she turned with a wan smile.

"It promises to be a great day for both of us, doesn't it, dear?"

Then murmuring something about telephoning and lilies, she disappeared.

II

Rawson Ward's thesis that procured for him his P. H. D. was considered of such a remarkable nature that he had been invited to read it at a meeting of the New York Sociological Society. The honor was a signal one and Rawson had immediately written his old sociology professor, Frederick Ames Gleason, to come to New York to share the glory of his success. It was, indeed, a momentous occasion for young Ward, and one likely to be of potent influence in moulding his career. He had given up much to carry on his researches the preceding year; the prospects were he would delve even deeper in the future.

"It's all that horrible Gleason man," sighed Mrs. Ward and gave up calculating on her son as an escort.

The lady arrived late at the meeting. The lilies had proved refractory and defied proper adjustment. Then there had been a question of Ito's usual morning airing.

"I'll take him with me," she had decided and tucked him carelessly under her arm.

The usher showed signs of expostulating when she appeared, but her smile and the low, confidential murmur "I am Mrs. Rawson Ward" worked wonders.

She let her eyes linger on the various men about her and then selected a seat in the back row. Some one was droning a preliminary address from the platform. She slipped into the seat quietly and then studied reflectively the row of stiff, unyielding backs before her. Then she slanted a look at the man beside her and decided she liked the way his arms were folded. A glance at the platform revealed Rawson with his hair parted in the middle and monumentally serious.

"Poor old Rawdy!" she murmured to herself. "If I could only do something to save him!"

Ito, in the meantime, had discovered the crowd as too slow to suit his Pekinese tastes and showed unmistakable signs that a yap was imminent. His uneasy stirring attracted the good-looking man next her, who took no pains to conceal the marked surprise the presence of the dog, as well as the lady, evoked. The grey eyes evinced amusement in their shrewd depths.

"What will happen if he yelps?" she asked as she returned the smile.

"Doubtless you will be ejected with brute force," he answered.

"How terrible!" she murmured in a voice weak as from fright.

And as they looked at each other quite thoroughly, the worst happened. Ito gave a vicious yap. Both started and grabbed for the tiny creature's head. The lady got there first, but it was the strength displayed in the strong hand that covered hers that prevented further repetition of that shrill bark.

They rested so a minute staring wide eyed at each other. So engrossed were the people about them in what was taking place on the platform that the incident had passed unnoticed. So much for the concentration fostered by pedagogy.

"What shall we do?" she whispered.

"I'll take him out," he answered.

"My car is outside. Mrs. Rawson Ward—"

She drew her little hand out from under his and in a second the wicked Ito had been whisked away.

A few minutes later the man came back.

"Thank you!" she said and drew her-
self up with dignity to listen to a new speaker who had taken the floor. In a few seconds she showed herself bored and restless.

"Do you know many of these people?" she asked.

He nodded.

"Then which is the horrible Gleason ogre?" she queried.

He laughed at that in a subdued way and pointed to a middle-aged man on the platform.

"The fourth from the end, left hand side, glasses—"

"Oh!" she protested. "Worse than I expected! The bald, fat one?"

Again he nodded. Then with an amused curiosity:

"Why the aversion? He's really very nice. In fact, we're great friends!"

She considered seriously a moment as her eyes rested upon him.

"I should like to tell you the whole story," she brought out at last.

"Why not?" he said. Then looking about, "But it couldn't be here. Couldn't we—er—resort to the car, too, for a while? We could be back in time for your son's paper. It is your son, I take it, though one would never believe—"

She looked down to avoid the obvious admiration in the grey eyes and proceeded to rearrange the lilies that had been sadly crushed in the rumpus with Ito.

Then, shaking her head sadly, "No, it can't be done. We must stay here."

Again she fixed her attention on the stage with heroic determination, but two minutes seemed the limit of her powers of concentration. She sighed at length and looked at him wanly.

"It's so hot in here," she said.

"You shouldn't stay, really," he pleaded. "You know you might faint."

She rose hurriedly at that and he followed her out.

When they had reached the vestibule, she leaned against the side of the door and shut her eyes.

"I am all right now. You go back."

He said nothing, but remained perfectly still.

Then, opening her eyes but avoiding his look, she went down the steps to her car which had just drawn up at the curb.

"Drive about for half an hour and then come back," she said to the chauffeur and smiled a look of sweet understanding at her new-found friend as he got in beside her.

"I want to hear it all!" he said and settled himself comfortably for her confession.

"Do you mind if I smoke?" she asked. "I can take it all more impersonally if there's a cloud between us."

"A pillar of cloud by day and of flame by—"

"Have you a match?" she interrupted. "Thank you."

"I was married very young!" she began.

"All women are," he remarked sententiously.

She looked her reproach, then went on.

"My husband was stricken with a terrible disease within a year of our marriage." Her tone touched tragic depths and she leaned forward as if athirst for sympathy. "I don't know the name of it, but it took strange forms—philanthropy, sociological research, cruelty-to-animal societies, and all the rest of it. In the end he lost sight of life as anything but a higher duty. Oh—" she breathed a shivering little sigh. "It was terrible for me!"

"What was the end?" asked the man slowly with just the right amount of awe for the tragedy involved in her story.

"I divorced him, and he has lived abroad ever since." She looked out of the window as if in retrospective muse. "I determined to bring my son up in ignorance of responsibility, law and so forth. His education was haphazard. All went well till he managed to pass his Harvard exams at random. Then it was I saw he had inherited this pedagogic taint, this—oh!—this dreadful thing! I saw he was taking his first exams seriously, so in a frenzy I planned a house party, wired him to
come home at once. What happened? He showed the wire to Professor Gleason, who in his smug Boston way determined to upset all my well-laid plans. Rawson did not come home. From that time on he has been attempting to reform me, bring me to a sense of a higher duty than amusement."

She shook her head sorrowfully as she wound up. "Rawson is ruined. He neither smokes nor drinks. He loves birds and considers people in the slums human. Do you wonder, really, I hate Gleason? The tortures of the Inquisition are as nothing to what I could achieve to get my proper revenge."

The man put back his head and laughed heartily. "But when all is said and done, Gleason isn't a bad fellow," he started to protest.

"That's exactly it. He's deadly proper and, besides, he's fat and bald."

"But what are we going to do about it?" the man protested.

"If I could only shake Rawson's belief in him, don't you see? Then there might be a chance! Couldn't I ask him to tea and administer a powder or something that would drive him mad? He might blow up the subway or shoot somebody or kiss one of the maids as a result."

"Oh!" she wound up as the man smiled his appreciation of her ingenuity. "A woman thinks of everything in a great emergency."

"Suppose I tell him you want to have a confidential talk. I'll persuade him to come to see you."

"Will you?" she queried brightly.

"Today," he suggested.

But she shook her head. "I'm dining with an adorable South American this evening. It's in the nature of a delicious ordeal. You see he doesn't talk English, nor I Spanish. So I need the afternoon to rest. Besides, I'm having a marcel at five."

"Tomorrow, then?"

"Tomorrow," she agreed. "790 Park."

"Perhaps — I ought — to tell you something of myself," he faltered after a slight pause.

But she cut in with a protest: "No, no! I want it just this way. There's a romantic lure — Good heavens! We're way over time."

The man showed a genuine dismay when he saw the hour. There was a hurried order given, a quickening of speed and in a few minutes they pulled up once again at the hall. The sound of prolonged clapping from within proved the end of something.

"It's best not to admit you've been here," said the man, as he pressed her hand in farewell. "Till tomorrow."

She watched him take the steps two at a time, noting particularly his tall athletic build. Then with a strange lazy little smile, all her own, she gave the order home.

III

"MAMMA! MAMMA!"

It was as she was dressing for luncheon the next day that the call echoed through the house. She raised her delicate brows slightly and sent her maid to find out what was the matter. A minute more and Rawson was in the room. His irritability of the morning before had passed and in its place was a satisfaction that ran to bubbling confidence. Such a mood was becoming more and more infrequent with him; it was with a joy hardly suppressed she marked it in contrast to the chill placidity that usually evidenced his well being.

She kept herself in control, however. Rising she imprinted a kiss with all solemnity upon his brow.

"My boy!" was all she said.

Rawson was embarrassed.

"I was sorry, after all, you did not come," he began hastily to cover his confusion. "Gleason said my enunciation was perfect and the thesis a marvel. They applauded me steadily for five minutes."

"Tell me all the rest of it," she said, reseating herself at her dressing table with all dignity.
“Then we went to the Harvard Club for lunch.”

“Who?”

“Gleason and I. And last night twenty of the Sociological Club had a dinner at the Astor. It was glorious.”

“What was the menu?” she said pensively. “You are never interested in what we have to eat at home.”

“Oh, it wasn’t what we had to eat!” Rawson hastened to explain. “It was the company.”

“Of course! How stupid of me! What did you talk about?”

“All sorts of fascinating things—the reversion to types—”

“Really?” she said and stopped, a picture of arrested attention with powder puff suspended in air. “But, of course, you were all men together,” she said, relaxing.

Rawson looked blank.

“And everybody said awfully clever things?” she helped him out.

“Awfully! Gleason, in particular. He was in great spirits—”

“Then there was champagne.” She put in softly.

Rawson did not hear her. “There was one remark of Gleason’s,” he said with a laugh. “Now, what was it? Well, it’s slipped my mind now. But it was very telling. There’s no use talking, Gleason does dominate.”

The lady had finished her toilet by now and turning raised her beautiful eyes to her son’s face.

“Rawson,” she asked and enunciated her words distinctly. “Has Professor Gleason ever really lived?”

Rawson reddened violently. “I don’t believe he has ever looked at a woman,” he protested.

She wrinkled her brows into a semblance of worry.


Rawson showed himself as not following. His mother’s vagaries of conversation were too bewildering.

“All I can say,” he wound up, “is that Gleason is the finest man one could ever meet. You know, I’ve been thinking it over since last night. I think, perhaps, I might bring him here to tea.”

As he got no response, he followed up his own suggestion.

“He could come this afternoon, maybe. He, really, has a good looking face.”

Her lower lip trembled a little as she said, “Yes, I know.”

“How do you know?” he questioned quickly.

“I’ve seen his picture,” she answered. “But no! Not this time. I’m busy today. We’ll arrange to have him on his next visit to town. After all, he might not so utterly disapprove of me—”

She said this last with such a wistfulness that Rawson felt contrite. He came over and kissed her awkwardly as he said.

“If you could only learn to take life seriously!”

She altered her mood at that.

“Why should I? When there is so much that is charming and frivolous to divert one? Ah, Rawson! If you could have heard de Cuevas make love to me last night. There was one thing in particular he said. Of course, he doesn’t talk English, but it was very telling. The most wonderful eyes! The poor boy didn’t have enough money to pay the check. It must be so tragic to be short of money when you talk broken English. Of course, I had insisted on ordering the champagne, which makes me think, I did drink too much last night.”

She seized a hand mirror and gave her countenance a thorough scrutiny.

“After all, Rawson,” she said as she put the mirror down, apparently satisfied with the image it gave back, “Why shouldn’t I drink as much champagne as I want, if I can still look twenty?”

As he listened to his mother prattle on, Rawson’s spirits obviously flagged. He could only repeat as he turned heavily to the door as if with an undue weight of responsibility upon his shoulders.
“If you’d only take life more seriously!”
She sighed after he had gone out. 
“He is incorrigible,” she said pensively.

IV

On her way to the drawing room that afternoon, she gave a little note to the footman in the hall.

“Is Mr. Rawson in?” she asked.

“Just came in, Madam,” answered the man.

“See that he gets this note immediately,” she said. “It’s very important.”

When she entered the drawing room, she looked about in surprise.

“He wouldn’t come?” she queried as she went forward.

She was dressed in a cream colored chiffon that fell about her in graceful folds and seemed to accentuate the clinging helplessness of her. There was a quaver in the voice that betokened supreme disappointment and the man, waiting for her, had a startled suspicion the depths of her blue eyes were heavy with tears.

“No,” he answered as he took both her outstretched hands and held them in his. “I couldn’t persuade him to come. But I—I couldn’t help coming myself. I thought perhaps I—we—that is, I could give you some advice. We might talk it over again, you know.”

He suspected a lurking amusement in the eyes now, so smiled broadly.

“Hang it all! I had to come. You’re not going to send me away yet. You will give me a cup of tea if only in charity. And then, perhaps, afterwards I’ll tell you something of myself—”

But she shook her head.

“I don’t want to talk about you. I want to talk about myself,” she said lightly.

They seated themselves on a divan in front of the grate. He piled the pillows up behind her and then they smiled at each other with a full sense of the intimate warmth of the setting. She sighed a little at last and turned away from his eyes.

“Do you believe in reversion to type?” she brought out finally.

He could not but laugh at the irrelevancy of it.

“What do you mean?” he demanded.

“I don’t know,” she admitted. “But Rawson’s always talking about it. Isn’t it getting back to what you were when you were a baby?”

“Hum!” he said. “Yes, something of the sort! Oh, I see. We’re going to talk about you when you were a baby!”

She gave an impatient little gesture.

“Oh, no! When I said I wanted to talk about myself, I meant about my problem in connection with Rawson.”

“Ah! Then Rawson as a baby is the point of departure.”

“Exactly!” she smiled. Then with a tender light of reminiscence in her eyes, “He was so helpless and irresponsible—”

“Isn’t it—” he suggested tentatively, “of the nature of babies?”

She gave him a look of commiseration for his ignorance.

“Certainly not!” she said incisively. “Some babies are born bullies. I always seem to know, just from looking at them. Why, I can tell a policeman from a politician at six months!”

“How stupendous!” he exclaimed.

She melted to wistfulness again.

“Rawson was so debonair, so sweet in his helplessness, so unreliable—”

“And it is to that you wish him to revert,” he began.

“Yes,” she said sadly. Then brightening, “You do understand so quickly. I have had no one to sympathize with me in my sorrow—”

She leaned forward and put out her hand. He took it. They rested so a minute. Then she withdrew it softly and turned away, only to turn back again in a second with a practical business-like air.

“As to this Gleason. He was no doubt a monster of pedagogy from the cradle. I can see him now—a fat little
thing with his eyes too close together and horrid pudgy hands!"

The man laughed.

"How long have you known him?"
she went on.

"We were college friends," he answered. "That's some twenty years!"

She thought a moment. "I should like to feel Gleason had sowed a few wild oats. If I could put my finger on even one oat—" She looked at him steadily.

"You'd take that oat direct to Rawson," he said with a smile.

She shook her head. "No, I'd promise. It would be just for my own satisfaction."

He smiled. "You are too charming to be trustworthy."

She showed herself hurt at that. "You think I'd break my promise—"

"No indeed! Not break it! But you are a past master at implication—"

She straightened up at that. "Very well! I don't want to hear anything. It is sufficient that you have admitted there is something in Gleason's past you can't tell."

"I didn't admit that," he began, and then laughed. "You know, if I were sure you'd never meet Gleason—"

She feigned indifference.

"I'd be tempted to tell you a few things just to compel your respect for him."

"Were they as bad as that?" she asked in surprise.

"Dear old human nature! It does pop up, doesn't it?" She commented philosophically. Then: "If I could ascertain there had been one woman in the life of Professor Frederick Ames Gleason—"

The man nodded sagely. "I should say about one—at a time." He spoke as with a relish at being drawn out against his will.

"Oh!" cried the lady in horror. "The monster! And it is to that man my son's soul has been entrusted!"

Then with a drop into pensiveness: "Tell me more!"

There was a plaintive note in the voice that intensively invited revelation. The man hesitated slightly a second and then gave himself up to the luxury of real gossip.

"Well, you see, Gleason is perhaps a typical case. So why shouldn't we discuss him? As I remember him in college days, he was quite irresponsible, up to any absurdity, volatile in the extreme. Then came a period of years abroad and a woman's influence, New York later and other women! And so it went till he was brought up short by the offer of a professorship at Harvard. He had managed to keep up his work in spite of outside distractions which argues something for the man's will. Then with a full sense of his own unworthiness he is placed on a pedestal, worshipped by his pupils, forced to live up to their idealized conception of him. There are times, doubtless, when he'd give anything in the world for a little diversion, for a change—times, even, when he gets so desperate he'd like to kick off his shoes right in the class room and display to his adoring pupils the clay of which his feet are made. You see, after all, perhaps, old Gleason is more to be pitied than hated!"

She had listened, all soft sympathy. There was a pause. The clock on the mantel struck five.

She rose hurriedly and went over to the fireplace. Her face was lighted with a glow and her eyes showed dark as with suppressed emotion. The man had risen, too, and faced her.

"Ah!" she cried and her voice trembled. "We are all dual personalities. I—I, myself! I'm not the frivolous butterfly Rawson thinks me, the flippant poseur you think. Deep down I am a serious woman, a real woman with the desire to help a real man, I—I—"

Her voice broke and she put out her hands in the passion of her appeal.

The man felt himself gripped by the intensity of the struggle that he read in the clouded depths of her beautiful eyes, and suddenly took her in his arms.

She gave a little cry that was almost a whimper and then settled into his em-
brace with a great sigh. Their lips met in a kiss of perfect understanding.

"My God!"

The words startled through the air and the man and woman fell apart precipitantly.

"Oh!" Mrs. Ward put up her hand to rearrange a stray wisp of hair. "Is that you, Rawson? Well, you see Professor Gleason doesn't entirely disapprove of me."

The guilty look on the face of the man beside her gave way to confused surprise.

"What!" he cried. "You—you knew all the time?"

"Of course!" she said with a nod. "I spotted you in a second from your pictures! Bald and fat, indeed!"

She laughed merrily.

"You see, Rawson—" she said, turning to the door.

But Rawson had already fled, white with anger and trembling in the depths of his disillusion.

Then with her usual plaintive sigh she turned back to the man.

"Thank God, we've saved him!" she said. "But I—I somehow want to be quite honest with you. I am honest underneath. I sent for Rawson to be here at five promptly. And—and yesterday at the lecture I pinched Ito."

"Now we can have our tea," she said brightly as relieved of the weight of a heavy responsibility. "Is it cream or lemon?"

And with the memory of their recent kiss vivid between them, they smiled into each other's eyes over the teacups.

NIGHTFALL

By Sara Teasdale

We will never walk again
As we used to walk at night,
Watching our shadows lengthen
Under the gold street-light
When the snow was new and white.

We will never walk again
As we used to do
In spring when the park was sweet
With midnight and with dew,
And the passers-by were few.

I sit and think of it all
And the blue June twilight dies . . .
Down in the clanging square
A street-piano cries
And stars come out in the skies.
I LOATHE him.

I said I hated men who remarked about my lips, my jewels and the dainty way I ate artichokes.
I told him I felt more at ease wearing strictly tailored garments than shimmering gowns that clung to my slender figure.
I said I abominated soft lights, plaintive music and amorous poetry.
I said I despised men who told me my eyes were as mystic as purple shadows at twilight.
I told him I hated women who used their long, narrow eyes and red lips and white shoulders to beguile men.

I said women had mistaken ideas of modesty.
I said it was more refreshing to swear than to weep.
I told him it pleased me more to have my intellect admired than my French figure.
I said I did not tire at golf.
I said I abominated knitting.
I said I preferred a pipe to a perfumed cigarette.
I said I could look at a snake without screeching.
I told him I was trustworthy, outspoken and broad-minded.

I loathe him.
He treated me like a man.

WHEN a woman looks at a photograph of herself taken in youth, she sees herself as she might have been had she married the man she loved. When a man looks at a photograph of himself in youth, he sees himself as he might have been had he not married.

THERE is something pitiful and grotesque in taking one’s own love affairs seriously. But not to be able to do so, at least once in a lifetime, is tragic.
THE LOVELY DUCKLING

By Hugh Kahler

I

GILBERT was cutting his front teeth when his parents first observed his peculiarity.

Gilbert's crib had been removed from the nursery and placed beside the big, black walnut bedstead in the front room, the bedstead decorated with appliqué clusters of black walnut grapes in high relief. This made it easier for Mattie Hibbie to quiet Gilbert's complaints with paregoric. But it led to complications which revealed something queer about Gilbert before he had reached the age at which idiosyncrasies are apparent.

When Philo and Mattie came upstairs to bed, at nine-thirty, Gilbert opened wide eyes at the yellow flame of the gas beside the bureau, to stare blankly as Philo began methodically to remove his clothes. Philo would first take off his "old" coat, assumed each evening to save his "best" one; this would be followed by the vest revealing Philo in his boiled, stiff shirt, clean on Sundays and progressively otherwise as the week lengthened. There were reversible, cylindrical cuffs attached to the sleeves by means of nicked-ed snaps, and Philo invariably reversed these or transferred the big agate buttons to a fresh pair before proceeding with his toilet.

Philo Hibbie was very careful about his cuffs. He wore three pairs of these double-enders every week. After the matter of the cuffs was settled, Philo invariably reversed these or transferred the big agate buttons to a fresh pair before proceeding with his toilet.

Philo Hibbie was very careful about his cuffs. He wore three pairs of these double-enders every week. After the matter of the cuffs was settled, Philo invariably reversed these or transferred the big agate buttons to a fresh pair before proceeding with his toilet.

Philo diagnosed this as temper, and Gilbert was given "something to cry for" until his groping intelligence grasped the inference and he learned
to restrain his deeper fears in favor of the more immediate disaster. But his dreams, far into adolescence, were harried by the persisting spectre of some blood-red, fuzzy dragon, lowering above him with bass growls and terrifying teeth.

Gilbert grew into kilts and curls, like the four older children. But he displayed from the first a prettiness which distinguished him very sharply from his brothers, a prettiness which led passing ladies to gush over him in his baby carriage and ask how old “she” was.

Philo, unfavorably affected by the infantile howls, was vaguely displeased with this symptom. Philo distrusted anything pretty; most abhorrent of all things, to his view, would have been a pretty man.

Philo was as masculine as a bull moose. His gender impacted on the passerby with the bang of a bass drum. The eye envisioned it in the awkward, ungainly bulk of him, the tropical exuberance of his beard and whiskers, which seemed to rush from his face with a kind of violence. The ear sensed it in the heavy rumble and mutter of his voice, as innocent of modulation as the morning note of ashcarts in the cobbled alley behind the house. The nostril detected it in the aura of rank tobacco and corn whisky which enveloped him, for Philo was a manly soul who detested sissy boys and dudes who, even in the fine flower of the Whisker Period, diluted their drink or had recourse to the shameful compromise of paper cigarettes. The masculinity of him was even to be tasted, when he bent from his dignity to kiss Mattie or one of the girls. Only an aggressively male being could have owned that flavor of plug which clung to Philo Hibble as attar to the shattered vase.

And this was the man who began, even before Gilbert had achieved the stage of Little Lord Fauntleroy velvets and sash, to realize that Providence had inflicted him with an effeminate son!
toms as connoting girlish terrors and endeavored to eliminate them from his offspring by the Scripturally recommended remedy of the unspared rod. Very speedily Gilbert learned not to scream when he was led past them. But he was quite a large boy before he accomplished this repression without an effort. Toward the salivated stork he conceived an animosity which embittered him toward the entire species. It was during his first year at the public school that he revealed the naif deduction he had drawn from the bird’s idiosyncrasies.

Miss Gallegher, archly questioning the class concerning the mythical function of the stork, nodded to Gilbert’s lifted hand.

“Well, Gilbert, you tell us what storks do.”

“They spit,” said Gilbert, spitefully, adding, as an after thought, “I hate the nasty things.”

But Gilbert learned not to display any outward sign of detestation toward the fountain, just as he had already learned the unwisdom of attacking with a hammer one of the forgetmenotted utensils which stood conspicuously about in corners of the Brussels carpets, and which, no doubt, had inspired him with disgust toward the innocent stork, to which he naturally attributed a habit peculiar to fathers.

Philo wagged his head over Gilbert’s declaration, for the defense, that the decorated cuspidor was “nasty.”

“There’s something wrong with that boy,” he told Mattie. “He don’t act like a real boy had ought to act. He’s a regular little sissy.”

Philo had seen no unmanly shame in the velvet pants and lace collars of Charles and John as they passed through the period of such habilament. The disguise had never hidden the essential germ of maleness visible in even their tender embryo. But Gilbert, in the costume, had none of the air of shamed masquerade which marks the normal boy when so arrayed. The clothes suited him. He was detected in admiring them in the tall glass in the hall, taken in the act of stroking the soft pile of the cloth as one strokes a cat’s fur. Also his long, yellow curls did not tangle and soil and shame him. He took a sinful and obvious pride in ministering to them, which, from the first, was an affront to Philo’s revolted eyes.

It was the spectacle of his son, perched on a haircloth chair before the black walnut bureau, posing and ogling before the glass as he brushed his hair to fine-spun, shimmering fluff, which precipitated the first open warfare between them. Philo, taking a rare holiday from the office, surprised Gilbert in the very act and saw that the time had come for Spartan measures. First prostituting the ravished hairbrush to a shameful end, he dragged the wailing Gilbert to the nearest barber and thriftily commanded a skin-close clip.

Gilbert never forgot the agony of that half-hour. Years afterward his eyes would sting and swim in the tears he never quite controlled, at the memory of the foul-smelling room, with its terrifying torture-chair of dirty plush facing its flyblown mirror, its mysterious cabinet of gilt-blazoned shaving mugs, its scuffed oilcloth floor, littered with the testimony of earlier hair-cuttings; its red-clothed table strewn with dismembered Police Gazettes.

He never ceased to hate the barber, a being redolent of onions and lesser but detestable odors, with sticky, unclean fingers and a pasty, putty face. He never forgot the degradation of being ridiculed by the smirking cad, who put his dirty comb behind his ear to laugh at Philo’s heavy attempts to lighten his own shame by making a butt of the boy’s quivering soul.

Every sensitive nerve in Gilbert’s body screamed at the ungentle touch of fingers and cold steel; loose hairs pricked and tickled his face and neck. And, worst of all, he saw the beautiful yellow strands drop to the dirty floor to mingle with the wreckage of other heads. It was like watching part of himself cast into a charnel-house. He wept in helpless misery as he watched
his head find unsuspected, horrible con-
tours, the desperate ugliness of which
sickened his eyes. He quivered at the
sight of the dreadful thing which was
Gilbert Hibble. It was days before he
could pass a mirror without shutting
his eyes tight to shut out the brutal
truth.

Philo led him home, sobbing. He
was ashamed of his son, but a streak
of softness made him unreasonably
sorry. To make amends, Gilbert was
to have new clothes. Philo took him
to a ready-made store where an ela-
borately servile clerk addressed him as a
“little man” and displayed garments of
unbelievable ugliness.

In frozen horror, Gilbert saw him-
self arrayed in knee-pants, thriftly
bought three sizes too large, so that he
might “grow into them”—hideous
things which hung limply three inches
below his knees; he saw his flat, spider-
web collar exchanged for a circular
band of stiff, torturing starch, affixed
by bone buttons to a miniature of his
father’s boiled shirt, faithful in every
hideous detail even to an umbilical tab,
loudly superfluous, which consistently
found escape between waistband and
vest, to be presently discovered and
stuffed back into invisibility amid ago-
nies of shame. He submitted to the
rape of his low, light slippers and the
substitution of a pair of cowhide atroci-
ties, their toes encased in a defensive
armor of brass. A faithful copy of
Philo’s “made” tie, pin and all, com-
pleted the costume at which Gilbert
stared in dumb horror which Philo mis-
took for an ecstasy too profound for
utterance.

“There, now,” said Philo when the
horse-car had taken them home, and
his son stood mute and motionless be-
fore him. “ Ain’t Gilbert glad to have
regular man’s clothes, just like Papa?”

Gilbert looked straight into the man’s
eyes.

“No,” he said levelly, in the high,
clear voice that never deepened, “I hate
them. I don’t want to be a man. I
don’t want to look like you—ever”

Naturally, Philo was wounded. In

secret he regarded himself as near to
the ideal figure of a man, though he
would not have admitted this, holding
it vanity and therefore both a weak-
ness and a sin. Even keener than the
sting to his pride was his disappoint-
ment in the failure of his experiment.
He had clung to a belief that manly
dress would light a spark of manliness
in Gilbert. But he kept his temper.

“You don’t, hay? Don’t want to be
a big man, like Papa, with whiskers
and a real watch?”

“No,” said Gilbert succinctly, “I
don’t.”

“Want to be a girl, then, and wear
dresses, I suppose?” Philo was get-
ing angry now.

The tone touched the boy’s bleeding
wounds like salt.

“Yes,” he said, passionately. “Yes,
I wish I were a girl and had lovely
things to wear and to feel and dolls to
play with—”

He broke into a spasm of sobbing.
Philo regarded him in heavy disgust.

“All right,” he said sourly. “If you
want to be a girl, you can, sissy!”

He enlightened Mattie, and between
them they forced the screaming boy
into a checked pinafore, uglier even
than his new clothes. He caught one
glimpse of himself in the glass, his
shaven head hideous above the horror
of the apron. It was enough. He
surrendered utterly, and, a weeping
penitent, was permitted to take off the
pinafore. He never forgot that rebel-
lion against ugliness seen led to horrors
undreamed of. From that moment he
kept his hatred of the unbeauty in
which he lived as carefully to himself
as his little brain could manage.

III

TWELVE years of free, compulsory
education supervened, twelve years of
continual humiliation at home and at
school, of bluff, heavy teasings from
his father and tearful lectures from his
mother, of sardonic torment from his
older brothers and even from Ruth and
Sarah, little prigs beginning to lengthen
into the gawky slab-sidedness and prominence of nose so frequently encountered among the moistly devout. They encouraged him to play with their dolls, and curried favor with John and Charles by tattling; they taught him to sew, and spread the shame of it among his schoolmates, even to exhibiting a bit of cross-stitching he had imagined safely hidden. They called him Sissy, and were encouraged by Philo, who never ceased to believe that shame would eventually force at least a show of masculinity into the boy.

Gilbert endured in patience, with frequent, secret tears. He soon came to understand that there was something disgraceful about himself, something mysteriously wanting in his character. It was a disgrace not to enjoy baseball, though the hard, swift missile hurt his fingers so that he wept noisily when he experimented. It was disgraceful not to revel in marbles, though it dirtied one’s knees and rubbed a blue, hateful grime deep under the nails he loved to keep clean. It was a shame not to care for noisy, boisterous tumblings and maulings, to blubber when struck on mouth or nose by a clenched, grimy fist, to long for beautiful things instead of ugly ones, for quiet instead of clatter, for his own thoughts instead of the company of puzzling, formidable young ruffians who made a mock of his words and battered his body. It puzzled him, without stirring his disbelief. It did not occur to him to regard himself as superior, to justify his variations from the normal. He accepted the standards of his family and shared with them the disgrace of his failure to measure up to them.

After the disastrous attack upon the detested cuspidor, he repressed his instinctive aversion to the things among which his life was spent, to the hideous Nubian slave at the newel-post, supporting a red-globed gasolier, to the Rogers group and the glass-domed sheaf of wheat in the parlor, to the squat, tidy-ridden furniture which crammed every room to suffocation, to the fluted what-not with its painted clam-shells and wooden souvenirs from Natural Bridge and Niagara Falls, to the glass cane which hung against the red wall-paper in the parlor, in attest of Philo’s presence at the Centennial, to the knitted and embroidered and hand-painted match-safes, inevitable as Christmas presents, fashioned cunningly of sandpaper and emblazoned with comical legends, such as “Scratch your matches on my patches” or “Don’t scratch me—scratch mother.” He concealed a passionate hatred of the very stove in the kitchen, heavily laden with cast-iron sculpture and bearing, on its oven door, a porcelain plaque showing two fat cherubim, bodyless, but sprouting wings immediately below their ears.

He realized that to admire all these glories was a man’s part and way; to despise them was the affair of a sissy, and he was careful to give no more evidence of his failings than need be. Unobtrusively he managed to banish most of the knick-knacks from his own room, without exciting comment. He usually spent his time there, when it could be accomplished without exciting remark and suspicion. There was a joyous relief behind its locked door. A loose section of the mop-board offered a hiding place in which he could keep his gradual accumulation of needles and thread and bits of cloth. He loved to sew, and learned to do it remarkably well. Often, after the others were safely asleep, he would light the gas and spend an utterly blissful hour over the confection of some intricate garment for an imaginary doll. He knew that this was all but sinful, but nature overcame his feeble desire to be manly, and he yielded weakly to temptation whenever opportunity offered.

There was no reading in the house which caught his fancy. The heavy, controversial religious books which served as Philo Hibble’s library were beyond him; the religious papers had no charm, even when he found sanctified fiction and limping verse in their “family” pages. Other reading was forbidden, and Gilbert had none of the
rebel in him. He obeyed his father faithfully, earning an added measure of Philo's contempt. Philo knew that the normal boy rebels under the bit and the whip. Gilbert was too good to be worth much.

Gradually Gilbert accepted this view. He grew into a slender, frail youth, utterly devoid of the ruggedness which marked his brothers. He submitted to every decree of the family powers without protest, wearing the clothes chosen for him, doing the duties assigned to him, regular and obedient and rather stupidly studious at school, always in a slow torture of bewilderment at the freak of nature which had made him what he was. As he reached the end of his high-school course he began to look forward to business. Perhaps, if he worked hard, he might get money enough to be independent, like John and Charles, already self-sufficient, breezy young salesmen, sporting mustaches and much in favor among the marriageable young women of the church.

He felt that if he could once get away from the yellow house and the cast-iron menagerie and the tidies and the glass-cane and the cuspidors, he might find a level in life where things would not seem so unpleasant. He heard dimly of men who earned their bread by painting pictures or devising tunes or designing clothes. His father, even, had had a designer in the matter of red-flannel undervests, and grumbled over the fee he had paid the artist. Gilbert thought, as he entered on his duties as office-boy at the office in Canal Street, that he would like to be a designer—even of red-flannel undervests. There were cuspidors in the office, too.

But nothing happened. Gilbert grew out of his "teens without rising above a place as bill-clerk. The other employees, taking their cue from Philo, were quick to catch his attitude of contempt and subtly daring to exhibit it. Mistakes were easily blamed on Gilbert. He preferred to take the rebuke rather than argue the point. Odd jobs and unpleasant duties were easily added to his tasks, without protest. He had no spirit, no backbone. He was a sissy. Once, when one of the foreign women in the shop caught her hand in a sewing-machine, Gilbert fainted instead of making sure that the accident came under the fellow-employee classification. Even the office-boy addressed him as Miss Gilbert after that.

IV

Gilbert was nearing his twentieth birthday when the Big Thing happened to him. It was Spring, the kind of Spring which comes to the city weeks before the dull country has heard about it, the Spring which makes the world feel and look as if it had been magically cast inside some tremendous pearl, like the colored spirals in the glass marble, when the wind brushes against the cheek with a soft, friendly little pat and the air is full of strange, heady smells. Gilbert felt it, as he got out of his bed and stood at the open window, his lank night-shirt hanging limply from his shoulders. He had never been in the woods except on Sunday School picnics, when banana-peels and shoeboxes littered the shadowy turf and the air was heavy with the fretful yelps of fly-bitten babies, but somehow, as he drew in the warm, soft breeze, it made him think of woods, woods where white figures danced against the green leafage to thin, strange, reedy music.

He drew in a long, quivering breath and brought his eyes back to his image in the glass. A wave of sick repulsion swept through him. He remembered, suddenly, that far day in the stuffy barber-shop when he had first seen his naked skull. Philo's voice, muffled by splashings as he scrubbed his beard in the tin bathroom, came through the wall. Gilbert shivered and pulled the night-shirt over his head as he answered.

He caught another glimpse of himself as the garment fluttered to the floor, the young, clean-limbed body, straight and slim like a young tree,
white and comely, like the forms he
had seen in that dim vision of green
woods, a statue of Youth, guiltless of
corded muscles. The old, suffocated
love of beauty took him achingly by the
throat. Something stirred deep in him,
a restless movement of pagan fancies
for which Gilbert Hibble had no words.
He stared until Philo called again.
“‘Yes, Papa,’ he called breathlessly.
‘I’m coming.’
He snatched the red-flannel garments
from the pile on his chair, and drew
them on swiftly, his skin rebelling as it
always did against their harsh touch.
His eyes shrank from the sight of him­
self, his body hidden under their dis­
torted, baggy folds. A queer thought
crossed his mind; God had made some
ugly things, to be sure—the horned-
toad on the what-not, spiders, sea-
robins, turkey-gobblers. But, thought
Gilbert, not even God had made any­
thing so ugly as the thing that stood be­
fore him in the glass.
He shivered again and tore his eyes
away, hurrying to hide the horror of
himself under his outer clothes. But
the vision harassed him still. He might
cover that hideous encasement under
many layers of things merely passively
unbeautiful, but the ugliness was still
there. The image he had seen in the
glass haunted him as he went about his
routine, harried by Philo’s ill-temper.
There was a reason for that temper,
as even Gilbert knew. Business was
bad. It was worse than it had been
last year, and that had been bad
enough. The firm was facing a steady
shrinkage of sales which had already
cut down the family income and made
necessary for Charles and John to ac­
cept offers of positions with other
houses. Philo did his dogged best to
continue the fight, but it was a losing
battle, and both Charles and John
knew it.
“‘Red-flannel’s dead,” they told Philo.
“You’ve got to get something different.
You can’t give the stuff away except
to country trade. Why don’t you get
into something modern—spring-needle
stuff, maybe?”

But Philo believed in Red Flannel
with the same ferocious conviction that
he believed in Protection and Immers­
ion. The trade might stray after
strange gods, but it would come back
in the end to the only true one. Mean­
while, if they needed more money, they
could take the other jobs. He would
get along—with Gilbert.
And Charles and John had joined in
his wry laugh at the idea. Gilbert
would be valuable to a man with a fight
on his hands!

V

Gilbert bore with Philo’s temper
more serenely than usual, on this
Spring morning, because he realized,
for the first time, that the world was
ceasing to wear red-flannels. The
thought that millions of men affronted
God’s eyes with such a sight as he had
seen in his glass was curiously horrible;
to see, in his father’s tone and word,
the proof that the number of them was
smaller every day was consoling, pleas­
ant. Gilbert went out on his daily
visit to the bank with a slow resolve
taking form within him. He was irri­
tatingly conscious of the flannel against
his skin, rebellious with the hint of
Spring.
Suddenly he stopped short, his eyes
gripped by the sudden, breath-taking
vision that burst on them.
Mute, transfixed, spellbound, Gilbert
contemplated the Spring display of
Heimstein & Gratz, Wholesale Under­
muslins.

Behind the fleckless plate-glass life-
sized mannequins lolled and posed in
such garments as Gilbert had never en­
visioned, consciously, as he saw them
now. Here was no blasphemy of
shapeless, blood-colored wool, here was
beauty piled upon beauty, manifold.
There was nothing remotely unpleas­
ant in Gilbert’s rapture as he gazed; it
was the garments themselves that in­
toxicated him, not their intimacy. Red-
flannel! Spun starlight—mist and
moonshine interwoven into films and
froth!
A heavy hand slapped Gilbert's shoulder and he whirled to face his brother Charles, leering, sniggering, a belted cigar clenched in his teeth, his stiff hat pushed back from a beaded brow.

"Well, look who's here!" chortled Charles. "Gilbert, you old scoundrel! Taking in all the sights of the big, wicked city, eh? Ain't you terrible?"

He thrust a thumb into Gilbert's ribs.

"I'm not—I'm going to the bank—" Gilbert defended himself against an implication certain to form the basis of a Sunday dinner anecdote.

"So? Then why you gettin' pink all over, like a nice little girl?" Charles guffawed noisily and shifted the cigar.

Gilbert twisted free, outraged and flaming to his ears. Charles laughed again with good-natured contempt. He was also thinking about Sunday dinner and the good story he could make of it. Gilbert carried the memory of the laugh away with him. He set his teeth.

"I don't care—I don't care! I'll never wear those—those damned things again!" He shut his lips on the forbidden word with a curious relish. He hurried his business at the bank and went to a friendly mill-agent from whom the firm sometimes bought odds and ends for edgings and trim. The salesman who met him at the door was effusively friendly. Gilbert had learned to expect courtesy only when men hoped to collect a money profit on it.

"Morning, Mister Hibbie — great weather, fer this time year, ain't it? Or bad, maybe, fer the flannel business. Come a week like this an' flannel goes in the camphor, not?"

"I want a few yards of something light," said Gilbert, shrinking from the reminder of his trade. "Nainsook would do, I guess."

The man produced a remnant of soft, thin, white stuff which Gilbert's fingertips touched cautiously. It was not like the filmy, frothy things in the window, but compared to red-flannel—! He drew in a long breath. The clerk leaned forward.

"You ain't goin' in fer ladies' underdress, Mister Hibble?"

Gilbert started and turned a vivid scarlet. Had the man read his mind? He understood the question and steadied his voice.

"You needn't say anything. I thought I'd make up some samples, to get a line on costs. It might help in the dull season, you see ...."

The clerk swore eternal silence with an eloquent gesture. Gilbert carried the cloth away, his mind's eye already busy with adaptations of what he had seen in the magical window. Something simple, of course—no ribbons or laces, toward which the tidies and antimacassars had implanted in Gilbert a dull hostility, but still something which wouldn't sicken you when you saw yourself in the glass. Gilbert's conscience worried him, but he was defiant about it. He couldn't see any sound reason for ugliness, revealed or hidden.

VI

THAT night, when he locked his door and pulled down the shades, Gilbert took his sewing-kit out from behind the loose board and spread the nainsook on his bed. His eyes sparkled and there were bright spots of pink in his cheeks as he cut into it with quick, sure strokes of the scissors.

For an hour he cut, basted, fitted, altered, stitched, until the result satisfied his eye as he studied it in the glass. He had restrained his instinctive longing for a purely decorative effect; the garments, when completed, were all but pagan in their simplicity and their practicality, a plain, sleeveless shirt, rounded cleverly at the shoulder to show the arch of the deltoid, low at the throat to show the spring of the throat; short, loose breeches baring the thigh well above the knee. They seemed, somehow, to accentuate and deepen the beauty of the body instead of disfiguring it under a ghastly disguise as the flannels did. He tried on the flannels, for the sake of contrast, and gasped at the result.
Gilbert's family observed a vast change in him from that day. He was no longer the repressed, half-sullen fellow who accepted persistent contumely in passive silence; he smiled with an unfamiliar flash of his very white teeth at the ancient quips at his expense; he whistled gaily, even required to be reprimanded heavily for thoughtlessly bursting into ribald song at his Sabbath morning ablutions, splashing joyously in the tin tub to the tune of "Coon—coon—coon"—an Ethiopian lament much in popular favor at the moment. He walked with a spring and a swing, his head up, his shoulders back; he even interested himself in the business he detested, winning a grudging word of praise from Philo over his treatment of Abraham Sigmund, from Spokane, when that shrewd merchant called in person to cancel his shrunken order and departed after increasing it. Gilbert was infectiously happy. He even succeeded in making Sarah laugh outright—something which had not been achieved since Sarah's unshakable conviction that she had committed the Unforgivable Sin.

"Something's got into Gilbert," said Ruth, after ten days of these manifestations. "He isn't a bit like he used to be."

"He's giddy," said Sarah, grim-lipped over the Monday task of counting the week's laundry. "One, two, three, four . . . why, where's Gilbert's flannels? They aren't in the wash, and come to think, he didn't have any in last week, either."

Ruth slapped her hands together. "I'll bet he's taken 'em off," she whispered. "And it ain't the first of May, even! He'll catch it, if Papa finds out—."

"He'll catch cold," said the practical Sarah. "Call up to him, Ruth—he's got to put 'em on again, no matter if it is warm."

Ruth's shrill scream up the back stairs brought Gilbert's heart into his throat. If they found out! That would never do. His mind moved quickly. Five minutes later he was able to satisfy Sarah with a set of flannels which, if not actually and honestly soiled, still wore an appearance deceptively like it. One can accomplish much by diligent rumplings, a little water and the dust to be found under one's bed. Gilbert breathed more easily. Thereafter he took pains to checkmate suspicion by furnishing the clothes-hamper with the expected suit each Monday. He had completed several extra outfits of the new garments and the Chinaman on the corner washed them, with his collars, and held his peace.

Gilbert was happy. Against his skin, as he labored in the dingy office, he felt the caress of soft, cool, pleasant fabric; his shoulders and knees were out of their winter's prison; a perpetual sense of lightness uplifted his soul. Not since his assault on the forgetmenot piped years ago had the unquenchable passion for beauty in its pagan sense known any gratification.

Now the soul of Gilbert flowered and expanded. He even yielded, a little, to the magic of the season and astounded his family by chatting affably with a visiting and emphatically marriageable damsel, Hattie Meggs. The affair might have progressed much farther, for Gilbert was intoxicated with his first success, and dreamed rosefully of Hattie's thin prettiness until he remembered that romance led inevitably to the revelation of matters otherwise sacredly intimate. Not even for Hattie would he face a return to the red-flannel uniform of masculinity; shamefully robed as he was and meant to remain, his one hope of concealment lay in perpetual celibacy. So be it. A man pays for his love of beauty. Gilbert was glad to pay.

VII

Meanwhile business went from bad to worse with the Hibble factory. Even the midsummer season in which it found its main reliance, failed to produce a volume of orders sufficient to promise solvency at the end of the year. Philo drooped into morose dis-
couragement. Gilbert, striving manfully to win a lost fight, rejoiced in secret. The world wasn't merely tired of Hibble's Superfine Unshrinkable Reds—it had defaulted to all rival brands as well. The Lanksher Mills had shut down completely; Sigers & Bro. had gone in for Spring-Needle Union Suits; everywhere he surveyed the wreckage of the once-grandiose structure of the red-flannel business. It delighted him to realize that the sum total of the world's ugliness was steadily shrinking. But he knew that the house of Hibble faced something even uglier than red flannels. Affluence, even amid the antimacassars and the crayon enlargements, wasn't as unbeautiful as poverty.

Gilbert wished that he weren't so useless, such a poor stick. If he'd had Charles' brains or John's punch, he might have kept things going. His brothers said as much, in the dispirited family councils which gradually assumed the aspect of autopsies. "What could you expect, with a sissy running your office," was John's summing-up. "It's a man's job to keep the business going, and you got to get a man for it."

Gilbert agreed. He knew his limitations. His heart was not in the red-flannel business, try as he would to put it there. Summer merged into autumn and he clung to his secret vices desperately. It surprised him to discover that he had no colds, as he commonly did when the weather changed; his body was in excellent condition, in spite of more than his share of work. He was not conscious of the unfriendly winds, either. The thin nainsook kept him as warm as the heaviest of Hibble's Superfine had ever done. He irritated his father by his persistent and idiotic cheerfulness.

And steadily the sales of Hibble's Unshrinkables proved the fallacy of human trade-marks by shrinking, shrinking, until part of the shop was shut down and then sublet, with power, to a maker of Ladies' Undermuslins, at whose wares Philo would have crossed himself had the gesture been familiar to his creed. Gilbert visited the tenant's shop often, and made friends with the eager little Jew who managed it, talking materials and costs with him until he learned how to reduce expenses in his own work-rooms by so much that Philo regained his failing courage and foresaw a new future for the red-flannel trade.

He was, according to his light, a just man, was Philo Hibble. He did not like Gilbert, but he recognized that the youngster had done much for the tottering business. A very little deference crept into his tone when he spoke to his son; several times, at the heavy Sunday dinners which united the family again, he rebuked Charles and John for tawdry witticisms at Gilbert's expense. And, in secret, with Mattie, he discussed the matter of "doing something" for Gilbert. Impractical gifts were not in favor in the Hibble family. What Philo and Mattie selected as Gilbert's birthday present, to signalize his achievement of twenty-one, was eminently practical.

Gilbert's first knowledge of it came when, on a bleak March day, a tired-looking man with a scuffed black satchel, came into the small office and spoke to Philo, who turned with an air of importance and introduced him to Gilbert as Doctor Lesher. "The Doctor's from the Eagle Life Insurance Company, Gilbert," he explained. "He's going to examine you for the policy Mama and I are giving you for your birthday."

Gilbert had actually forgotten that today was the anniversary which marked his escape from infancy in the eye of the law. He stared blankly at Philo, who was delighted at the evidence of his complete surprise, and went so far as to pat him heavily on the shoulder.

"You deserve it, Gilbert," he said. "Don't you bother about thanks, now. Just take off your clothes and give Doctor Lesher a look at you."

Gilbert's arms folded about his ribs in a gesture of desperate defense. His
face turned deadly white and then flamed crimson.

"I can't—I won't—right here in the office—" His voice rose to shrill, high terror.

Philo, his old opinion of his sissy son reviving instantly at this proof of false modesty, lost his temper completely.

"You heard what I said," he told the terrified boy. "No nonsense, now! Take off those clothes, I tell you—"

Doctor Lesher, professionally adept in the pouring of oil on uneasy seas, intervened smoothly.

"If he doesn't want to, I can manage without," he said, smiling. "Just take off your coat and vest—"

Philo's sensitive fear of ridicule read in the smile a scornful understanding of Gilbert's scruples. His beard bristled.

"You take 'em off, Gilbert, or I'll do it for you," he rumbled.

He wasn't going to let Doctor Lesher go 'way with any such story to tell about a son of Philo Hibble—not much!

Gilbert gazed desperately at his father's face and read the utter uselessness of appeal. His fingers shaking, he fumbled with the buttons. As slowly as he dared he took off his clothes, until, trembling and shamed, he confronted the stunned gaze of his father, clad only in the short, sheer undergarments he had made. He did not dare to meet Philo's eye, but he caught the involuntary grunt of amazement which greeted the revelation.

"That's a new idea in underclothes, isn't it?" The Doctor produced a stethoscope. "Never saw anything like them before."

Philo snorted and would have spoken but the examination prevented. Gilbert, agonized and quivering, said ninety-nine, drew deep breaths, coughed on command, for endless aeons of humiliation. Then the Doctor folded his instrument.

"Where do you get them?" he asked, indicating Gilbert's attire. "I'd like a few suits myself. They're sensible—clean, cool, comfortable. I've been wishing for something like that."

"They're just samples I—I had made up," quavered Gilbert miserably. "They aren't on sale anywhere."

"Too bad. Maybe you could have some made for me, then."

The Doctor was shaking a fountain pen. "Your own idea?"

"Y-yes," confessed Gilbert, too broken to lie.

"Well, you'd better patent it," said Lesher. "If I'm any judge it'll sell easily, and there ought to be a patent in it."

"A patent!" Philo exploded. "A patent on those indecent—those—girls—"

The door opened and a vast gentleman sidled through it. Even Philo forgot his private grievance in the excitement of meeting his best customer.

"Why, Mr. Feigenbaum!" He came toward the newcomer eagerly, trying to blot out the shameful spectacle by interposing his own body. "Come right out into the showroom—I didn't know you were coming to town—"

"The showroom could wait, Hibble." Feigenbaum spoke frostily, a hint of injury in his eye. "Such a bad customer from you as I been could all the same see a novelty, once in a while, I guess, Hibble. Furthermore, Hibble, if you got it a line summer underclothing you ain't showing to a house like M. Feigenbaum, I guess the Nosucket Mills could—"

"You're mistaken, really—you're perfectly welcome to see anything we've got. Those things there—we aren't making them—my son—my son—" Philo gulped on the word—"Gilbert's been getting examined for life insurance, and—"

"So? And still it don't do no harm I should see them summer goods he got on, Hibble."

He approached Gilbert, fingered the nainsook appreciatively, stood back and nodded.

"Where did you get 'em?" he demanded.

Gilbert found his voice.

"They—they're my own idea," he said. "I'm waiting till I get patent
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protection to show ’em, Mr. Feigenbaum—these are just samples I made up to try them out. I been wearing them since last Spring—to see how they stand up. And they got plenty of good points—they wash easy, they wear forever, they’re light and they’re warm in winter and cool in summer. I haven’t had a cold all winter—and the Doctor here can tell you if I’m healthy—”

Lesher chuckled. “Sound as a nut—and a skin like a baby’s, too. I’m ahead of you, Mr. Feigenbaum. He’s just taken my order for a dozen suits.”

“A dozen?” Feigenbaum lifted his huge shoulders. “I tell you what it is, Hibble—you give me Saint Looey exclusive for one year and I take a hundred gross, assorted sizes, right now—say”—he closed his eyes to calculate—“say three dollars a dozen—”

Gilbert shook his head.

“But on a patented novelty, Mr. Feigenbaum,” he said firmly, one eye on Philo’s stupefied countenance. “Four-fifty the first year. Thirty per cent is big enough for a novelty like this. But we’ll give you Saint Looey, all right.”

Feigenbaum began a head-shake, but never completed it. Something kindled in his eye. He lowered his voice.

“Say, I got Mrs. Feigenbaum east with me,” he confided. “Might you could make me up a couple suits, special, today, yet? I like to hear what she says—I go on her say-so a long ways. Such a head like she got it—”

Somewhere, far down in his soul, Gilbert heard the cry of deep to deep, of one lover of beauty to another. He remembered the tenant and the bolts of nainsook on the shelves in his stockroom.

“Sure, Mr. Feigenbaum, anything you say. Father”—he wheeled on the gaping Philo—“you get me a suit of flannels out of stock so I can use these as patterns and Bleistein will turn out a few garments for Mr. Feigenbaum—”

VIII

“But, Mr. Hibble,” objected the eyeglassed special writer who had made copious notes for the fourth article in his series for *Method* on “Builders of Big Business,” “you haven’t answered the one question that people always ask about T. L. D.’s. What do the letters stand for, anyway?”

Gilbert Hibble glanced about at the gray-toned walls, broken by framed paintings of upstanding men arrayed in sleeveless, knee-length underdress. He shook his head gently.

“They don’t mean anything,” he said slowly. And he saved a keen regard for truth by adding inwardly, “except to me.”

The Lovely Duckling had turned out to be a game-cock. But only Gilbert Hibble understood it.

THE greatest tribute a woman can pay a lover is to marry, and hold him in tender, regretful memory ever after.

WHEN a pretty girl tells you the truth, she is adorably frank; when your wife does it, she is nagging insufferably.
LA CROCE IS AT HOME TO HER FRIENDS

By Lawrence Vail

I

A FEW hours ago I received the following telegram:

"I die tomorrow. Come to me tonight—at eleven. Isabel Croce."

You may understand the strange chaos of thoughts that surged within me when I tell you that for twenty years Isabel Croce and I had not exchanged word or glance. For the length of that time she had been to me what she had been to everyone else—the artist who had held Europe and the two Americas spellbound with the rich originality of her vocal interpretations. Indeed, her operatic career is so well known to all those interested in music, fashions, scandal, and advertising, that I have little or no excuse to dwell upon it.

Moreover, I felt sure that if what she wrote to me was true—and knowing her large, free personality, I had no cause to doubt her—it would be probable that the papers would be soon teeming with biographical notices of her. We—the public, would be informed of the place which saw her birth, of the tonal quality of her first squeak, of the men she had loved, of the size of her shoes, of the religious and political views I am sure she never possessed, but may—all things are possible—have professed under the stress of wine or hysterical circumstance. Death, I am told, is the great leveller of all things. I prefer to see it as the great and ironical distoriter of facts.

I have seen it play strange tricks with the actual, irregular pattern of life, bringing into exaggerated relief episodes that were merely cursory and incidental. It may bring the same sleep to the just and unjust, and also shed a false light of glory on a word spoken in jest or a pair of stockings.

As I walked uptown to keep my last appointment with Isabel Croce, it was not the artist whose career I had followed for two decades that I remembered, but a strange, intense, capricious woman I had loved for two weeks. I thought not of the divine Tosca singing with a never to be forgotten ardor her lyric life song—'Vissi d'arte, vissi d'amore' (God knows with what powerful truth she would be able to sing that song when the hour would come for her to die), nor of Carmen, voicing with feverish abandon the gay, cruel law of caprice. There passed before me the image of a slim, nervous girl of eighteen, agile of limb, more agile of mood, her narrow gray eyes smiling sadly at me across a breakfast table.

Our story had been simple and cruel—like all Nature's true stories. Both of us were at Milan at the time: she to appear as Louise at the Scala, I as the correspondent of the Musical Chronicle. For three successive nights we had met at supper, at a restaurant in the Galleria Vittorio Emanuele. She had hardly looked at me, I am sure that she had not listened to me. Then, suddenly, on the third night she had turned her eyes on me:

"Come to the ends of the world with
me,” she had said, “and love me—forever.”

I cannot tell you whether I had been in love with her, all that I know is that I was swept off my feet as a fragment of hay in the breast of a hurricane. For two weeks we were all things to each other. I think she carried me with her when she left me to sing, which must have annoyed the tenor more than a little. And then one morning, as we were starting our breakfast, I surprised her looking meditative.

I asked her what was troubling her. She sighed and nervously crumbled a roll.

“I don’t love you any more.”

I pleaded with her. I was angry, I wept, I jeered. She kept eating her breakfast in a detached manner. Then she rose and held out her little, frail hands.

“Good-by,” she said.

“When shall I see you again?”

“What’s the use,” she returned. “We could only spoil things. But remember”—of a sudden she grew very serious—I shall always keep what you have given me. No one will ever be able to ruin what has been between us.”

“If it’s over,” I cried, “then it’s entirely over. I wish to forget you entirely.”

“As you will,” she answered. “I don’t think it is wise of you. One receives so little that is genuine. If I were you I would consider it precious.”

I understood her little at the time. I told myself that I had been a fool, and resolved to erase from my mind and blood the memory of her. And I was strengthened in my resolution when I saw her—three weeks later—in the arms of Libowski, the pianist.

I never spoke to her after that morning. A year later I heard her as Butterfly at the Opéra Comique. Her voice had developed, she had it in perfect control, it had the precious true swoop of a bird of prey. My wound had healed then, or I thought it had healed. It was the artist, not the woman, who moved me. Since then I have tried to make abstraction of her genius, and love it as something apart from her personality. But that night, twenty years after we had parted, as I walked up Fifth Avenue to her house on the upper East Side, it was not the artist I remembered, but the woman who had frankly and simply given me what she could as long as she had been able to give it me, and, two weeks later, had taken herself away from me with the same frank simplicity.

I knew very deeply at that moment that it was petty pride and cowardice that had led me to try to forget the woman in her. After all we men give the truest in us to our vanities. We deny the sincerity of our blood to save the mental image of us. We wear out the iron of life in preserving the crease in our trousers. We don’t wish to give anything without receiving interest for it—not only in love but in flattery. We are eternally apologizing to ourselves for our emotions.

These were the thoughts that possessed me as I walked up town to keep my last appointment with Isabel Croce—these, and an unbridled curiosity.

II

It was a quarter past eleven when I rang at the door of the house which served as a home to Isabel Croce whenever she sojourned in America. As she had kept me waiting twenty years for this interview I was not displeased to be a quarter of an hour late—a proof that in spite of the philosophical trend of the thoughts I had entertained in the street, I had in reality relinquished little of my vanity. It was destined, moreover, that my pride should suffer before the evening waxed very old. I had expected, of course, to find Isabel alone, probably thinking, in the back of my mind, that she might have a desire to apologize for her casual treatment of me. You can
therefore imagine my disappointment and sense of personal injury when I discovered that nearly a dozen men were waiting for her in the smoking room.

If I resented their presence, it was evident that they bore me no greater friendliness. Further, they appeared to resent one another as much as they resented me. It was not long before I discovered that they had all come on the same errand.

We composed, indeed, a singularly motley and variegated assemblage. On a sofa facing the entrance sat Libowski, the Polish pianist, a man with long black hair, thin nervous lips that never ceased twitching, and vague gray blue eyes that always appeared to be focusing something invisible. Near him I perceived Marmaduke Pool, the financier, reckoned one of the seven wealthiest men in the country—a tall, spare man with high cheek bones, shaggy eye brows, and a red clean-shaven face. Close to the fireplace stood Beppo Carnevalli, formerly manager of the Fenice, at Venice, more recently connected with the Opera House at Rio. He was a rotund, heavy, genial Neapolitan, a man whose boisterous equanimity I had never seen disturbed; on this occasion, however, as nervous and self-conscious as a schoolboy at a grown up tea party. Scarcely more at their ease were Ernest de Segur, a writer of witty reviews for the Mercure de France, and Colonel MacSullivan of the Indian army.

In addition to these notables I saw several strangers: a young, pink-cheeked fop puffing very rapidly at an empty cigarette holder; a red-faced burly bartender from Aberdeen; and a short, pompous, professorial creature who seemed to carry all Potsdam in his strut and chest. But the most peculiar figure of all was a lean haggard man with a grey ragged beard, a long thin nose that seemed like a question mark, and little feverish blood-shot eyes. His tattered clothes hung loosely about him; they consisted of a mud-colored shirt, a threadbare tweed coat, and a pair of baggy corduroy trousers. One had the impression that he had slept under all the bridges of the world, and collected upon his person the dust of all ages and roads. It was hard to imagine him making use of a fork, walking on a carpet, or taking a bath.

And yet he was the only man amongst us who appeared completely at his ease.

I nodded to Libowski and Pool and sank into a rocking chair next to the window. A tense, palpitating silence brooded over the room. There was in me an aching desire to scream, to smash a large Oriental vase that stood close at hand on a table, yet I was held speechless and motionless in the grip of a curious, unreasonable fear. I remember being acutely distressed at the creak of my chair, and making what seemed a superhuman effort to keep it quiet. I don't know that I can express it, but I had the sensation that every man in the room hated the others, that our thoughts, under some invisible form were clashing and tearing at one another while our bodies looked on in numb silence. Then suddenly someone spoke—it was Graham, the fop—and his voice seemed to come from a cold, measureless distance.

"I say, don't we look like a pack of fools!"

A smothered peal of awkward, hysterical laughter followed this remark. Then the shaggy vagabond spoke:

"One must be a fool to look like a fool."

Graham blushed heavily and gave birth to a sound that was a blend of a sneeze and a giggle. I thought the tense, oppressive silence was once more to take possession of the room when de Ségur spoke, distinctly finishing his words:

"After all, is it not the outcome of our many disguises, to appear as we are—like fools?"

"There are some," I said, "who take a long time to reach this sublime conclusion."

As I spoke I happened—quite unconsciously—to catch the eye of the
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little important Teuton. He glanced at me fiercely, bristling with aggressiveness.

"I came here to call on La Croce—not to be insulted by her lovers."

"It is a short journey," said the grim vagabond in answer to my remark, "if one has the courage. One has merely to walk to a mirror and open one's eyes."

I turned to Libowski who was standing next to me.

"Who is the old man?" I questioned in a low voice.

"His name is Rokosch," answered the pianist. "He's a mixture, I think, of Tartar and Spanish. Croce found him one day when he was starving on a roadside in Bohemia. She fed him and clothed him, saved his life in fact, for which he bears her a curious, furious resentment. She tells me that he is the only man she knows who has never tried to make love to her. For some reason she cannot bear to be without him. He is her evil genius, if there is such a thing."

"There are two sorts of men," Rokosch was crying, "imbeciles and fools. The imbeciles are those who know not that they are fools."

"I think," said Marmaduke Pool, "that if there are some men who can pride themselves on their superiority, we, gentlemen, can believe that we are they. There is not one of us who has not been loved by Isabel Croce. This places us in a separate category."

A murmur of approbation followed these words. I am sure that we were all grateful to Pool for having restored a measure of our self-respect. It was the only moment in the course of that eventful evening when we did not dislike one another.

A rough spasm of laughter shook the lean frame of Rokosch.

"You flatter yourselves. We have been nothing more than accidents by the wayside—receptacles for the surplus of passion which Croce did not put into her vocal gymnastics. Is one blade of grass less lowly than another because her foot had happened to tread upon it?"

"How do you know," I challenged with an enthusiasm utterly foreign to me. "Have you, Mr. Rokosch, a voice to talk to the herbs?"

"Well spoken, Sir," cried the Aberdeen bartender. "She is a mighty grand lass, and praise to the Lord that I have two hands to wring the neck of the man who speaks ill of her, however close he be to the grave. And the sweet noise she made in the world with her bonny white throat was the sweetest any creature can make. And the sweet silence she will make when she dies tonight will cause a great shadow to pass over the hearts of men."

Rokosch opened his mouth as though to retort, but his voice seemed to catch in his throat and his eyes turned to the ground.

Isabel Croce had entered the room.

III

ISABEL CROCE, her splendid figure closely swathed in black, crossed the room like a great calm shadow over a sun-tortured plain. No one spoke as she seated herself on a divan alongside of which stood a little round table covered with decanters and glasses. I shall make no attempt to describe her as she appeared to me then. Sometimes she seemed very gay, very young, very close to us. Now and then a strange sadness passed into her rain-colored eyes—as though she had already left this tortured planet for a sweeter and more patient land.

She gave us a smile that warmed us like the rich sun of southern winters. It melted the rancor within us. Nothing possessed us then but a great simple faith in her.

I started when she spoke, so natural—almost trivial, sounded her words.

"My friends," she said, "you were all, if I remember rightly, at the Metropolitan Wednesday night."

There was a general murmur of assent.
“Carnevalli,” she asked, “did I sing well?”

“You have never moved me so deeply,” answered the Neapolitan, putting his hand on his chest.

Her head made a motion of entreaty.

“Carnevalli—tell me the truth. Was there not an instant, in the second act, when my voice was a half tone flat?”

“Croce, it can happen to anyone. Even the divine Patti—”

“It can happen to anyone, you say, well, it must not happen to me again. I might sing well tomorrow—I might sing no false note for a year, for three years I might deceive the general public, but one day—it must happen—my voice would crack. I don’t wish to crack—either in art or in life.”

“It will be time to worry when that time comes,” said Carnevalli. “I assure you on my honor as a man, as a musician—”

“Can you assure me that I did not sing false on Wednesday?”

Carnevalli did not answer: he looked at the ground.

“My friends,” said Isabel Croce, “I am going to do what few artists have had the courage to do—leave the stage before my voice fails. But I have not the courage to remain on this earth and not sing—I might as well promise never to talk again. If I leave the operatic stage, I shall have to leave another stage, too.”

“What do you mean?” cried Graham.

“I mean, Sydney, that tonight—before it is too late—I am going to die.”

There was in her voice such an impressive quality of inevitability that only one of us—Mr. Graham—had the force to protest:

“I say ... I won’t have it. ... It’s impossible. You must ...”

He suddenly stopped as he felt the weight of the lean hand of Rokosch on his shoulder. He sank in his chair, trembling like a reed.

La Croce continued:

“My friends—you who have been my lovers—it is not to acquaint you with my decision that I have called you here tonight. I wish to let you know—before I die—exactly what each of you has meant in my life. I took you freely, spontaneously, when I felt that I could not exist without you. The moment I felt that I needed you no longer, or that you needed me less, I sent you away. I can say sincerely tonight that I never lived an hour with a man whom I did not love and who did not love me. I never, where love was concerned, lied to myself. I never let a man lie to himself for my sake.”

She paused and poured herself a glass of coral liquid from a decanter. There was a general, indefinite movement of our bodies towards her as we watched the passage of the glass to her lips, but our feet seemed glued to the floor.

“This is wine,” she said to us with a smile. Then, motioning to a slim decanter:

“This—I shall take later.”

She laid down her glass and lit a cigarette.

“I can smoke as much as I wish to-night. You see, I don’t intend to sing tomorrow. I wonder if one will be able to smoke ... there ... where death is.”

She finished her cigarette in silence and then lit another. And she spoke to us.

“You, Carnevalli, were my first love. I loved you for the rich happiness in you. You taught me the wonder of obvious things. You showed me how glad and simple was the vast blue sky. You awoke in me a desire to understand the great, restless currents of life. Then came a day when you tempted me with glory as well as with love. One evening—it was in September—I discovered myself thinking more of the fame you might bring me than of the happiness you had brought. Next morning I left you.”

The large head of the Neapolitan sank into his thick, robust hands. A sob shook his large body.

La Croce turned to Ernest de Séur.

“I loved you because of the false, clever things you said about life and women. It was only much later that I
discovered that you were almost too clever to be human. Still—in spite of everything—you brought me a feeling for style and the exquisite. I loved you till the day when you could not resist the temptation of making a clever epigram about me.”

Ernest de Ségur bowed his head and said not a word. His thin, ironical smile did not leave his lips, but I felt by the feverish way he twirled his moustache that something restless and passionate was brooding within him.

“I cared for you, Sydney,” La Croce said to the young fop, “as a mother cares for her child. You brought some of my youth back to me—you made me remember a mood I had almost forgotten. It is because of what you stirred within me that I am able to love all my lovers tonight.”

A smile that was almost malicious came over her face as she regarded the little German professor.

“I’m sure,” she said to him, “that you won’t understand what I am going to say to you. I loved you one day when you forgot to finish your beer when you were looking at me. You passed out of my life when I heard you expound your views on domesticity. Still, you taught me something about men, and more than I suspect even now about myself.”

She looked at me.

“My love for you, Malcolm, was what is usually called a caprice. Yet I am not sure whether there is not in these fleeting fancies a spark more valiant and true than in long solid affections. They owe nothing to habit and all to themselves. I came to love you in the strangest way. One day, at Milan, I liked the way a lock of your hair fell over your eyes. And then one morning your hair seemed the ordinary hair of an agreeable boy.”

As she spoke the vision of those two weeks when we had breathed as one being pulsed through me with a power that blurred everything around me. It was as though I were living those hours again in a matured, intensified form. I hardly heard what she said to Pool and MacSullivan. I think she told how the money king had given her a new sense of idealism, how the colonel had intensified in her the value of honesty. When I fully collected myself she was speaking to the burly saloon keeper from Aberdeen.

“No one,” she was saying, “has loved me as impersonally as you, Richard Gregg. There was in you a strength, like that of live earth, and a shy mystery that was as the curve of your hills. I have never understood you, I don’t understand you now. You were poor, you served beer in a detestable bar, and yet you seemed to possess the secrets of life. You never made phrases, and yet you spoke poetry—or rather it was the deep poetry of centuries that sang in you. No one has said such things to me—things so simple, so true, and so beautiful. Perhaps if your glens could speak they would talk like you. And when I gave myself to you—you were astonished. You hardly noticed it when I took myself away. I think you understood so many things, or rather all things understood themselves so well in you that there was no room for a woman. I was a slice of Nature to you—no more and no less than a bird, than a tree. I wanted to be more. So I left you.”

Isabel paused. Our eyes were all turned towards Gregg. He was sitting very straight in his chair. There was a drop of moisture on his cheek, but I cannot make out to this day whether it was perspiration or a tear.

Of a sudden a rough voice rent the silence.

“And how did you love me—the beggar, the vagabond, the man you found on the road with no coat and no soul?”

A strange transformation came over Isabel Croce. Her magnificent body trembled—as it had never trembled on the stage.

“Rokosch—do not ask me!” she wailed.

“You are afraid to tell me. You know that you have never loved me, as you have never loved anyone. And you know that I cannot be deceived.”
Isabel Croce rose to her feet. I had never seen her so tragic, so superb.

"I have loved you," she said in a voice every word of which was a moan, "as I have loved fear."

Whereupon she fell on the divan in a convulsion of tears.

IV

In the turn of a minute she had recovered her valiant serenity.

"I shall not ask you," she said, "to forgive my moment of hysterical weakness. There is nothing I wish to conceal from those who have been my lovers. I have, however, one last favor to ask of you. I wish each one of you to tell me what I have meant in his life."

Straight as a lance rose Colonel MacSullivan. He looked at Isabel as a soldier stares down the throat of cannon.

"Above everything in life," he said, "I have loved two things—duty and glory. The former was my dear mate through life, the latter my gay, wanton mistress. I only know one hour in which I was tempted to be untrue to them. That was when I held you in my arms—Isabel."

Then spoke Marmaduke Pool, financier.

"I am considered a success, Isabel, because by toil and energy I have been able to collect more than my share of the material goods of the world. But I know that I am a failure because I could not keep you. And yet, in spite of everything, the memory of my failure is more precious to me than anything else in life."

"I can say more than these men," spoke the little, pompous professor. "There is no woman I know whom I would have preferred as a mother to my children. I would have married you if you had been German."

"What a loss has been mine!" murmured Isabel dreamily. "Why was I not born in Berlin?"

"Yes, Isabel, we have both been unfortunate. You might have made a greater man of me, I an honest woman of you."

A wild light danced for a moment in La Croce's eyes. Then she changed her mind and broke into a laugh.

"I thank you, Professor," she said, "for your sincerity, and for the compliment you think you have given me."

She turned to Ernest de Ségor:

"And what was I to you—something more than an aphrodisiac and something less than an epigram?"

"You do me an injustice," sighed the little, neat Frenchman, a sad smile hovering on his sensitive lips. "You are the only woman who has ever made me ashamed of my wit. I was too weak, too small to hold the joy you gave me, but the pain that came afterwards saved my soul from death. It stirred something simple and elemental within me, and awoke in me a horror for the chill emptiness behind my clever words."

Of a sudden I heard myself speaking, and my voice sounded like that of a stranger.

"I have also been saved from death by you. For twenty years I sought to deny you—I was afraid of the throbbing, live creature you had created in me. I tried to hide my injured pride behind a fortress of vanities. I thank you for having destroyed it. You have saved me twice—now and then."

Libowski spoke:

"I have loved two things in life—you and music. It seems to me tonight that they have become one."

"You were a child," said Carnevalli, "when you danced into my life, lingered there for an interval, and then went to make other lives rich. You seemed to me a miracle then—but merely a miracle, as all palpitating young things: like a smile met in the street and lost forever in the wild, seething city; like a spring river, all laughter and movement, then lost in the great moaning sea. I know now that though you seemed to leave me, the magic of you has never gone from my blood. I know this because I find life wonderful."
A short silence followed and then La Croce spoke:

"Now, tell me, Sydney, what have I been in your life?"

- The young man looked at her im­ploringly.

"How can I tell you? I'm not clever at words like these men."

She smiled on him affectionately.

"No matter! Tell me!"

"Oh, Croce—you're the most won­derful woman—so strange, so beauti­ful. You've made my life something dizzy and marvelous—I can think of no cocktail that has the same effect. And now that you say you are going, I can't endure it, I can't understand."

"'I am glad you are unhappy," said La Croce softly. "It means that one day you will be happy again—truly happy, not just contented as when I first met you. And perhaps you will be able to do what so few of us can do—recognize love when you find it."

For a few minutes the room was filled with the sobs of the young man-about-town. I don't think there were many among us who did not envy him—but our grief was too deep to melt. Then Gregg spoke:

"There is many a grand thing I loved in my life—the wild winds that make moan in the night, the long smile of the stars that never grows weary, and the young hope in birds and crocuses. I've loved the song of a girl as she and the sun went to work, the cool passage of ale down the throat of a man tired from labor, and the sweet sleep that makes grown men and women as lovely and harmless as children. The great, sorrowing folk have I loved and the dear groans they make, and the sorrow­ing sands and sorrowing rocks whose groans were so deep that no one ever heard them. But you, Isabel Croce, though there's the great quiet of snow in your breath and all the fevers of the live things that all ail in your heart, I have never loved. If I loved you I could hear only your moan in the winds and see only your eyes in the stars. I fear that if I loved you I would never be able to love anything else."

I had the curious illusion as he spoke that there was no one in the room but Gregg and Isabel Croce. Then sud­denly, emitting a rough, raucous cackle, Rokosch rose from his chair.

"It is easy," he cried, "to tell how I have loved you—I have never loved you at all. I served as convenient vessel wherein you cast the bread that was too hard for your teeth and the passions too raw for your art. And all the time when you thought I was thanking you—paying you with my love for the bloodless scraps you threw at me—I was laughing at you in my heart. And I laugh now, Isabel Croce, because I know that you have not the courage to die."

She rose from the divan, splendid and white in her anger, and faced Rokosch.

"You are lying," she cried, "you know that you love me."

"I am not lying. I am the only man who has spoken the truth to you."

Her anger fell from her, a flush came to her cheeks, and she smiled on us all with a large, free serenity. Her hand was quite steady as she poured into a glass a pale greenish liquid.

"I shall know," she said calmly, "when I am dead which of you, my lovers, have lied to me. Remember that I shall be watching you." She raised the glass to her lips. "I drink to your joy and pain—may they both be as true, clean, and strong as my love for you. Good-bye."

She was convulsed for a moment, her hands clutched at the air, I saw the rain of all skies in her eyes. Then she fell on the ground like a doll released by the capricious hands of a child. The only sound to rent the death silence was that of a glass breaking into glittering splinters.

V.

I know not what happened in me: I only remember that my ears registered a few heavy sobs and the sounds of men's feet leaving the room. Then, after a measureless interval, I felt a
strange power that seemed outside of me pulling me out of my chair. My legs seemed of cotton, something buzzed in my brain, my mouth seemed distressingly dry.

There was no one in the room save the dead woman, Rokosch and myself. I found myself standing in front of him trying to lift his head, which had sunk over his chest. Suddenly a wild spasm of laughter possessed me.

Rokosch was stone dead.

SACRIFICE

By Charles S. Zerner

THEY sat in silence, bathed in the mellow lamplight. His arm slowly encircled her waist and she smiled as he drew her closer. She experienced a warm thrill and her heart leaped like wildfire. She felt a maddening impulse to throw her arms about him, to kiss him, to hold her cheek close to his and dream. . . .

But she frowned and placed her elbow between them. She struggled as he attempted to kiss her and freed herself from his embrace. Then she rose from the chaise longue and in tones half angry, half indignant, said, “I guess all you men are alike.”

CONFIDENCE

By Louis Untermeyer

SUPPOSING the night should roar
Like a great beast unchained,
And the river in front of my door
Should rise with a rending voice;
Though all the leaves of the oak
In a gust of derision were rained,
And the winds should tramp till they broke
All beauty, like fragile toys—

Still I would smile and have peace
Though the passionless stars should go mad;
Knowing this frenzy must cease
And quiet will sing to me soon.
I know that a silent laughter
Will comfort me when I am clad
In the golden apparel of sunlight,
And the silver cloths of the moon.
RESTLESSLY I move about, unable to sit quietly.
In my mind,
Impatience for the music of your voice,
Impatience for the pressure of your lips,
I wait . . . watching the clock . . . I wait . . .

Four thousand hells! Why do I wait
When I see, here around me, a dozen prettier women.
That one, there, with the tempting mouth
That is more fetching than Pommard. Her roving eyes rest briefly on my face.
I smile. . . . A sickly smile, 'tis true. . . .
(For I am thinking of the house-detective.)
A most provoking glance speeds back to me.
And yet . . . and yet . . . I wait . . .
For if you saw me talking to another woman,
You would tell my wife. . . .
And so . . . I wait . . .

To find themselves for once at least the undisputed heroes of an imaginary
drama—how often does this account for the unexpected originality of
commonplace people when they "fall in love"!

It is bad taste to have too good an eye for those faults in our friends which
in our enemies are fair game for ridicule.

There is only one way to cure a wounded heart: break it altogether.
DIPLOMACY

By Richardson Wright

Notikin promised to reform. He swore that he would never drink another drop. But did his protestation convince the ispravnik? Not for a moment. The ispravnik was wise in years. He knew that the man who promises to reform rarely accomplishes it. Retrieve is the only path open to him. By some gallant deed, he will retrieve himself—and having done so, he will go back to his old ways.—Larrovitch in "Chorney Khleb."

I

The downfall of Ridatz was not unexpected. He was drunk, splendidly drunk—the accustomed state for an aristocratic Don Cossack. Therefore were the four paunchy, white-whiskered generals who constituted the Board of Inquiry loath to blight his career with court-martial.

They bore the gallant colonel no ill-will, but there must be a limit. The commander of the famous Breski Garrison could not blissfully persist in week-long drinking bouts. On that they were unanimous. Their decision was crystallized in a terse note in the next morning's Russki Invalid:

Colonel Vladimir Ridatz, of the Breski Garrison, St. Petersburgh Division, has been ordered to Blagowestchensk to assume command of His Majesty's Cossack Forces in the Amur District.

Those who knew the district questioned the wisdom of this transfer. Blagowestchensk faces the North Manchurian walled cities of Saigon and Saghalin, and to keep the peace there requires the suavity, level head and quick wit of a diplomat.

Others were affected differently.

Young bloods of the Preobrajenski Regiment and the Guard Lanciers read the writing on the wall and fiveswore their cups. Money lenders of the Meerenski, vitally interested in Ridatz' whereabouts, wept copiously into their beards. Various ladies of sundry strata said it was a wicked shame, and forthwith retired to their boudoirs to write him letters that none, on second sober thought, would ever have mailed.

The night Ridatz departed, fifty of his ranking officers tendered him a banquet in the red and gold room of the Palkine; Schotte, the proprietor, and Serge, the headwaiter, being compensated beforehand for possible breakage and loss of dignity.

The damage was small. Ridatz broke only two chairs before they hauled him down the icy Znamenskaia to his train.

At the station he stoutly refused to board the train until the far-off boom of the first warning bell awoke him. They finally lifted him on the back platform. He stood there—a dull-eyed, wearied, sodden, handsome brute, gazing vaguely into the sooty haze of smoke and gray dawn that filled the trainshed. But for all the rigors of the evening he lacked little of his accustomed aplomb. Tall, square-shouldered, Tartar-eyed, with straight black hair and black pointed beard. He wore the plum-colored kaftan and silver dagger of his new regiment. A black Astrakan toque was tilted rakishly aslant one eye.

For a moment he surveyed dully the heads of the shouting mob at his feet, then gazed again into the smoke and gray dawn.
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“Speech, colonel, speech!”
He wagged his head.
“A speech!”
A young captain who had climbed the platform behind him gave a provocative shove. Ridatz’ right arm sent him headlong down the steps. The mob howled with delight.
“Speech! Speech!”
With an ominous boom the bell sounded the second warning.
“Remember, colonel, you’re going to be a diplomat!” This from an old general on the fringe of the crowd. The word caught Ridatz’ attention. He turned abruptly,cocked his head to one side and raised a silencing hand. The mob held its breath.
“Diplomacy?” A saturnine smile flashed over his face. “Pooh!”
The bell boomed the third time.
From the engine, two sharp, piercing whistle shrieks. The wheels ground with a dry crunch. The train drew slowly away from the crowd.
Grasping the rail, Ridatz leaned far over and made a sweeping gesture of contempt. “Pooh!” he shouted.
But no one heard him.

II

Blagowestchensk lies in a far-off corner of Siberia; in winter a no-man’s land, in summer it is a busy valley between abundant hills beside a placid river. But winter or summer life there is fast and free and furious. Champagne and chansonettes, men made rich over night in the hinterland gold fields or the illicit vodka traffic with the Chinese cities across the river, escaped convicts, wild officers and their wild commands—these color the life a lurid tint. The town sprawls a mile length along the low banks of the Amur. To the north of town stand flour mills grinding enough wheat each year for half an empire. Down the Bolshaia are schools, theatres, banks, the homes of prosperous merchants, Chinese bazaars, hospitals, cafés chantants and barracks. Every other big building is a barracks. The long, low row on the hills behind is a barracks. The one at the west end of the Bolshaia, where the Shilka Trakt turns in, is a barracks.

Winter clots the wicked there and the troops are ordered back to town. There is room for twenty thousand troops, all Cossacks. Twenty thousand is the usual winter complement: for on the other shore of the Amur lies Manchuria, on which Russia has cast envious eyes for three hundred years.

Had it been summer this might have been a different tale. In summer the way there from St. Petersburg is simple: Trans-Siberian express to Stretensk, river steamer from Stretensk to Blagowestchensk, in all, eight days.

Mid-October sees the first ice crusting the water. A fortnight later camel caravans start the seven hundred miles’ journey down the frozen Amur to Blagowestchensk. That takes three weeks or more. The intrepid, bent on saving time, cross to the Shilka Trakt, hire horses at the post houses en route, and make the day and night journey over the winding hare tracks that skirt the precipitous cliffs along the north shore.

Ridatz chose the Trakt. One bag, bedding and tea things were slung onto the sled floor, and with Dmitri Nicolevitch, his faithful orderly, he headed eastward — through Okeetchenskaia, Oust Kara and the hundred-odd Cossack villages that showed in the hollows of the hills.

Two weeks in a sled through the wilderness provokes sober thought. The first night out something of the monotony and bitter cold began to work its way into the brain of the colonel. Gradually he came to two conclusions: first, that no one in Blagowestchenck knew him or why he was being sent there; second, that, by the Mother of Kazan, he would fight rum to a standstill if only to even his score with those who had banished him to a wilderness command of cow-faced moujiks.

But he had not calculated on the telegraph. In those weeks the roadside
wire had carried gossip that turned Blagowestchensk upside down. Under-officers hailed the advent of lax discipline. Habitues of the cafes chantant dreamed of purple nights and the elite of huge gambling stakes. Ridatz, the mighty drinker, the man of a thousand love affairs, was coming!

The day before he was due a delegation of officers drove up the Trakt to the last post house. With them went sleds filled with fine caviar and stereket, cases of champagne, Caucasian wines and French liqueurs. Two cooks rode along and a swarm of orderlies bearing dress uniforms and regalia for the reception.

At noon a scout who had been sent to the top of the hill reported Ridatz’ sled in sight. Colonel Moloietcheff, commanding officer, made a final inspection of the wine-banked tables, expressed his satisfaction, and ordered the ranks to line the gates.

Down the end of the village street came the troika, its off-ponies kicking clouds of soft snow. A command stiffened the ranks. Swords whipped from scabbards. The sled dashed between them. In the back sat Ridatz, furred up to the ears. A moment later he was holding an impromptu reception at the head of the table.

“And now, colonel,” said Moloietcheff, rubbing his hands solicitously, “will you have some vodka or some Scotch? I can recommend the Scotch after such a cold journey.”

Ridatz looked at him with a listless expression.

“If you do not mind,” he said, “I would prefer a glass of tea.”

“Tea?” Moloietcheff could scarcely believe his ears.

At that luncheon Ridatz drank seven glasses of tea—tea and nothing more. The champagne remained uncorked.

III

At dusk the party arrived in Blagowestchensk; by midnight the report had filtered through the town. Some said that Ridatz was a cad, the wiser kept their own counsel and awaited developments.

Developments came soon enough. A round of barrack inspections brought peremptory orders from headquarters. Young officers, accustomed to passing half the night at the Little Paradise, found themselves sobering up in the guard house. A régime of efficiency and discipline was established such as Blagowestchensk had never known.

Added to this was Ridatz’ appalling silence. He took no one into his confidence. Orders came from him unheralded and unexplained. He held the barracks in a constant state of terror.

Society likewise ate the bread of disillusionment. Ridatz came and went among them without showing the slightest emotion. He begged to be excused from the gambling tables and at dinner drank an innocuous mineral water.

As November lengthened he gave the barracks a respite; once a week, without warning, he disappeared. Heads nodded sagely. A sub-lieutenant was told off to investigate. Finally he found Ridatz forty miles up the valley. He was alone—sitting on the top branch of a gigantic fir, binoculars glued to his eyes, mapping out the country. Thus was the bubble pricked.

One day in January Colonel Moloietcheff found him with these maps spread out on his desk, making infinitesimal points here and there.

As he entered Ridatz raised his head. “Ah—cigarette?” It caught him unaware. He took a cigarette and sat down by the desk.

Ridatz leaned back in his chair and blew out a whiff of smoke.

“I can safely say,” he remarked, “that I know every contour and avenue of approach to this city within a radius of fifty miles.”

“But what about—?” Moloietcheff nodded over his shoulder toward the Manchurian shore.

“And every road within a radius of fifty miles of Saigon and Saghalin,” added Ridatz. “Tomorrow we will start to use that information.”

Moloietcheff shifted uneasily.
"I am issuing orders for the first and fourth brigades to proceed south and southeast of Blagowestchensk tomorrow and see if they can take the city."

"But the snow," interposed Moloietieschaff. "In some places up in the hills it is utterly impassable."

Ridatz laughed. "It wasn't impassable for me. I guess it won't be for you."

From that day followed a tireless succession of snow maneuvers. Gun companies toiled up the slopes dragging their batteries on huge sleds. Hill tops would suddenly bristle with rifles. Day and night the men bivouacked in the snow. Heights were taken and lost. "Wounded" dragged themselves back to the city. But never once did Blagowestchensk approach capitulation.

"Fine fellows!" Ridatz was heard to comment. It was the first indication of personal feeling he had shown.

A few weeks later the officers' mess discovered that Ridatz had established an espionage system whose arms reached out through the surrounding country and as far south in Manchuria as Tsitsitcar. They marveled at his powers of organization, his relentless thoroughness. And the same wires that four months ago had brought gossip from the capital now carried back tales of a martinet too terrible to describe. The greybeards at the capital chuckled; but those in Blagowestchensk prayed for an early deliverance. For those in Blagowestchensk knew what Ridatz did not—that dissension was mounting like fever through the ranks.

Doubtles the strain would break him. Perhaps something—a vague something—would happen.

Dmitri Nicolevitch was approached. After the second bottle he was willing to talk. "Once I knew my master, but he is a stranger to me now. Once he drank and laughed and loved the ladies and . . . ."

"If he drank again, what?" A voice asked.

"Who knows? Perhaps . . . ."

Further than that the orderly could not enlighten them.

But with the days higher and higher mounted the fever. Insubordination cropped up on every hand. Yet Ridatz seemed blind to it. The thoughtful in Blagowestchensk, however, saw, understood and trembled. Some day an order would be hooted, some day a shot fired—then the typhoon of armed Cossack rage would break.

Already clouds darkened the horizon. From the mountains south of Sakhalin came rumors of trouble with Chinese brigands—the Hoong Hos. They were working north. To meet an eventuality Ridatz told off a flying squadron which was to start as soon as reports arrived of the brigands crossing the ice into Russian territory. This brigandage was bothersome, but it could be readily handled.

The third week in January an alarm from a village twenty versts to the north called out the squadron. The next day a post rider brought Ridatz the news that the town had been sacked, fourteen people killed and the rest left homeless. The Hoong Hos had escaped across the river. Where was his flying squadron? It had never reached the town!

A few days later the thing happened again. A town down the valley was attacked. Again the squadron was dispatched. This time it arrived too late.

After the third occurrence Ridatz shut himself up in his quarters to study it out. Dmitri Nicolevitch brought him a samovar, a box of cigarettes and a bottle of vodka. The bottle he set on the table.

"Master, it is not good for you to work without stimulant," he said meekly.

"Take that stuff away," Ridatz growled. "When I want it I'll ask for it."

Dmitri Nicolevitch set it on a side table and went out.

Ridatz buried his face in his hands. Gradually the truth began to dawn on him: Blagowestchensk knew his record. His men distrusted him. They
had expected he would be the old Ridatz of St. Petersburg.

He rose and began to pace the room. At the table he halted. For an instant he looked at the bottle. His fingers closed around it. He slowly pulled the cork and drew a glass nearer. Then suddenly he sent the bottle hurtling against the farther wall. It broke with a crash. He laughed nervously and went back to his chair.

IV

The Hoong Ho strikes a quick blow, snatches his booty, and fades into thin air. By twos and threes, sometimes by hundreds, they descend on a town, take their toll, and fly away leaving a wake of pillage and death. Pursuit is difficult, for they are all master horsemen. Capture is almost impossible. Besides—thus does Pekin argue—the Hoong Ho is a valuable asset. Why then make his life miserable? For the sake of appearances and to appease the demands of well-intentioned foreign diplomats, a certain number is corralled each year to suffer execution at the hands of the gigantic swordsman in Tsitsitcar. But that is only a sop.

Ridatz understood this perfectly. The Hoong Ho was Pekin’s trump card, and thus far the game was against him. The brigands invariably escaped. The flying squadron invariably failed to find more than their tracks in the snow. Meantime he was being laughed at in Pekin. How long before he would be laughed at in St. Petersburg?

Gladly would he have led a squadron across the ice—and visited summary punishment on the Hoong Hos in their own territory. But that would constitute a breach of diplomacy, necessitate an investigation and generally bring bad odor. With sickening regret his thoughts ran back to an early October morning when he had leaned from a train platform and expressed his contempt for diplomacy.

There was still one way out: he could conjure up illness, resign and retire into oblivion. The thought was repulsive. He slammed his hand down on the table, pushed back his chair and started for the door.

Before he had crossed the room the door swung open.

On the threshold, his face blanched, his hand trembling, stood Colonel Moloietcheff.

“Well, what is it?” thundered Ridatz.

“Revolt.”

Ridatz gripped the edge of the table.

“The Hoong Hos attacked the Stretensk caravan an hour ago, four versts down the river. I ordered out the squadron and they refuse to go.”

For a moment Ridatz stood speechless, his body rigid with fury.

“How many?” he finally managed.

“None, sir. The men simply refused to leave the barracks.”

Who reported the raid?”

“Lun Sing.”

Ridatz raised his brows. Lun Sing was the head of his Chinese secret service. Why had he not reported personally?

“Dmitri!” he called.

The orderly appeared in the door.

“Find Lun Sing and bring him here at once!”

Ridatz waved the Colonel to a chair, pushed across the table his box of cigarettes, and folded his hands calmly in front of him.

“Now, colonel, I want you to be frank with me,” he said slowly. “What is the cause of this trouble?”

Moloietcheff hesitated for a moment, then he finally said, “You.”

Ridatz was on his feet. “That is all.”

“What do you mean to do?”

“I mean to stop it!”

A few moments later there stood before Ridatz the bundled figure of Lun Sing—a gnarled old Chinaman with a scarred face, immobile and expressionless. Dmitri Nicolevitch took his stand in the doorway. Ridatz waited until the footfall of the colonel died off down the corridor, then he turned to Lun Sing.

“You will be shot before dawn unless you answer me truthfully.”
Without a change of countenance Lun Sing nodded his head.

"Who led this attack on the caravan?"

"Jo San Bee and two others."

"Where are they now?"

"In a house a verst south from Saghalin along the main road."

"Which house is it?"

"The fourth from the south gate."

"Do the officials in Saghalin know they are there?"

"I do not know, but at the foot of the outside stairs is a sentinel from the 4th Manchurian regiment."

"You mean that Jo San Bee and the others are upstairs?"

Lun Sing nodded.

Ridatz surveyed him from under his eyebrows for an instant, and snapped his fingers. Dmitri Nicolevitch stepped from the corridor and led Lun Sing away in the direction of the guard house.

Ridatz waited until the door closed, then he briskly crossed the room and threw open the cupboard. From it he took a big fur coat, a civilian's fur cap and a sword. With the air of a connoisseur he glanced down the blade, felt its edge and restored it to the scabbard at his side. From the shelf he took a brace of revolvers, examined their chambers and slipped them into their holsters. From a hook he took a loop of wire which he folded carefully into his pocket. A moment later he was headed out the barracks gate.

The bell of St. Vladimir began to boom. He waited in the deserted street to count the strokes. Eleven. Good! the night was still young. He turned into the Bolshaia and headed north.

It was a moonless night with countless stars. He strode through the fringe of town, out to the wharfs by the flour mills. On a pier head he stopped and looked around. No one was within sight. Aross the mile of frozen Amur Saghalin lay like a dark smudge. Not a light, not a sound.

He slowly lowered himself down the icy boulders to the level of the river and started walking briskly up stream.

A verst or so above he turned abruptly across the river. An hour later he climbed up the Chinese shore, past a clearing of the woods to a narrow road that skirted the north Saghalin wall.

He had no fear of being detected. The snow was packed hard and bore his weight. Farther on he would have to slow down.

A few hundred yards below loomed the huge mud walls of the town, their parapets standing out clear against the sky. At the corner he caught the instant gleam of a naked bayonet, halted, and watched it disappear slowly down the wall. Before the sentry faced around he made the south road.

Half a verst beyond the town he found the friendly shelter of a birch grove. Below it he passed the first house and the second. Their shutters were up. Not a ray showed through the cracks. Here the road turned and swung down into a hollow. Ridatz halted beneath a towering pine to map his way. On the fringe of the wood stood the third house. The fourth was not in sight. Suddenly he recollected a path that cut through the wood. It came out below the fourth house. He thanked his luck for those days of map-making and pressed on.

Finally, through the trees he saw the open alley of the road again, and by it the fourth house. It stood in the middle of a clearing, a two-storied warehouse with an outside stairs. From the closed shutters pencils of light cut the darkness. In the windless air the smoke rose straight from the chimney, as if frozen—an icicle of smoke.

Calculating each step, he walked directly toward the house. Between the edge of the wood and the foot of the stairs lay an open hundred yards, swept with light from the stars and offering no protection save here and there a snowed-over stump.

He waited in the forest cover. There came the far-off crackle of Chinese laughter. Suddenly the door opened and a figure was silhouetted on the top landing. It stumbled down the stairs and disappeared round the other side.
of the house. Ridatz crept to the shelter of a stump. A moment later the sentry reappeared. He had been drinking, for he staggered in his tracks.

Ridatz drew from his pocket the loop of wire. Slowly, cautiously, he crept up to within a few feet of his man. At the corner the sentry lurched. The gun slipped from his hands. With a lightning twist Ridatz tossed the wire over his head. A jerk. The sentry tumbled back, gasping feebly. Ridatz jerked the wire again. The body stiffened.

He bent over to examine it. Yes, he was dead. He slipped off his cumbersome fur coat and covered the body. Then he calmly drew a revolver and began to mount the stairs.

On the landing he listened. Ribald laughter of drunken Chinese—the clink of glasses—booted feet thumping the floor—shouts.

He braced himself against the rail and struck the latch a crashing blow with his boot. The door flew back. He leaped into the room.

V

When Dmitri Nicolevitch returned and found Ridatz' office deserted and the fur coat and revolvers and service sword gone, he could reach but one conclusion. His master had gone to Saghalin to punish Jo San Bee. He was in the fourth house on the south road one verst from the town.

Buckling on his sword and loading his revolver, he headed for the river. The bells of St. Vladimir were chiming one as he passed the waterfront sentry and slid down to the level of the frozen Amur. Shortly after he cleared the Saghalin wall and was tramping southward.

He passed the first house. All was still. He passed the second. That also was still. He took the turn of the road that cleft the forest and slipped by the third house. In the hollow ahead he saw the fourth. From its shuttered windows shot pencil rays and over the chimney stood frozen smoke.

On the blue snow at the foot of the stairs lay a heap. He drew his revolver and crept nearer. No sound came from the house. The heap lay very still. He tiptoed forward and bent over it.

"God!" he gasped, and his trembling fingers made the sign of the cross. . . .

At two that morning the outer sentries on the waterfront were roused by shouts. Through the darkness staggered Dmitri Nicolevitch.

"They've murdered him! I saw him lying there, wrapped in his fur shuba at the foot of the stairs."

They told him he had been drinking. He challenged them to find Ridatz in Blagowestchensk. So they routed out Colonel Moloietcheff, and Moloietcheff roused the others of the staff. The rumor crept up and down the Bolshaia from barracks to barracks. It raced up the hill to the long low line of battery barracks. It roused the men in the cavalry regiments housed in the big barracks where the Shilka Trakt turns in. Men leaped from their bunks and rushed into uniform. Search the town!

At three o'clock no sign of Ridatz had been found in Blagowestchensk, although every householder had been awakened and questioned.

"Was I not right?" exclaimed Dmitri Nicolevitch.

Colonel Moloietcheff wagged his head.

"But are you going to do nothing?" demanded the orderly. "The men are assembled to help us."

The colonel stepped out to the barracks yard. It was crowded with men from half a dozen regiments, some armed with rifles, some with whips, some with swords. The crowd streamed out of the yard and across the Bolshaia. In the distance could be heard the tramp of other mobs approaching.

"Men," began Moloietcheff, stilling them with a raised hand. "It has been learned that your commander, the gallant Colonel Ridatz, has been killed."

A hush fell on the crowd and they packed closer.

"Tonight he went alone to Saghalin to punish with his own hand the brig-
ands who have ravished our country-side. He was a brave man. Alas, we cannot visit punishment upon our enemies. That would constitute a breach of diplomacy. . . ."

A murmur ran through the crowd.

"A gross breach of diplomacy," he repeated.

"Pooh!" someone in the front rank shouted.

"Pooh!" a voice repeated. "Diplomacy? Pooh!"

"We must not . . . ."

That was all they let him say.

The crowd melted into the night.

Molijetcheff stood alone and helpless on the barracks steps.

They assembled on the river front, ten thousand Cossacks. Feverishly, by twos and threes, then by scores and hundreds, they swept down to the frozen river and started across. The twinkling stars shone clear on them as they moved, a great black growling blot, through the silent night toward the Chinese shore.

Half way across the front ranks raised a shout. The second took it up. It ran through the lines like fire. From ten thousand throats came that Cossack yell all Russia has feared down the ages. It echoed through the valley, it reverberated against the hills. Now it was lost in the crunch and scuffle of feet, now it swelled like the deafening thunder of an angry sea.

On the parapet of the Saghalin walls a rifle cracked. Another. Two of the ten thousand dropped. The men broke into a run. Before a third shot, they mounted the banks. With a dull crash the great oaken gates of the wall fell back, and the hordes rushed through.

Up and down the alleys and streets they raced, in and out the houses. The Chinese barracks were surrounded and cowed into silence. Natives were lashed from their beds. Household goods flew out windows. Shops were pillaged.

On through the south gate swept the mob. At their head raced Dmitri Nicolevitch. They reached the first house and pillaged it. They pillaged the second. The third they set on fire. When they came to the fourth Dmitri Nicolevitch held them back with a commanding hand.

"Here he lies, my master."

A hush fell on the mob. Men bared their heads. They had hated this man, they had loathed and despised him, but tonight he was their hero.

With great reverence Dmitri Nicolevitch knelt in the snow beside the body. Slowly he lifted the fur coat.

Then he fell back.

"This is not my master!"

In an instant he was on his feet.

Six, eight, ten men crowded behind him.

He put his shoulder to the door.

It crashed in.

A large bare room. Racks of arms lined the walls. In the middle of the floor beside a pool of blood lay a Chinaman. Two others were stretched out before a small table. There was no light save that of a candle flickering in a bottle neck. Four other bottles lay empty on the table. And, behind it sat Ridatz, a sword dangled from one hand, a glass waving uncertainly in the other.

In silence he glared at them, and in silence they glared back. For he was weeping—and drunk, splendidly drunk.

SCOUNDRELS and wise men are alike in this: both love to surround their actions with silence. On this account, each is mistaken for the other.
I L E
A PLAY IN ONE ACT
By Eugene G. O'Neill

CHARACTERS
Ben, the cabin boy.
The Steward.
Captain Keeney.
Slocum, second mate.
Mrs. Keeney.
Joe, a harpooner.
Members of the crew of the Atlantic Queen.

SCENE—Captain Keeney's cabin on board the steam whaling ship Atlantic Queen—a small, square compartment about eight feet high with a skylight in the center looking out on the poop deck. On the left (the stern of the ship), a long bench with rough cushions is built in against the wall. In front of the bench, a table. Over the bench, several curtained port-holes.

In the rear, left, a door leading to the captain's sleeping quarters. To the right of the door a small organ, looking as if it were brand new, is placed against the wall.

On the right, to the rear, a marble-topped sideboard. On the sideboard, a woman's sewing basket. Farther forward, a doorway leading to the companionway, and past the officers' quarters to the main deck.

In the center of the room, a stove. From the middle of the ceiling a hanging lamp is suspended. The walls of the cabin are painted white.

There is no rolling of the ship, and the light which comes through the skylight is sickly and faint, indicating one of those gray days of calm when ocean and sky are alike dead. The silence is unbroken except for the measured tread of someone walking up and down on the poop deck overhead.

It is nearing two bells—one o'clock—in the afternoon of a day in the year 1895.

* * *

At the rise of the curtain there is a moment of intense silence. Then The Steward enters and commences to clear the table of the few dishes which still remain on it after the Captain's dinner. He is an old, grizzled man dressed in dungaree pants, a sweater, and a woolen cap with ear flaps. His manner is sullen and angry. He stops stacking up the plates and casts a quick glance upward at the skylight; then tiptoes over to the closed door in rear and listens with his ear pressed to the crack. What he hears makes his face darken and he mutters a furious curse. There is a noise from the doorway on the right and he darts back to the table.

Ben enters. He is an over-grown, gawky boy with a long, pinched face. He is dressed in sweater, fur cap, etc. His teeth are chattering with the cold and he hurries to the stove where
he stands for a moment shivering, blowing on his hands, slapping them against his sides, on the verge of crying.

THE STEWARD
(In relieved tones—seeing who it is) Oh, 'tis you, is it? What're ye shiverin' 'bout? Stay by the stove where ye belong and ye'll find no need of chatterin'.

BEN
'It's c-c-cold. (Trying to control his chattering teeth—derisively) Who d'ye think it were—the Old Man?

THE STEWARD
(Makes a threatening move—Ben shrinks away) None o' your lip, young un, or I'll learn ye. (More kindly) Where was it ye've been all o' the time—the fo'c's'tle?

BEN
Yes.

THE STEWARD
Let the Old Man see ye up for'ard monkeyshinin' with the hands and ye'll get a hidin' ye'll not forget in a hurry.

BEN
Aw, he don't see nothin'. (A trace of awe in his tones—he glances upward) He jest walks up and down like he didn't notice nobody—and stares at the ice to the no'the'ard.

THE STEWARD
(The same tone of awe creeping into his voice) He's always starin' at the ice. (In a sudden rage, shaking his fist at the skylight) Ice, ice, ice! Damn him and damn the ice! Holdin' us in for nigh on a year—nothin' to see but ice—stuck in it like a fly in molasses!

BEN
(Apprehensively) Ssshh! He'll hear ye.

THE STEWARD
(Raging) Aye, damn, and damn the Arctic seas, and damn this rotten whalin' ship of his, and damn me for a fool to ever ship on it! (Subsiding as if realizing the uselessness of this outburst—shaking his head—slowly, with deep conviction) He's a hard man—as hard a man as ever sailed the seas.

BEN
(Solemnly) Aye.

THE STEWARD
The two years we all signed up for are done this day! Two years o' this dog's life, and no luck in the fishin', and the hands half starved with the food runnin' low, rotten as it is; and not a sign of him turnin' back for home! (Bitterly) Home! I begin to doubt if ever I'll set foot on land again. (Excitedly) What is it he thinks he's goin' to do? Keep us all up here after our time is worked out till the last man of us is starved to death or frozen? We've grub enough hardly to last out the voyage back if we started now. What are the men goin' to do 'bout it? Did ye hear any talk in the fo'c's'tle?

BEN
(Going over to him—in a half whisper) They said if he don't put back south for home today they're goin' to mutiny.

THE STEWARD
(With grim satisfaction) Mutiny? Aye, 'tis the only thing they can do; and serve him right after the manner he's treated them—'s if they weren't no better nor dogs.

BEN
The ice is all broke up to suth'ard. They's clear water s'far's you can see. He ain't got no excuse for not turnin' back for home, the men says.

THE STEWARD
(Bitterly) He won't look nowhere but no'the'ard where they's only the ice to see. He don't want to see no clear water. All he thinks on is gittin' the ile—'s if it was our fault he ain't had good luck with the whales. (Shak-
ing his head) I think the man's mighty nigh losin' his senses.

**Ben**

(Awed) D'you really think he's crazy?

**The Steward**

Aye, it's the punishment o' God on him. Did ye ever hear of a man who wasn't crazy do the things he does? (Pointing to the door in rear) Who but a man that's mad would take his woman—and as sweet a woman as ever was—on a rotten whalin' ship to the Arctic seas to be locked in by the ice for nigh on a year, and maybe lose her senses forever—for it's sure she'll never be the same again.

**Ben**

(Sadly) She useter be awful nice to me before—(His eyes grow wide and frightened) she got—like she is.

**The Steward**

Aye, she was good to all of us. T'would have been hell on board without her; for he's a hard man—a hard, hard man—a driver if there ever was one. (With a grim laugh) I hope he's satisfied now—drivin' her on till she's near lost her mind. And who could blame her? 'Tis a God's wonder we're not a ship full of crazed people—with the ice all the time, and the quiet so thick you're afraid to hear your own voice.

**Ben**

(With a frightened glance toward the door on right) She don't speak to me no more—jest looks at me 's if she didn't know me.

**The Steward**

She don't know no one—but him. She talks to him—when she does talk—right enough.

**Ben**

She does nothin' all day long now but sit and sew—and then she cries to herself without makin' no noise. I've seen her.
Keeey
Instead of doin' your rightful work ye've been below here gossipin' old woman's talk with that boy. (To Ben, fiercely) Get out o' this you! Clean up the chart room. (Ben darts past the Mate to the open doorway.) Pick up that dish, Mr. Steward!

The Steward
(Doing so with difficulty) Yes, sir.

Keeey
The next dish you break, Mr. Steward, you take a bath in the Behring Sea at the end of a rope.

The Steward
(Trembling) Yes, sir. (He hurries out. The Second Mate walks slowly over to the Captain.)

Mate
I warn't 'specially anxious the man at the wheel should catch what I wanted to say to you, sir. That's why I asked you to come below.

Keeey
(Impatiently) Speak your say, Mr. Slocum.

Mate
(Unconsciously lowering his voice) I'm afeared there'll be trouble with the hands by the look o' things. They'll likely turn ugly, every blessed one o' them, if you don't put back. The two years they signed up for is up today.

Keeey
And d'you think you're tellin' me somethin' new, Mr. Slocum? I've felt it in the air this long time past. D'you think I've not seen their ugly looks and the grudgin' way they worked? (The door in rear is opened and Mrs. Keeey stands in the doorway. She is a slight, sweet-faced little woman, primly dressed in black. Her eyes are red from weeping and her face drawn and pale. She takes in the cabin with a frightened glance and stands as if fixed to the spot by some nameless dread, clasping and unclasping her hands nervously. The two men turn and look at her.)

Keeey
(With rough tenderness) Well, Annie?

Mrs. Keeey
(As if awakening from a dream) David, I— (She is silent. The Mate starts for the doorway.)

Keeey
(Turning to him—sharply) Wait!

Mate
Yes, sir.

Keeey
D'you want anything, Annie?

Mrs. Keeey
(After a pause during which she seems to be endeavoring to collect her thoughts) I thought maybe—I'd go up on deck, David, to get a breath of fresh air. (She stands humbly awaiting his permission. He and The Mate exchange a significant glance.)

Keeey
It's too cold, Annie. You'd best stay below. There's nothing to look at on deck—but ice.

Mrs. Keeey
(Monotonously) I know—ice, ice, ice! But there's nothing to see down here but these walls. (She makes a gesture of loathing.)

Keeey
You can play the organ, Annie.

Mrs. Keeey
(Dully) I hate the organ. It puts me in mind of home.

Keeey
(A touch of resentment in his voice) I got it jest for you!

Mrs. Keeey
(Dully) I know. (She turns away from them and walks slowly to the bench on left. She lifts up one of the
curtains and looks through a porthole; then utters an exclamation of joy.) Ah, water! Clear water! As far as I can see! How good it looks after all these months of ice!" (She turns round to them, her face transfigured with joy.) Ah, now I must go up on deck and look at it, David!

**Keeley**

*(Frowning)* Best not today, Annie. Best wait for a day when the sun shines.

**Mrs. Keeley**

*(Desperately)* But the sun never shines in this terrible place.

**Keeley**

*(A tone of command in his voice)* Best not today, Annie.

**Mrs. Keeley**

*(Crumbling before this command—abjectly)* Very well, David. (She stands there, staring straight before her as if in a daze. The two men look at her uneasily.)

**Keeley**

*(Sharply)* Annie!

**Mrs. Keeley**

*(Dully)* Yes, David.

**Keeley**

Me and Mr. Slocum has business to talk about—ship's business.

**Mrs. Keeley**

Very well, David. (She goes slowly out, rear, and leaves the door three-quarters shut behind her.)

**Keeley**

Best not have her on deck if they's goin' to be any trouble.

**Mate**

Yes, sir.

**Keeley**

And trouble they's going to be. I feel it in my bones. *(Takes a revolver from the pocket of his coat and examines it.)* Got your'n?

**Mate**

Yes, sir.

**Keeley**

Not that we'll have to use 'em—not if I know their breed of dog—jist to frighten 'em up a bit. *(Grimly)* I ain't never been forced to use one yit; and trouble I've had by land and by sea s'long as I kin remember, and will have till my dyin' day, I reckon.

**Mate**

*(Hesitatingly)* Then you ain't goin'—to turn back?

**Keeley**

Turn back! Mr. Slocum, did you ever hear o' me pointin' s'uth for home with only a measly four hundred barrel of ile in the hold?

**Mate**

*(Hastily)* But the grub's gittin' low.

**Keeley**

They's enough to last a long time yit, if they're careful with it; and they's plenty o' water.

**Mate**

They say it's not fit to eat—what's left; and the two years they signed on fur is up today. They might make trouble for you in the courts when we git home.

**Keeley**

Let them make what law trouble they kin! I don't give a damn 'bout the money. I've got to git the ile! *(Glancing sharply at the Mate)* You ain't turnin' no sea lawyer, be you, Mr. Slocum?

**Mate**

*(Flushing)* Not by a hell of a sight, sir.

**Keeley**

What do the fools want to go home fur now? Their share o' the four hundred barrel wouldn't keep them in chewin' terbacco.
**Mate**

(Slowly) They wants to git back to their old folks an' things, I s'pose.

**Keeney**

(Looking at him searchingly) 'N you want to turn back too. (The Mate looks down confusedly before his sharp gaze) Don't lie, Mr. Slocum. It's writ down plain in your eyes. (With grim sarcasm) I hope, Mr. Slocum, you ain't agoin' to jine the men agin me.

**Mate**

(Indignantly) That ain't fair, sir, to say sich things.

**Keeney**

(With satisfaction) I warn't much afeard o' that, Tom. You been with me nigh on ten year and I've learned ye whalin'. No man kin say I ain't a good master, if I be a hard one.

**Mate**

I warn't thinkin' of myself, sir—'bout turnin' home, I mean. (Desperately) But Mrs. Keeney, sir—seems like she ain't jest satisfied up here, ailin' like—what with the cold an' bad luck an' the ice an' all.

**Keeney**

(His face clouding—rebukingly, but not severely) That's my business, Mr. Slocum. I'll thank you to steer a clear course o' that. (A pause) The ice'll break up soon to no'the'ard. I could see it startin' today. And when it goes and we git some sun Annie'll perk up.

(Another pause—then he bursts forth) It ain't the damned money what's keepin' me up in the Northern seas, Tom. But I can't go back to Homeport with a measly four hundred barrel of ile. I'd die fust. I ain't never come back home in all my days without a full ship. Ain't that truth?

**Mate**

Yes, sir; but this voyage you been ice-bound, an'—

**Keeney**

(Scornfully) And d'you s'pose any of 'em would believe that—any o' them skippers I've beaten voyage after voyage? Can't you hear 'em laughin' and sneerin'—Tibbots n' Harris n' Simms and the rest—and all o' Homeport makin' fun o' me? 'Dave Keeney, what boasts he's the best whalin' skipper out o' Homeport, comin' back with a measly four hundred barrel of ile!' (The thought of this drives him into a frenzy and he smashes his fist down on the marble top of the sideboard) I got to git the ile, I tell you! How could I figger on this ice? It's never been so bad before in the thirty year I been acomin' here. And now it's breakin' up. In a couple o' days it'll be all gone. And they's whale here, plenty of 'em. I got to git the ile! I got to git it in spite of all hell, and by God, I ain't agoin' home till I do git it! (There is the sound of subdued sobbing from the door in rear. The two men stand silent for a moment, listening. Then Keeney goes over to the door and looks in. He hesitates for a moment as if he were going to enter—then closes the door softly. Joe, the harpooner, an enormous six-footer with a battered, ugly face, enters from right and stands waiting for the Captain to notice him.)

**Keeney**

(Turning and seeing him) Don't be standin' there like a gawk, Harpooner. Speak up!

**Joe**

(Confusedly) We want—the men, sir—they wants to send a depitation aft to have a word with you.

**Keeney**

(Furiously) Tell 'em to go to—(Checks himself and continues grimly) Tell 'em to come. I'll see 'em.

**Joe**

Aye, aye, sir. (He goes out)
Keeney

(With a grim smile) Here it comes, the trouble you spoke of, Mr. Slocum, and we’ll make short shift of it. It’s better to crush such things at the start than let them make headway.

Mate

(Worriedly) Shall I wake up the First and Fourth, sir? We might need their help.

Keeney

No, let them sleep. I’m well able to handle this alone, Mr. Slocum. (There is the shuffling of footsteps from outside and five of the crew crowd into the cabin, led by Joe. All are dressed alike—sweaters, sea boots, etc. They glance uneasily at the Captain, twirling their fur caps in their hands.)

Keeney

(After a pause) Well? Who’s to speak fur ye?

Joe

(Stepping forward with an air of bravado) I be.

Keeney

(Eyeing him up and down coldly) So you be. Then speak your say and be quick about it.

Joe

(Trying not to wilt before the Captain’s glance and avoiding his eyes) The time we signed up for is done today.

Keeney

(Icily) You’re tellin’ me nothin’ I don’t know.

Joe

You ain’t p’intin’ fur home yit, far s’we kin see.

Keeney

No, and I ain’t agoin’ to till this ship is full of ile.

Joe

You can’t go no further no’the with the ice afore ye.

Keeney

The ice is breaking up.

Joe

(After a slight pause, during which the others mumble angrily to one another) The grub we’re gittin’ now is rotten.

Keeney

It’s good enough fur ye. Better men than ye are have eaten worse. (There is a chorus of angry exclamations from the crowd)

Joe

(Encouraged by this support) We ain’t agoin’ to work no more less you puts back for home.

Keeney

(Fiercely) You ain’t, ain’t you?

Joe

No; and the law courts’ll say we was right.

Keeney

To hell with your law courts! We’re at sea now and I’m the law on this ship! (Edging up toward the harpooner) And every mother’s son of you what don’t obey orders goes in irons. (There are more angry exclamations from the crew. Mrs. Keeney appears in the doorway in rear and looks on with startled eyes. None of the men notice her)

Joe

(With bravado) Then we’re agoin’ to mutiny and take the old hooker home ourselves. Ain’t we, boys? (As he turns his head to look at the others, Keeney’s fist shoots out to the side of his jaw. Joe goes down in a heap and lies there. Mrs. Keeney gives a shriek and hides her face in her hands. The men pull out their sheath knives and start a rush, but stop when they find themselves confronted by the revolvers of Keeney and the Mate)

Keeney

(His eyes and voice snapping) Hold still! (The men stand huddled togeth-
er in a sullen silence. Keeney's voice is full of mockery.) You've found out it ain't safe to mutiny on this ship, ain't you? And now git for'ard where ye belong, and—(He gives Joe's body a contemptuous kick) drag him with you. And remember, the first man of ye I see shirkin' I'll shoot dead as sure as there's a sea under us, and you can tell the rest the same. Git for'ard now! Quick! (The men leave in cowed silence, carrying Joe with them. Keeney turns to the Mate with a short laugh and puts his revolver back in his pocket) Best get up on deck, Mr. Slocum, and see to it they don't try none of their skulkin' tricks. We'll have to keep an eye peeled from now on. I know 'em.

MATE

Yes, sir. (He goes out, right. Keeney hears his wife's hysterical weeping and turns around in surprise—then walks slowly to her side.)

KEENY

(Putting an arm around her shoulder—with gruff tenderness) There, there, Annie. Don't be afeard. It's all past and gone.

MRS. KEENY

(Shrinking away from him) Oh, I can't bear it! I can't bear it any longer!

KEENY

(Gently) Can't bear what, Annie?

MRS. KEENY

(Hysterically) All this horrible brutality, and these brutes of men, and this terrible ship, and this prison cell of a room, and the ice all around, and the silence. (After this outburst she calms down and wipes her eyes with her handkerchief.)

KEENY

(After a pause during which he looks down at her with a puzzled frown) Remember, I warn't hankerin' to have you come on this voyage, Annie.

MRS. KEENY

I wanted to be with you, David, don't you see? I didn't want to wait back there in the house all alone as I've been doing these last six years since we were married—waiting, and watching, and fearing—with nothing to keep my mind occupied—not able to go back teaching school on account of being Dave Keeney's wife. I used to dream of sailing on the great, wide, glorious ocean. I wanted to be by your side in the danger and vigorous life of it all. I wanted to see you the hero they make you out to be in Homeport. And instead (Her voice grows tremulous) all I find is ice and cold—and brutality! (Her voice breaks)

KEENY

I warned you what it'd be, Annie. "Whalin' ain't no ladies' tea party," I says to you, "and you better stay to home where you've got all your woman's comforts." (Shaking his head) But you was so set on it.

MRS. KEENY

(Wearily) Oh, I know it isn't your fault, David. You see, I didn't believe you. I guess I was dreaming about the old Vikings in the story books and I thought you were one of them.

KEENY

(Protestingly) I done my best to make it as cozy and comfortable as could be. (Mrs. Keeney looks around her in wild scorn) I even sent to the city for that organ for ye, thinkin' it might be soothin' to ye to be playin' it times when they was calms and things was dull like.

MRS. KEENY

(Wearily) Yes, you were very kind, David. I know that. (She goes to left and lifts the curtains from the porthole and looks out—then suddenly bursts forth): I won't stand it—I can't stand it—pent up by these walls like a prisoner. (She runs over to him and throws her arms around him, weeping. He puts his arm protectingly over her shoulders) Take me away.
from here, David! If I don't get away from here, out of this terrible ship, I'll go mad! Take me home, David! I can't think any more. I feel as if the cold and the silence were crushing down on my brain. I'm afraid. Take me home!

**KEENEY**

(Holds her at arm's length and looks at her face anxiously) Best go to bed, Annie. You ain't yourself. You got fever. Your eyes look so strange like. I ain't never seen you look this way before.

**MRS. KEENEY**

(Laughing hysterically) It's the ice and the cold and the silence—they'd make anyone look strange.

**KEENEY**

(Soothingly) In a month or two, with good luck, three at the most, I'll have her filled with ile and then we'll give her everything she'll stand and pint for home.

**MRS. KEENEY**

(Resisting his attempts to guide her to the door in rear) David! Won't you please turn back?

**KEENEY**

(Gently) I can't, Annie—not yet awhile. You don't see my meanin'. I got to git the ile.

**MRS. KEENEY**

It'd be different if you needed the money, but you don't. You've got more than plenty.

**KEENEY**

(Impatiently) It ain't the money I'm thinkin' of. D'you think I'm as mean as that?

**MRS. KEENEY**

(Dully) No—I don't know—I can't understand. (Intensely) Oh, I want to be home in the old house once more, and see my own kitchen again, and hear a woman's voice talking to me and be able to talk to her. Two years! It seems so long ago—as if I'd been dead and could never go back.

**KEENEY**

(Worried by her strange tone and
the far-away look in her eyes) Best go to bed, Annie. You ain't well.

Mrs. Keeney

(Not appearing to hear him) I used to be lonely when you were away. I used to think Homeport was a stupid, monotonous place. Then I used to go down on the beach, especially when it was windy and the breakers were rolling in, and I'd dream of the free life you must be leading. (She gives a laugh which is half a sob) I used to love the sea then. (She pauses; then continues with slow intensity) But now—I don't ever want to see the sea again.

Keeney

(Thinking to humor her) 'Tis no fit place for a woman, that's sure. I was a fool to bring ye.

Mrs. Keeney

(After a pause—passing her hand over her eyes with a gesture of pathetic weariness) How long would it take us to reach home—if we started now?

Keeney

(Frowning) 'Bout two months, I reckon, Annie, with fair luck.

Mrs. Keeney

(Counts on her fingers—then murmurs with a rapt smile) That would be August, the latter part of August, wouldn't it? It was on the twenty-fifth of August we were married, David, wasn't it?

Keeney

(Trying to conceal the fact that her memories have moved him—gruffly) Don't you remember?

Mrs. Keeney

(Vaguely—again passes her hand over his eyes) My memory is leaving me—up here in the ice. It was so long ago. (A pause—then she smiles dreamily) It's June now. The lilacs will be all in bloom in the front yard—and the climbing roses on the trellis to the side of the house—they're budding—(She suddenly covers her face with her hands and commences to sob)

Keeney

(Disturbed) Go in and rest, Annie. You're all wore out cryin' over what can't be helped.

Mrs. Keeney

(Suddenly throwing her arms around his neck and clenching to him) You love me, don't you, David?

Keeney

(In amazed embarrassment at this outburst) Love you? Why d'you ask me such a question, Annie?

Mrs. Keeney

(Shaking him fiercely) But you do, don't you, David? Tell me!

Keeney

I'm your husband, Annie, and you're my wife. Could there be aught but love between us after all these years?

Mrs. Keeney

(Shaking him again—still more fiercely) Then you do love me. Say it!

Keeney

(Simply) I do, Annie.

Mrs. Keeney

(Gives a sigh of relief—her hands drop to her sides. Keeney regards her anxiously. She passes her hand across her eyes and murmurs half to herself): I sometimes think if we could only have had a child—(Keeney turns away from her, deeply moved. She grabs his arm and turns him around to face her—intensely) And I've always been a good wife to you, haven't I, David?

Keeney

(His voice betraying his emotion) No man has ever had a better, Annie.

Mrs. Keeney

And I've never asked for much from you, have I, David? Have I?
You know you could have all I got
the power to give ye, Annie.

(Mrs. Keeney)
(Whimsically) Then do this, this once,
for my sake, for God’s sake—take me
home! It’s killing me, this life—the
brutality and cold and horror of it.
I’m going mad. I can feel the threat
in the air. I can hear the silence
threatening me—day after grey day and
every day the same. I can’t bear it.
(Sobbing) I’ll go mad, I know I will.
Take me home, David, if you love me
as you say. I’m afraid. For the love
of God, take me home! (She throws
her arms around him, weeping against
his shoulder. His face betrays the tre­
mendous struggle within him.
He holds her at arm’s length, his
expression softening. For a moment
his shoulders sag, he becomes old, his
iron spirit weakens as he looks at her
tear-stained face)

(I will do it, Annie—for your sake
—if you say it’s needful for ye.

Mrs. Keeney
(With wild joy—kissing him) God
bless you for that, David! (He turns
away from her silently and walks to­
ward the companionway. Just at that
moment there is a clatter of footsteps
on the stairs and the Second Mate
enters the cabin.)

MATE
(Excitedly) The ice is breakin’ up
to no’the’ard, sir. There’s a clear pas­
sage through the floe, and clear water
beyond, the lookout says. (Keeney
straightens himself like a man coming
out of a trance. Mrs. Keeney looks
at the Mate with terrified eyes)

MRS. KEENEEY
(Supplieatingly) David! Aren’t
you going home?

Mr. Keeney
(His voice suddenly grim with de­
termination) Then get her ready and
we’ll drive her through.

MATE
Aye, aye, sir.

Mrs. Keeney
(Appealingly) David!

Mr. Keeney
(Not heeding her) Will the men
turn to willin’ or must we drag ‘em
out?

MATE
They’ll turn to willin’ enough. You
put the fear o’ God into ’em, sir.
They’re meek as lambs.

Mr. Keeney
(With grim determination) They’s
whale t’other side o’ this floe and we’re
agoin’ to git ’em.

MATE
Aye, aye, sir. (He goes out hur­
diedly. A moment later there is the
sound of scuffling feet from the deck
outside and the Mate’s voice shouting
orders.)

Mr. Keeney
(Speaking aloud to himself—deri­
sively) And I was agoin’ home like a
yaller dog!

Mrs. Keeney
(Imploringly) David!

Mr. Keeney
(Sternly) Woman, you ain’t adoin’
right when you meddle in men’s busi­
ness and weaken ’em. You can’t know
my feelin’s. I got to prove a man to
be a good husband for ye to take pride
in. I got to git the ile, I tell ye.

Mrs. Keeney
(Supplieatingly) David! Aren’t
you going home?
Kee ney

(Ignoring this question—commandingly) You ain't well. Go and lay down a mite. (He starts for the door) I got to git on deck. (He goes out. She cries after him in anguish, "David!" A pause. She passes her hand across her eyes—then commences to laugh hysterically and goes to the organ. She sits down and starts to play wildly an old hymn, "There is rest for the weary." Kee ney re-enters from the doorway to the deck and stands looking at her angrily. He comes over and grabs her roughly by the shoulder)

Kee ney

Woman, what foolish mockin’ is this? (She laughs wildly and he starts back from her in alarm) Annie! What is it? (She doesn’t answer him. Kee ney’s voice trembles) Don’t you know me, Annie? (He puts both hands on her shoulders and turns her around so that he can look into her eyes. She stares up at him with a stupid expression, a vague smile on her lips. He stumble away from her, and she commences softly to play the organ again.)

Kee ney

(Swallowing hard—in a hoarse whisper, as if he had difficulty in speaking) You said—you was agoin’ mad—God! (A long wail is heard from the deck above, "Ah, bl-o-o-o-ow!" A moment later the Mate’s face appears through the skylight. He cannot see Mrs. Kee ney.)

Kee ney

(With grim decision) I’m acomin’ with ye.

M ate

Aye, aye, sir. (Jubilantly) You’ll git the ile now right enough, sir. (His head is withdrawn and he can be heard shouting orders)

Kee ney

(Turning to his wife) Annie! Did you hear him? I’ll git the ile. (She doesn’t answer or seem to know he is there. He gives a hard laugh which is almost a groan) I know you’re foolin’ me, Annie. You ain’t out of your mind—(Anxiously) be you? I’ll git the ile now right enough—jest a little while longer, Annie—then we’ll turn hom’ard. I can’t turn back now, you see that, don’t ye? I’ve got to git the ile. (In sudden terror) Answer me! You ain’t mad, be you? (She keeps on playing the organ but makes no reply. The Mate’s face appears again through the skylight)

M ate

All ready, sir. (Kee ney turns his back on his wife and strides to the doorway, where he stands for a moment and looks back at her in anguish, fighting to control his feelings.)

M ate

Comin’, sir?

Kee ney

(His face suddenly grown hard with determination) Aye. (He turns abruptly and goes out. Mrs. Kee ney does not appear to notice his departure. Her whole attention seems centered in the organ. She sits with half-closed eyes, her body swaying a little from side to side to the rhythm of the hymn. Her fingers move faster and faster and she is playing wildly and discordantly as

The Curtains Falls.
AMBROSE and Antoine, the two Library Lions, are always worth listening to. They are the historians of Fifth Avenue, the secretaries of Fashion and Culture.

Look at them! Observe their environment! Behind them, in that magnificent library—the Intelligence Office of the Spirit—lies the wisdom of the ages, and all the wit of man and the tergiversations and craftiness of woman.

Books have souls. Books are souls. They have auras. They radiate their beauty, their venom and their modesty. Everything is in that marbled magnificence at Forty-second Street—from the obscure magic of the Hindu syllable Om, analyzed by ten thousand dead Yogis, to the human-all-too-human stories of O. Henry, the first historian of New York City.

Ambrose and Antoine have break­fasted, dined and supped on this Gargantuan fare for years. Look at the smiles of all wisdom and complacency on their faces. They are glutted with supra-subtle ideas. Their heavy-lidded eyes are argosies of the stuffs of wit and dreams. They are retired Zeppelins of trans-stellar mental zeniths.

In front of them lies Reality camou­flaged as Fifth Avenue. Humanity en auto. Humanity top o' the bus. Humanity afoot on its multi-mysterious errands. Humanity in khaki. Humanity in eddies, waves, bunches, feminine bouquets. Humanity that smiles, weeps, pushes, crawls, tramples, pays, begs, buys, borrows and gets credit.

It is Fifth Avenue, the velvet-sheathed piston-rod of bellowing New York, the underworld of the upper world, the new Rue de la Paix, the Louvre of democracy.

So Ambrose and Antoine, like two watchmen of Life, with the ideals, fancies and cynicisms of the ages in back of them and the panorama of the quick in front of them, are to me—the confidant of their conversation and remarks—the very last utterance on things in general.

“The sights and sounds of the Ave­nue,” said Antoine, who had fed too much of late, in the deeps of the night, on the jewelled cynicism of Heinrich Heine, and who was much the more intel­lectually blasé of the two, “are be­ginning to tell on me. I need a change. Oh, for a glimpse of Broadway! Ambrose, have you heard all they say about that magic road as they pass under our paws? It must be a great avenue of yellow light and gayety, of jewels and music, of rouge and lustres, where décolleté bulbuls sing all night to lavender ceilings. More artificial than this road of taxis and careworn smiles, and I long for the artificial. In which direction is Broadway, any­how?”

—“Oh, somewhere over toward the Palisades, I believe,” replied Ambrose, tossing his white mane due west. “But you have no longer any imagination, Antoine. My world is right here. I never tire of it. Here is real tragedy, comedy, burlesque, farce and vaude­ville. Where have your eyes gone to? You are bilious. Fifth Avenue has be­come to you a mere smudge of daylight. To me it is a world of fairies and pup­pets who put on another spectacle each minute. You'll be yearning for a trip in the subway next.”
Ambrose is very old. He knows and applies that great apothegm of Parsifal Hammerschlact, the great Roumanian seer, that he who contemplates moves and he who travels arrives nowhere. His imagination is the high road to a Nirvana of ideas and flowery couches on Parnassus. He is a lion de luxe. He takes down the wisdom of the gods in the shorthand of his instant apprehension. He smears the jam of imagination over the raw meat of reality.

Antoine, on the other hand, is very young. One can see that in the way he imitates the sinister smile of Ambrose. He is young enough to be a great cynic. He loves the artificial, the concrete. He prefers the scenery of a department store to the heights of Mont Blanc, or even Brooklyn Bridge.

"The psychology of Fifth Avenue," continued Ambrose, fixing his eyes vacantly on a glittering brass button on the uniform of the traffic cop at Forty-second street, "has yet to be done. So far we have only described its physiognomy. There is more than a face here. There is a soul to this mess."

"Mess is right," growled Antoine. "The Maker of Things is not an artist—at least he was not when he hammered out this curious irrelevancy. Oh, for Grand Street on a Saturday night in the good old days. This is only an imitation of that great colored, noisy flash. Look at this ivory tower coming along lit by the crimson lantern of alcohol, and that bit of moral perfumery in pants, and that inspired plumber who writes free verse. Mess is right. They lie like Time."

"A soul to this mess, I said," continued Ambrose, who always listened politely to the charming vacuities of Antoine. "The Maker of Things is not an artist—at least he was not when he hammered out this curious irrelevancy. Oh, for Grand Street on a Saturday night in the good old days. This is only an imitation of that great colored, noisy flash. Look at this ivory tower coming along lit by the crimson lantern of alcohol, and that bit of moral perfumery in pants, and that inspired plumber who writes free verse. Mess is right. They lie like Time."

"Wraiths of the future," continued Ambrose, "the raw material of America's magic tomorrows; the alchemic grandeur of these apparelled but unconscious forces, these raw tribes on their way to found a super-Athens. The psychology of Fifth Avenue. These whirling automobiles. I see—"

"Wheels," said Antoine as he composed himself for a siesta.
THE NOVICE

By Maurice Lazar

Unutterable boredom obsessed the young man as he reclined disconsolately by the reading lamp and assembled scattered reflections. He had just escaped from a restaurant party which was futile and devoid of the energizing personalities he had discovered upon previous similar occasions. His excuses for his untimely departure, contemplated in the silence of his room, distressed him with their lameness. And the prospect of the unemotional hours that must be traversed the morrow, and the day after, and the day after that, made him shake his clenched fingers and curse the inutility of his existence. The sound of the telephone-bell in the adjoining room did not distract him, nor did he budge until Jeremiah entered with acquired weariness and said, "A lady, sir."

It was the Voice of Voices that greeted him through the telephone and jerked his recalcitrant mental processes into order. He even laughed in his relief, laughed exultingly. "Yes, it is I." She also was amused. "It's rather late... Are you surprised?"

Her voice conveyed an exquisite vocal caress that fairly transported him; he responded to its intimacy. "I am not at home," she confessed, and he knew at once that the ardently desired opportunity was before him. His emotions drove him swiftly to the situation, although it was with difficulty that he managed to mutter: "Where are you? Shall I fetch you?"

No, no need; she was, she added slowly, at the corner drugstore. And, well, you see—

"Oh, at once! You must. I shall be waiting here. Do c—" The click of her receiver cut him off, but he had become ineffably happy.

Scarcely had Jeremiah helped him to put on his coat when he hastened into the study, the room that shortly would be hallowed with her presence, and with the unseen eyes of the expectant lover inspected the arrangement of the furnishings and the fixtures.

The few minutes before her arrival seemed interminable. As he strode up and down he cogitated the manner that should refine the quality of his greeting to his dear. If you want the truth, he was in the malaise of a love inspired not so much by woman as by the history of her. A bibliophile, and a student of the development of amatory fashions from the times of the Greek courtezans, he had, a few weeks ago, substituted the actuality for the historical. To be precise, he permitted himself to become enamored of a comely lady, in the course of a friend's "literary dinner." A few days later he mailed her some verses that had been growing up with him during the last five years. And so the damage was done.

Soon the object of his adoration would be here with him. How wonderful is life, he reflected, and he cast disdainful glances towards the corner shelves laden with the sensuous writings of such men as Lucianus of Samosata, Lucius Apuleius, Petronius Arbiter and the Moderns. Henceforth, he swore, such spurious stuff would have no place in his life; he vowed himself forever entwined in the network of illusions of the twentieth, not the first, century.
His mind's eye conjured, with effort, the still charming if substantial figure of her who was about to establish a precedent in his life. But in visualizing the lovely creature his sense of social values compelled him to add disconcerting associations. Her tall husband's hands, he remembered, were powerfully proportioned. He fancied they presaged abnormal physical strength. An amateur adrift in the sea of social relationships, he symbolized those hands. And contemplating his own slender fingers, he accelerated his impatient promenade.

The doorbell tinkled discreetly. As in a flash it was flung open by him. She came in, hand outstretched for him, her eyes glistening through the fine meshes of her veil; eyes that were bright with perhaps the realization of adventure, the sensing of the unusual.

"What must you think of me, Eugene?" (The eternal formula.) But he was kissing her hand and a moment elapsed before he could answer.

"Blanche! Don't you see?" And he bent again over her delicately gloved fingers.

"You absurd boy." She seemed to be pleased.

Presently she was seated in his armchair, her cloak upon his table giving it an unaccustomed appearance, and he was staring at her from the footstool with a tenderness that molded his features into a fatuous expression. She was impelled to smile at him.

"So dear of you to come!" he exclaimed, and the manner of his utterance touched, yet amused her.

"Never, never did I believe that this would happen: to visit a young man in his rooms, at so late an hour; no reason, no occasion for it. Just—"

"No reason! You came because you care for me; because I . . . . love you!" And he became inarticulate.

Humorously snapping her fingers at him she arose, and with feminine curiosity contemplated the oddities that adorned the mantel and the bookcase tops. She glanced at some of the volumes and haltingly pronounced their titles. Charmingly modulated was her voice, and a fragrant odor of perfume reached him as he observed her moving about, talking, dispelling with her individualized charms the gloomy voids in his barely tolerable quarters.

He found it hard to realize that the place was his very own, so extremely did she magnetize the value of his possessions. The doubts as to the propriety of his conduct—for never before had he attracted the interest of a woman—were made negligible before this sudden materialization of imagined, privately cherished, contacts. He was confounded.

She approached him. His hands moved forward appealingly. Stooping, she turned up his head with encircling arm and resolutely kissed his lips.

"Blanche!" he cried, conscious chiefly of an aromatic moisture upon his lips.

"I've become very fond of you, my dear. You are really a boy, but you are modest and unassertive." She had paid no attention to his cry. He thought, subconsciously, of physicians' impassiveness, and looking up found her smiling as with approval at him. She was serenely cognizant of her ten years' seniority.

"Do you know, Eugene, I marked you for my own the day we first met?" "Three long weeks ago," he recited, and rising swiftly as if in gratitude, he attempted to embrace her.

The illusion that had drawn them together badly sustained its first cloud-prick. For Eugene discovered, thanks to the eremitic conditions in which he had passed his years, that ladies of the flesh are of the earth, earthy, and not the sprightly intriguing nymphs that fascinate the students of colored lithographs. She was, he imagined, a little too much. And he found it hard to disguise his confusion.

He was too naive, and awkward. Better to down her vexation she turned away from him to the little table. The faded blossoms that drooped from the slender bronze vase restored her confidence in the impulse that had driven
her to visit him, for the flowers had come from her and it pleased her to see them thus still cherished, even though now they belonged to the history of last week. She hummed Drdla's *Souvenir*.

"Blanche!"

"Yes?"

He couldn't for the life of him say at that moment what he wanted so to say, but gaining courage from her thoughtful gaze, he ventured to put his arm carefully about her neck, and then flustered his words into her ear:

"I love you so! It is simply superb of you to have come here. I was so lonely."

"Poor dear. I shall have to look after you." The minor cadence of her voice was touched with an irony that did not escape his anxious attention.

"Blanche, tell me, have I offended you?"

"What a question!"

"I feel as though I have annoyed you. You will forgive me if I am indiscreet. You see, I—" He gesticulated in his efforts to explain his position. "I never loved a woman before."

The admission was successful. Her appreciative smile bowled him over with its infectiousness and sincerity. She believed his statement one of fact; had herself suspected as much.

"Flatterer," she cried, and maternally pinched his cheek.

They haunted the cushioned window-seat together. Gradually their talk became haphazard, their infrequent caresses mechanical, their moments of silence oppressive. Her disinterest was proving too much for him, although she felt it due him to remain kind so long as would be humanly possible.

Pointing with wearily curved finger at the little volume that lay beside the vase with her lifeless flowers, she asked him to read to her. The book was Franz Blei's *Von Amoureusen Frauen*. She was very thoughtful when he finished reading the provocative introduction and silently regarded the reproduced portraits of Marguerite de Valois, Pierre de Brantôme, Catharine de Medici, the unfortunate Mary Stuart, Marion Delorme, the Lady Hamilton.

She was consumed, in a measure, with curiosity as to what he would do or say. Having conducted himself like a veritable cat's-mouse, she (figuratively) was bent upon sharpening her claws. He was to be spared no mercy, for even her desperate suggestion of Franz Blei as first-aid to the fainthearted had fallen upon fallow soil. Came his unexpected, ponderously delivered observation:

"What those women accomplished!" "Accomplished. Did, rather! Beware, fond lover, I too may be your undoing." She glanced at her wrist-watch.

"How wonderfully happy I should be!" he cried; but his enthusiasm was stressed. Franz Blei had innocently diverted his attention into metaphysical channels of reflection. In a singular reaction to his thoughts, and subconscious of the effort, he unpredeterminedly kissed her. Her sudden outright laugh brought him back sharply to the realities of the present. He was so utterly confused that she couldn't help laughing again.

"Go on, talk, my innocent child! Talk, or just think." "You divine my thoughts." He was pensive.

"As if they were printed words, Eugene."

He left her side to pace the carpeted floor and said not a word as she picked up her hat and secured it firmly.

"Eugene!"

"Oh, must you go, dear? Forgive me.... Must it be now?"

She nodded and held out her cloak. His nervous fingers smoothed the cloth around her shoulders. She faced him calmly, and drawing her veil over her eyes, said cheerfully:

"A taxi for your... maternal friend."

The young man pressed the button and hastening to the door opened it sufficiently to communicate the com-
mand to Jeremiah. He came back and confronted her determinedly.

"And this is the end?"

"Oh, my dear, my husband is frightfully jealous!"

"Tell me."

"He's stubborn, too, Eugene. In fact, overwhelming. I can't help but attend his slightest wish. It is comfortable, at times; but he is not the dear, innocent boy"—she sighed—"that you must always be."

They moved slowly to the door and she held out her gloved hand. "Good-bye, my friend."

It is a fact that he was beginning to cry, and that she was ready to shout with laughter. But it is true also that she did draw him close to her and kiss his forehead, before she departed.

---

A WALK IN SPRINGTIME

By Marguerite Wilkinson

Curly were the ferns
And cool was the brook
When my love and I
Went out to look;
But when we had seen
We did not look again,
For the love in our eyes
Was blinding, like rain.

Soft was the sun
Where the trees gave space—
Warmer were his lips
Upon my face,
And the wood was sweet
In the spring of the year,
But lovelier by far
He was—my dear!

Little pearly flowers,
Pearly rose and blue,
Blossomed where we passed,—
We scarcely knew
That the air was still—
That the earth was kind—
For love in our hearts
Was blowing like the wind!
ENOUGH ROPE

By Thyra Samter Winslow

ELEANORA TRIPPINGTON
learned unexpectedly that her husband was being attentive to another woman. She dismissed the information with a laughing remark about "the poor fish," the apppellative being directed toward Frederick V. Trippington and not toward his unknown siren. Later, Eleanora thought it over and it displeased her. Also, it seemed entirely too likely to be true.

The Trippingtons had been married for sixteen years. Eleanora had been twenty-seven when she married, though she had acknowledged only twenty-four of these years, and Frederick had been about the same age. Up to now, Eleanora had been rather proud of her married life. She had been the daughter of a poor bookkeeper and Frederick had been a chemist's clerk. For two years after their marriage they had lived in an almost invisible apartment in the Bronx. Eleanora had done her own work. She liked to refer now, in private, to the way she had struggled during those years of poverty. Eleanora had really worked less hard than before her marriage when she had helped her mother with more complicated housework. She had never particularly exerted herself, nor had she ever expected much more than that Bronx flat.

Then Frederick, who, up to that time had been plain Fred, invented a cleaning formula, had it patented and started introducing it to the trade. Almost over night the production of it had grown to where he had to rent a whole building for its manufacture.

Then a man he knew had given him the idea for the odd triangular bottle, and, before he realized it, Frederick was the owner of Clean-O and the immense Clean-O factories, with the exception of a few decorative mortgages which he could have paid off any day he had a mind to.

Frederick grew up to his responsibilities. He lost a little hair and he gained a pompous manner and some flesh in the process. He was a pleasant little fellow, with a round, rather rosy face and reddish hair.

Eleanora grew up to her responsibilities, too. The Bronx apartment became, by gradual stages, a whole house on East Seventy-fifth Street. There was a country place, too, and seven servants and two cars. Eleanora had even succeeded in getting into a kind of "society," composed of people of equal—and even greater—wealth, who had likewise risen by the invention or discovering of other helps to mankind. There were the Farletys—"Pepsin-Celery Stomach Bitters," the Elliotts—mail order jewelry, "Buy your watch our way, a dime a day," and the Grindleys—moving picture houses. If Eleanora, even now, had her eye on a set one step higher up, ruled by Mrs. Morris Ternison, wife of the furniture manufacturer—"set up your own furniture at home"—there were, in turn, dozens of eager inferior ones who envied Eleanora's "social position."

Eleanora at forty-three—forty, that is—wasn't at all bad looking. She was almost a head taller than Frederick. Because of her added weight—she had gone from the ridiculously small amount of one hundred and thirty to
one hundred and eighty-five pounds—she appeared even taller than she was. She could have kept her weight down, perhaps, but she hated dieting—it just happened in her exceptional case that all the things she liked to eat belonged on the forbidden list. She followed the “Eat and Grow Thin” menus for a whole week once but didn’t lose but a pound, so that really wasn’t worth while following. She looked quite nice when she didn’t lose her breath by going up stairs too fast. She had a lot of hair—it had grown a few shades lighter during the years, henna rinse is so good for one—and rather light blue eyes. She hadn’t “let herself go” as so many married women do. Indeed, she rather prided herself because she kept up—manicures and massages—her own maid could do these things for her now—and expensive corsets. She had always felt so sure of herself—and of Frederick. And now—

She had heard the appalling news that afternoon. She had met a group of “the girls” at the Biltmore for luncheon. She had been a little late and they stopped talking, too suddenly, when they saw her.

“Is it my suit you don’t like?” she had asked, simpering. The suit was new.

“Your suit is charming, my dear,” some one had answered and then some rather forced talk filled in the pause. Eleanora looked unsatisfied, inquiring.

Mrs. Elliott had been the one, at last. “Eleanora is no fool,” she said. “She probably knows a lot more about it all than we do. We were just remarking that we saw your husband going into lunch with a little charmer in black.”

Rose Elliott was little and sallow and had a wide mouth. She laughed rather spitefully as she waited to see the effect.

Eleanora was a trifle red. Perhaps it was the result of walking so fast from the carriage entrance.

“My dear,” she said, and gasped. Then, “Oh, that! The poor fish,” and then something about, “let’s not lunch in the room they’re in, it might spoil their party.”

The others had laughed at the way she took things. She hoped she had got away with it all right, even if slang had pierced the thin coating of her culture.

II

Now, at home, a few hours later, Eleanora was trying to think it all out. Here, all this time, she had felt so sure of herself. She had supposed she knew Frederick awfully well. She had seen him, except when he had been away on brief business trips, every day for the past sixteen years. He spent almost all of his evenings with her—either at home or at the theatre, or at the movies—they both thought them a lot of fun—or with friends.

On the other evenings, Eleanora had always taken it for granted that Frederick was at his office or at his club—he belonged to two clubs, only one of them was rather commercial. And he had probably been with another woman all this time!

From the way the girls acted, Eleanora felt that it wasn’t the first they had heard of the affair. Like, with all other people, it was probably her, the poor, trusting little wife, who had learned about things last of all. Surely there was some way out of it. There must be.

It wasn’t that Eleanora loved Frederick. Even when she married him she had not been completely swayed by affection, and sixteen years are certainly enough to dull even fairly warm emotions. Eleanora had married Frederick because she was twenty—rather, in her twenties and other lovers seemed shadowy. A chemist’s clerk and a Bronx flat are better than single blessedness. When money had come she had accepted it as her just and rightful due. She felt she had never been extravagant—she had always been thoughtful, considerate, kind. Even now, didn’t she quit going with people and stay away from a whole lot of
places just because Frederick didn’t care about them?

She never looked at another man. It didn’t occur to Eleanor to add this to her virtues that it might have been, just a trifle, because men never looked at her. She was not the type that attracts masculine attention, so she was very proud of her faithfulness. She had thought Frederick as true as herself—and all this time—Was this Frederick’s first affair? Was he really fond of this woman? How long had it gone on? All she knew was that Frederick was taking another woman out to luncheons—and he never could find time to have luncheon with her—it was terrible.

Eleanora felt she couldn’t do without Frederick. How could she do without him? What if he eloped with this girl? It was unthinkable. What if he—provided an apartment for her? That was nearly as bad. Eleanor knew she must hold Frederick. Her “social position”—her ambitions—demanded it. What could a woman do without a man? She had to admit that, perhaps, she couldn’t very well get another, at least not another as good as Frederick. As good as he had been, anyhow. He had given her everything she wanted. She had thought him a bit annoying at times, perhaps, but, he was, after all, so much better than most women’s husbands. He was rich—and not at all bad looking—and he was her’s.

Of course, she could divorce him, but she didn’t want a divorce. That would be the thing to do. That would teach him a lesson. But Eleanor didn’t want to be known as a divorced woman—a woman who couldn’t hold her husband, whose husband had cared more for another woman.

Besides, being a woman alone was a pretty awful thing at forty. She didn’t have anything else she was interested in. She had seen a lot of women alone—no one to go places with in the evenings, no one to depend on, always being an odd one at dinner or having to be looked out for special—or left out altogether. There was no fun in that. She didn’t know of a single man who would care to be nice to her, not one. She was rather fat—she had to admit it—and her chin, while not exactly double, wasn’t as slender as it had been. No, if she were left alone, life would be pretty empty.

Money—she could get that—alimony. But, even alimony isn’t the same as all the money you wanted. Besides, Frederick had said business was worse, lately, nothing much—Frederick always had Clean-O on his mind—but some of the ingredients were hard to get now and awfully expensive and the people wouldn’t pay a higher price for it and even the cost of manufacturing the special bottles had gone up. Oh, they weren’t going to be poor, but it certainly would mean a small amount of alimony. Nothing like that! Eleanor wanted her home and her servants and her cars—and her man—she’d keep them, too.

She thought about it the next few days and wept a few tears at night when she was alone in her near-Louis Sixteenth bedroom. There must be a way to solve things—to get Frederick back. Other women did—if she could only be clever enough to think of something—

She watched Frederick closely. He seemed just like always, his little round head partly bald, partly covered with reddish hair, his little bright eyes, his round, red face, his ears, slightly high, a bit prominent. Surely, she could hold him!

Frederick spent the evenings with Eleanor as always. He was his own pleasant little self, smiling, pompous, good natured. Could it be possible that he 

III

A week passed and Eleanor saw—with her own eyes. It was at the Plaza this time. She was going to meet Mrs. Craig Fenton and her niece for tea and was quite excited about it—the Craig Fentons—coal—represented social superiority.
In her newest coat and hat, Eleanora sat in the lobby, waiting for them, but, before they arrived—Frederick did. He was with The Other Woman. Smiling, beaming at her, Frederick escorted his “friend” into the tea room. He hadn’t seen Eleanora.

Eleanora had to admit The Siren was pretty. She was little; not nearly as tall as Frederick, and she had dark hair and much-rouged cheeks and a little white powdered nose. No doubt a silly little thing. And Frederick had fallen for her. Something must be done about it!

Eleanora was still confused when Mrs. Fenton and her niece arrived. She made excuses about being tired of the Plaza—such a mixed crowd here today—and before her friends knew what she was about she had them over at the Savoy. She disliked the Savoy, usually.

That night she wanted to tell Frederick what she had seen. Something kept her from it. The next day it was too late to go back to it. What could she do?

Every day Eleanora felt she ought to do something. She began looking for Evidence. One always found things, in the plays and movies and in the magazines. She looked through all of Frederick’s coat pockets. He was very discreet. She found nothing in any of them. She looked through the desk in his den, reading dozens of letters. As far as she could tell not one was written in code nor was from a woman.

Eleanora got Frederick’s mail before he did in the morning. One day she kept one letter out and steamed it over a pot of tea when she was alone. She felt dreadfully ashamed. The letter turned out to be a request for funds for a negro school—they had used rather a feminine envelope. Eleanora almost cried with exasperation.

She found nothing in the days that passed.

Not finding things didn’t make any difference. She knew—her friends knew—the affair wasn’t something she had imagined. Frederick was pretty deep to keep things quiet. But, even if he hadn’t—that wouldn’t have settled things. She must get Frederick back, get him to drop that girl.

Eleanora thought of making Frederick jealous, even attempted it, halfheartedly. She’d let him see her about to open a letter. At his approach, she’d turn away as if to hide it. Frederick paid no attention to this. One day a letter, addressed to her, was lying on the table. As Frederick approached, Eleanora pretended to be embarrassed and grabbed for it. The letter fell on the floor. Frederick glanced at it idly, turning it over as he returned it. Then: “Eleanora, if I were you, I wouldn’t give anything to those people. They sent me a letter, too—I happened to remember the envelope. I think it’s one of those fake charity schemes where the collector keeps most of the funds.”

She didn’t try that again, though she did try, unsuccessfully, to make Frederick jealous in other ways. She wore enormous bunches of orchids or violets and tried to glance at them coyly. One day Frederick noticed a particularly large corsage. Her heart almost skipped a beat. He said:

“What is the matter with you lately, Eleanora? You seem to be wasting so much money foolishly. You know I’m not one to complain, usually, but this month the florist sent your bill to the office and it was awfully big, it seems to me.”

Eleanora gathered around her what unattached men she could find but it was rather a sad group and brought home to her how much she would miss Frederick if she should lose him. Oh, he mustn’t leave her! There must be some way! The men were a young, penniless fellow who made a pretence of appreciating pictures and could flatter a little, though he only flattered after he had had an especially good meal or a seat at the theatre; a tall, morose young man who did something in a publishing house and spoke distantly about literature; the younger brother of Mrs. Elliott, a Mr. Tolkins,
who sold real estate and gave long-winded opinions about the arts of which he knew as little as possible.

Eleanora was almost glad that these did not succeed in making Frederick jealous or she would have had to have them around all the time. She would have enjoyed the company of a man who was attractive and attracted, who was interesting, charming. These parasites who attracted so many of her women friends did not appeal to her.

The sort of man she would have liked evidently did not see any attractions in a large, not especially dignified nor clever woman in her early forties. So, jealousy wouldn't work.

Then, one night, suddenly, a real solution came to Eleanora, she felt sure.

Eleanora and Frederick and Mr. and Mrs. Elliott, after dining at the Elliotts, came down town in the Elliotts' car. It was too late for the theatre—Eleanora liked to be in time to see the curtain go up, when she went to a show—so someone suggested the movies.

They went to a new, gayly decorated picture theatre. Eleanora liked it. She listened interestingly to the huge pipe organ and laughed at the comic. Then came the feature picture—"One Woman's Answer." The scenario writer had evidently read "Divorçons" and "A Woman's Way" with both application and profit. The story was about a rich woman who had a rival. "How similar" thought Eleanora. She hated her rival and planned out to get rid of her. Finally she found a way. She invited her rival to her home, let the rival see the husband every day, threw the rival at his head. In the end, sick of the strange woman and her designing ways, the husband returned to his dear wife and everlasting happiness.

Eleanora gave Mrs. Elliott's hand a little squeeze. She felt very happy. She had indeed discovered a method.

"If he'd only see enough of that little black-haired devil, he'd get sick of her sure enough," she thought. "He'll see how superior I am. Why hadn't I thought of that before? I'll manage things all right. I'll show him. Just as that picture says—give a man enough rope and he'll hang himself. I'll give him enough rope, all he wants. I'll show him up and show up the girl—she's probably after his money—and then he'll come back fast enough."

IV

The first thing was to meet the girl. You can't cultivate a woman unless you're at least slightly acquainted with her. Eleanora spent days trying to meet That Woman. She haunted the tea rooms and restaurants she thought her husband might frequent, hoping to find them together, so that she could get an introduction.

"And," she thought, "when I find them, I won't make a scene. I'll surprise him. He'll expect a scene and he won't know what's up. I'll invite her to the house. Then we'll see."

Luck was with Eleanora in her desire to get acquainted with her rival. One day she called at the Clean-O offices to see Frederick. To her surprise, waiting in her husband's outer office, she found The Rival, herself. So—Frederick was that bold! He let her come right into his business office! All the employees knew about it then. They were all laughing at the poor, deceived wife, no doubt.

Frederick had an important business engagement, would be at leisure in a few minutes, his secretary said.

Eleanora didn't mind waiting. She sat down opposite her rival. The girl was a pretty little thing, undoubtedly quite stupid. Hadn't she read some place that girls with long eyelashes were invariably lacking in brains? She had been glad, at the time, that her eyelashes weren't remarkably full. The girl's lashes were long and curled.

Eleanora gave Mrs. Elliott's hand a little squeeze. She felt very happy. She had indeed discovered a method.

"If he'd only see enough of that little black-haired devil, he'd get sick of her sure enough," she thought. "He'll see how superior I am. Why hadn't I thought of that before? I'll
wasn't paying for them after all. Maybe she'd be in time to nip things in the bud. Pretty smart. The girl had on a straight sailor with a wide ribbon around the crown and a little black suit. Eleanora decided the girl was a deep one, because her gloves were clean. Poor girls don't have clean, white gloves. Who was the girl, anyway?

Eleanora walked over toward her. She'd have to get acquainted before Frederick came in.

"I'm Mrs. Trippington," Eleanora said and smiled her heartiest. How she hated the little thing! But she'd have to appear friendly, if she wanted to play the game. "I've seen you so often that I feel I ought to know you."

The little thing stood up, blushed and stammered out, "I'm pleased to meet you."

Eleanora was glad to find out she didn't have good manners—her own few graces had been attained with much difficulty. It would be easy enough to show up this girl.

Frederick Trippington opened the door of his private office and saw them standing there. Eleanora smiled a bit triumphantly. She saw Frederick start, step back, grow red, embarrassed, then step forward to meet her.

"You—you know Miss Morgan, Eleanora?" he asked.

He acted very guilty and confused, Eleanora thought.

"I've just introduced myself," said Eleanora and waited. Then, "I've seen Miss Morgan a number of times."

She remembered that she didn't want a scene—that she wanted to be friendly, so she smiled at both of them. If there ever was a guilty couple, though, it was Frederick and Miss Morgan. She was sure of that.

Frederick stammered something, then seemed to find himself.

"Miss Morgan is posing for the new Clean-O advertisements," he said. "Have you seen them?"

He took a portfolio out of a desk and brought it to Eleanora. She opened it. There was Miss Morgan—"The Clean-O Girl," showing how to take spots out of things, dressed in spotted and unspotted garments, dressed in a Clean-O uniform and in evening clothes.

"They are quite charming," said Eleanora.

So, that's how Frederick met her. A model!

"It's the first time I've ever posed," said Miss Morgan, perkily. "I'm—I'm with 'The Strawberry Girl,' in the chorus. I was recommended to Mr. Trippington by a friend of his. Everyone seems to think the pictures are all right."

A chorus girl! Worse than she had suspected. She had found out about things just in time. Frederick was a fool. Why, the girl would work him for thousands—anything.

Frederick had made his explanations. Evidently he was waiting now to see what Eleanora would do. What she did probably surprised him.

"If you haven't an engagement, Miss Morgan, won't you come to lunch with me?" she asked.

Evidently quite pleased, Miss Morgan accepted. She didn't talk much going down in the elevator nor in the car nor at the tea room. A sly one!

It was Saturday and Miss Morgan had a matinée, so Eleanor drove her to the stage entrance and when she left the car, Miss Morgan had promised to come to tea at the Trippingtons the next day. Eleanora felt she couldn't start any too soon. She'd make Frederick awfully tired of this girl.

Miss Morgan came to the Trippington home on Sunday. Eleanora hadn't told Frederick about the invitation, though she had insisted that he stay at home. It pleased Eleanora to see how amazed he looked when Miss Morgan came in.

She looked quite pretty. Eleanora had to admit that. It was early summer and she wore a plain blue dress with a big white collar. She had on
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quite a lot of rouge. Eleanora felt that she, herself, was not so bad looking. She wasn't rouged so ridiculously. Her gown was a "creation" of satin and chiffon, you simply couldn't compare the two.

She greeted Miss Morgan warmly.

"Come and tuck your things away, dear," she said. "I'm going to call you by your first name if you don't mind. What is your first name, dear?"

"It's Dorothy," said Miss Morgan.

Dorothy Morgan made quite an impression on several of Eleanora's young men who dropped in. There are so few places to go on Sunday. At first, Dorothy seemed embarrassed but soon she was giggling at nothing, eating innumerable little sandwiches and cakes. Eleanora remembered how Frederick hated giggles!

The tea passed off better than most things Eleanora gave. It was a novelty to have a young, pretty girl and the guests were quite pleased with her. Dorothy played a little and sang a few popular songs in an affected, rather sharp voice. She insisted on feeding the men, making them "beg" for bits of cake. At first she had been afraid of Eleanora, had eyed her before attempting to do any cunning little tricks. But Eleanora smiled encouragingly. She knew these were just the kinds of things Frederick despised. How glad Eleanora was that Dorothy was playing so cleverly into her hand.

Twice during the next week, Dorothy was a dinner guest at the Trippingtons. Each time she sat next to Frederick. At the first dinner there were five other guests and Dorothy was a little quiet, as if she were not used to things. Eleanora liked that. She'd show Frederick what an ordinary little thing Dorothy really was. Her other guests had been chosen so that Dorothy would suffer when Frederick compared them. At the second dinner, Dorothy had gained her composure. She "made eyes" at Frederick. She giggled and tossed her head.

"Disgusting," thought Eleanora. The tricks that youth uses are doubly pertinent to forty. Eleanora tried to show Frederick her disapproval without risking Dorothy's displeasure—she couldn't afford to get Dorothy angry, that would spoil things. Toward the end of the evening Eleanora could tell that Frederick was beginning to be annoyed because he deliberately left Dorothy and devoted himself to his men guests.

The next week Dorothy was again invited twice for dinner. There were no other guests these times and Eleanora felt sure that, after this, Frederick would be quite tired of her.

Dorothy chatted through both the dinners, told about what the girls had said in the dressing-room and the lovely flowers Tessie Gail got every night, about the benefit matinée she had attended and the fête in which the chorus had been asked to take part.

Eleanora knew that this talk bored Frederick. Didn't he always ask her to stop, when she told him a lot of things that had happened during the day—and about people he knew, too—and, of course, it is more interesting to hear about people you know than about girls in a chorus.

A night or so after the last dinner, on their way home from the theatre, Frederick said, suddenly, to Eleanora.

"Why are you entertaining little Miss Morgan so much, anyhow?"

Eleanora smiled, enigmatically, she thought.

"Why, don't you like her, dear?"

"Oh, yes, quite a nice little thing, only I just wondered. You usually don't care for young girls."

"This is different."

That would give Frederick something to think about.

"It's rather amusing to have a young person around, occasionally, don't you think so?"

She looked closely at his face as he answered.

But Frederick was evidently listening to a knock in the engine and just said "yes, yes, indeed," a bit impatiently. But Eleanora thought she saw his round, ruddy face grow a bit redder.
He was evidently tired to death of Dorothy Morgan.

Eleanora wanted to make a complete job of it. She'd leave no small regrets, no wishes to see Dorothy again. It meant a great deal to her and she wanted it settled for always. The moving picture had been right, of course. She had given Frederick a lot of rope, but not enough. She wanted him to get tangled up in it completely and come to her and explain his error, or to show up the girl so Frederick would see her real nature or she wanted him to get so tired that he'd beg her never to let him see Dorothy again. Any way, he'd "hang himself" with it.

It was up to her to see that the job was complete.

VI

The Trippingtons opened their home in Westchester County a week later, as they always did about that time ever since they had owned a home in Westchester County. It was a big house, planted imposingly on a hill, with little needless minarets and towers to add to its grandeur. Eleanora liked to think of it as "an estate" and was very proud of owning it. They had bought it already furnished and had added elaborate and poorly done tapestries and some grotesque carved and inlaid furniture. Eleanora thought it very elegant.

A week after the Trippingtons went out to "Hillcrest," Eleanora stopped at Dorothy's boarding house and found that "The Strawberry Girl" had closed for the season. It was all coming out just right! She insisted that Dorothy come out to the country with her, even helping her pack her few clothes into a small theatrical trunk, which the chauffeur carried right down to the car. She wouldn't take a chance on letting Dorothy get away.

Eleanora never took breakfast with Frederick. She had found that it annoyed him to talk—he preferred drinking his coffee and reading his paper in silence. She did not tell her guest this, of course. She was delighted to find that Dorothy had come into the dining-room just before Frederick, had inquired about the breakfast hour, had waited for him—they had breakfasted together and Dorothy had chatted all during the meal. Eleanora could almost see Frederick's pompous smile of annoyance. It was coming out pretty fine!

When Frederick returned in the evening, there was Dorothy Morgan again. After dinner in the library, there was Dorothy, chatting, chatting about nothing. She'd put a record on the phonograph in the midst of Frederick's reading. She'd insist on dancing when he was almost falling asleep in his chair. Dorothy would ask Eleanora to dance, too, but Eleanora declined. She knew she was a bit heavy, perhaps. There was no use inviting comparisons.

She was glad, though, of some comparisons. Frederick could see how elegantly she dressed—how good-looking her gowns were compared to the cheap little ready-mades Dorothy Morgan wore. He couldn't help noticing, too, her dignity and composure—she had spent years cultivating them—compared to the chattering, flighty, silly little chorus girl. After this lesson, Frederick would be willing to settle down at home, minus outside feminine companionship as a man of his age ought rightly to do.

There was not much business at the office and Frederick came home about three in the afternoon. The car met him at the station. Eleanora noticed that usually Dorothy managed to hop into the car just as it left to meet the train. Eleanora had done this, occasionally, other years, but she found Trippington was not very good company when he returned hot and tired from a day in the city and that he preferred being alone. Making herself even more impossible, sometimes Dorothy insisted that Frederick walk home—a long half-mile of rough, up-hill pathway. Dorothy couldn't have acted better if Eleanora had drilled her. How
Frederick hated walking! And, sometimes, after they returned, Dorothy insisted on a game of tennis before dinner. Eleanora knew that she and Frederick were too old for such things. To show Frederick what a real lady would do, Eleanora, clad in an elaborate afternoon gown, walked about the grounds with slow dignity. Just let Frederick compare her with this little Miss Nothing of the chorus.

Frederick was pretty well tired out by now, Eleanora knew. Dorothy was quite a task to entertain. She insisted on doing things, going places. Eleanora was always tired, these days. After all, forty can't do all the things twenty finds enjoyable. At least Dorothy said she was twenty, twenty-five most likely. But, if Eleanora was tired, Frederick must be tired, too. That was a real consolation. Not in years had Frederick been dragged about like this. Soon, he'd come and "be off." Eleanora knew that.

Eleanora arranged to have little lunches ready, so that Dorothy and Frederick could take longer walks in the neighborhood. Sunday, she planned that they take a long motor ride, and, at the last minute pleaded a headache so that Dorothy and Frederick had to go without her.

Another week went on. To her delight, Eleanora saw that Frederick actually began to avoid Dorothy. He went to his room several times after dinner. He refused some of the walks in the woods, some of the tennis games. He seemed annoyed, worried, even at meal times. Eleanora grew radiant at her success. She would be able to hold Frederick—keep her "social position," her money, her constant escort. Frederick was safe.

The next week-end Eleanora invited several house-guests. Frederick must see what a splendid hostess she was, must compare her to Dorothy and Dorothy's silliness. He must see, too, how foolish his second-childhood actions would look to him, if his old friends were present.

The guests arrived on Saturday, and, to make the affair a gay one, a "Jazz" band arrived for the evening. They were quite lively with dancing and drinking, though with a grown-up gayety, in which Eleanora could take a leading part. Then Dorothy did a special dance and Eleanora was glad when Frederick looked annoyed at the stupid little costume. Dorothy had made it out of an old dress Eleanora had given her.

The guests slept late on Sunday, there was a heavy dinner at three and a picnic in the wooded part of the estate, late in the afternoon. Eleanora saw that Frederick avoided Dorothy all afternoon. He talked to Rose Elliott instead! She breathed a sigh of contentment. She felt that her work was complete—she could send Dorothy away.

The guests, all but Dorothy, left on Monday. Another week of Dorothy would be served as a final dose—so there could be no possible relapse. At the end of the week Frederick seemed actually to have lost weight. His ruddy face was almost pale—it couldn't have been the heat altogether. His thin, reddish hair seemed thinner than ever and a new line appeared between his eyes. Still, Dorothy teased him and dared him to run races, chatted and giggled. Surely, it was cruel to keep this up any longer.

So, the next day, Eleanora suggested, with what she thought to be admirable tact, that her guest return to the city. She felt that she had earned real rest and quiet—and—as for Frederick—she could only imagine how grateful he would be.

Dorothy said she would leave the next day and told what a good time she had had—giggled and acted unusually silly, Eleanora thought. Perhaps the girl was no siren, afterall, just a foolish little thing who hadn't even appreciated the opportunity of an outing at "Hillcrest." Perhaps, even, Dorothy was tired of Frederick, too.

After all, Frederick wasn't so young, either.

Eleanora felt that Frederick gave a
sigh of real satisfaction and relief, when, at dinner, he found that Dorothy was going away the next day.

VII

In the morning, Eleanora knocked at her guest's room to tell her good-bye. There was no answer. She knocked again. Then she opened the door. The room had already been put in order. The little cheap trunk was gone. Why, Dorothy had taken the early train and evidently hadn't wanted to disturb her. She had supposed that Dorothy would go in with Frederick on a later train. Perhaps Dorothy was even too tired of Frederick for that. Eleanora found a little note on the dresser. It was rather puzzling:

"Dear Mrs. Trippington" (she read):  
"I know this won't surprise you. I'd like to know if you planned it or what. Anyhow, it's the best way, it seems to me. Ta-ta, and thank you.

"DOROTHY MORGAN."

She'd show Frederick the note. He was still in his room, of course. She'd like to talk the whole affair over with him.

There was no response to her knock at Frederick's door, either. She knocked louder. With a little presentiment of something wrong, she turned the knob. The door opened.

Frederick's room was in disorder. The bed was unmade. The closet door was open. Several pairs of shoes stood near it. Some clothes were lying across the bed and on one of the chairs. What was the matter?

Eleanora walked to the mammoth, elaborately carved dresser. There, as she had feared, stuck between two useless silver brushes, was another note. Her hand trembled as she held the paper.

"Dear Eleanor:

"Dorothy and I left this morning for California. It seemed the best way for all concerned. I may be an old fool, but everyone can have his own opinion about that. Anyhow, it's done.

"Dorothy says she knows that you planned this or you wouldn't have thrown us together this way. If that's so, it's all right. She must be right because before you had her out to the house I had just seen her at the office a few times and only had her out to lunch three or four times when I was arranging for the Clean-O pictures. But, when I saw her out at the house and all of her cute little ways, I saw how much I was missing. I'm not an old man yet by a long ways, and I like a little fun and I know you like more of a quiet life, so I guess we are all better off. I've been trying to get over the way I feel about Dorothy, lately, but seeing her all the time, it was impossible.

"Clean-O hasn't done well this year, so I've sold it out and most of the other things. Garrison has charge of everything and he'll tell you about getting a divorce and a settlement. There will be enough money for you to live all right, not as much as you've been spending, but more than any of your folks have got.

"Dorothy has signed with the Quadruple Film Company, so I'll probably buy some property and stay out in Cal. Hope you don't take this too hard, but I guess you've been seeing which way the wind blows.

"FREDERICK V. TRIPPINGTON."

Holding onto the paper, Eleanora sat down on the bed. She began to laugh hysterically. So—this had happened. And here she was forty and alone. And she had tried—so awfully hard. She had tried to—what was it?—oh, yes, to give him enough rope to hang himself. She sank into a fat heap on the unmade bed. Enough rope—enough—give a man enough rope and he'll get away.
HER name was Gabrielle, but she was no angel. She didn’t even believe in God. They, the other servants, were talking about her in the kitchen.

“What I would like to know,” said Higgins, “is who the man may be.”

Higgins was a gossip and he relished a dish of tea with Theresa, who was a rare, intelligent woman. She’d been in France. *Omelette confiture* was as nothing to her, and every time there were artichokes for dinner she scolded the grocer-boy because they were not as large as the artichokes that she could buy for one *centime* in Paris.

Theresa’s first husband had been an officer in Constantinople, and she could make Turkish sweetmeats. Theresa’s present husband was a musician. She was a rare woman and she could cook. She was religious, too. She never missed church. She had the air of being on intimate terms with God.

“Who the man is—that is as may be. God alone knows,” said Theresa, mysteriously, hugging her fat arms.

“Not much of a man,” sniffed Annie, who was jealous.

“She was a pale-faced hussy,” said Katie, who was of no particular social standing and came in to do the washing. “And so innocent she looked!”

Katie drank her tea standing by the wash-tub; she was hardly one of this below-stairs family; she only came in to do washing by the day.

“I wonder who the man might be,” repeated Higgins. He had liked the pale-faced hussy.

“I don’t believe she knew herself,” said Annie, pettishly tying on a little dotted Swiss apron with ruffles. Higgins’ attitude revolted her.

“I always said she would come to no good with that heathenish way of her.” Katie wrung out the master’s linen. Katie was a good Roman Catholic and went to confession. Annie crossed herself too.

“Poor lamb,” said Theresa, wiping her eyes with her apron, “she did not know God.” Theresa was an orthodox Greek Catholic. She went to the gaudy Greek church at six o’clock every morning, and whispered little sins to the young priest with the good face. Theresa crossed herself elaborately.

“She was not a religious one,” admitted Higgins, sadly; he was an Episcopalian. Katie took a swallow of tea and began the Madam’s silk stockings.

“But the way she used to tilt back her white throat and sing like a robin; it was sweet.”

“I saw nothing so pretty about her with her great brown eyes and her little thin hands and her pale little mouth,” said Annie crossly.

“Poor lamb”—this was from Theresa.

“And the cruel way the Madam put her out.” Katie took another swallow of tea.

“What else could the Madam do when she found out?” Higgins blew his nose. He had been fond of Gabrielle. “I wonder where she is now.”

Annie looked at him sharply. “The place for a girl that isn’t respectable is the river.”

Annie said this with an air of inso-
lent virtue; she smoothed her apron. She mightn't be as young as she once was, but no one could say about her—

"And that way she had of running off to the country of a Sunday instead of going to church like respectable folk. Maybe she met him in the country."

"She's past the saving now," crooned Katie from the wash-tubs, starting a new tack.

Theresa was a woman of character; she spoke in monosyllables, when she did they listened. She earned sixty dollars a month. The oracle uncrossed her fat arms and spoke.

"God's will," said she.

"You talk of her in the past like as if she was dead," said Higgins, taking his tea-cup over to the kitchen sink.

"She's as good as dead," answered Annie spitefully.

She wasn't dead. She was standing outside in the area; her nose was pressed flat against the window pane and she was looking in. They were drinking tea. She could tell they were talking about her by the mean look on Annie's face, and there was Katie not attending to the washing.

Now they were talking about God; she could see them all making the sign of the cross. Silly the fuss they made about it. She couldn't understand—and how they poked in stuffy churches, and how they mumbled little words to little beads. She must go in and ask for help; she must listen to the pious mutterings of Theresa and feel the angry look of Annie on her. She didn't want to go in but she knew she would.

Her shoes were worn grey at the toe, and the feather that had once waved gay in her hat, hung down her back, long and discouraged, like the tail of a defeated dog. A hat-pin and a little patience will put the curl in an ostrich feather—any woman can do it, and when she doesn't it means that she has stopped caring. Gabrielle had stopped caring.

There was a queer look of apathy about her as she stood in the area, looking in the basement window. In her eyes and all about her hung a look of incredulous anguish, a patient numb look, sadder than despair, a look of pain sunk in stupor. Sometime deserted women have that look. Gabrielle was a deserted woman. That's why she had lost her place, that's why she was back again, too. There wasn't any other place.

The shadows under her eyes were purple and her hair was brittle with neglect. The hot flavor of tea stole out to her. She lifted her arm and pulled the basement bell. There was a weariness in the droop of her neck and a tired line about her pink crinkled mouth. They didn't answer the bell; they were talking about God in there, and there was hot tea.

"Was that the bell?" asked Theresa.

Higgins went to the gate. He backed away when he saw the girl, but he left the gate open. He came back into the kitchen. "It's she," he said. Then he went heavily upstairs to the pantry; he had his silver to polish.

"Are you going to let the likes of her in this kitchen?" Annie wanted to know.

"I'm in," said Gabrielle monotonously. Then Annie went upstairs to the pantry. She had her dishes to wash.

Katie gave her a cup of tea. "God save your soul," she said. Then the red kitchen table cloth became blurred. Gabrielle lay back in the kitchen rocker. She was listlessly conscious that Theresa and Katie in a far corner of the kitchen were having a hushed quarrel. The clock struck the half hour, and she knew that the whispers would cease, because it was Theresa's time for Vespers and she never missed it. Even now she was fumbling with her bonnet strings. Now and then a sentence bit into Gabrielle's consciousness with a sensation of pain. "It all comes of her running off to the country o' Sundays instead of going to church like decent folk," and then Theresa—"God will save her." Then more soft whisperings. Theresa again, "The good priest will help her." She was almost dozing. She heard the agonized creak of tearing silk. Theresa was fiercely tying
her bonnet strings. It was late. Then Gabrielle felt herself being led out of the gate. They were turning her out. She slumped together in the area and up for a moment. Then Theresa's arm was about her. They were going forward slowly.

It was good to rest against someone. She shivered in the cool spring air. Someone helped her up a step. They were in a street-car. She was tired. It was good to lean against Theresa—her arm was warm. There was the pain of stepping down and the clang of a departing car and they were in the street. Some children were dancing about a hurdy-gurdy, there was the smell of new-laid asphalt, a man was selling peanuts. She was shoved in a door—and she was in a holy place.

“Where am I?” asked Gabrielle.

“It is church,” said Theresa. “My church—the Greek church.”

The air was weighted with the thick blue smell of incense, soden it was called. The worshippers knelt, shadowy in the heavy haze. The herd of women's shawled heads was bowed religiously; their patient peasant faces wondered. Their stolid patient arms held heavy breathing babies. There was a dividing strip of red carpet and then the square backs of men, awkward in ready-made suits. To the east a solid darkness of men; to the west a quaint arabesqued design of women's shawls, terra cotta and soiled white. They knelt bathed in shadows and it was still. Then from behind the altar, within the Holy of Holies, came the chant of the priest, in ancient melancholy Old Church Slavic.

“Protect our Czar, the Patriarchs, the Holy Synod, protect those on land and sea.”

The choir caught it up, “Protect them, protect them.” Men's voices, so deep, so tender, in a long drawn ecstasy of sound, that it was a physical hurt.

The sexless sopranos re-echoed, “Protect, O Lord, protect!” They were aloof, mystical, far removed from pain. Theresa had fallen forward to kiss the oilcloth floor. There was an interwoven, solemn, sweetness and the voices were hushed. They died away in low vibration. Gabrielle stood straight. Her lips parted, her throat tilted back.

She was living again that day with him in the country. They waded through mud and underbrush and they came out into the open so suddenly that she felt breathless. They were standing on a huge cliff that dropped away abruptly; below was the Hudson flaked with slow-moving ice cakes. The quiet hush was broken only by the deliciously little rushing sound of a new-melted rill.

The trees stood brown and bare and a few were commencing to bud. They sat down on a little ledge right on the edge of things—below,—the river—opposite,—the houses of the city. The aloofness, the quiet, brought her a strange feeling of inevitability. She hadn't even struggled against the white twining fingers, against the warm full lips. She had been glad then—and now—she was glad again.

They were chanting in Old Church Slavic. The voice of the high priest thrilled through her with a hallowed comfort; her small tired face was lit with the sacredness of faith and its wonder. She stood there vibrant, mysterious, divinely joyous. She was rapturous. She felt God . . .

The golden gate behind the altar opened, and the high priest came forth from the Holy of Holies. His brocade yellow nysah was stiff with gold and silver broideries. Full lips, set curiously in his ascetic face, moved as in a rapture. About him was the pale nimbus of stained glass. It was from the transept window—a purple hill, three crosses, stark against a yellow sky, and the sun shining through. His thin fingers twined white about a golden cup. It was the cup of sacred honey, more sacred than the hot, pure blood of Christ; it was the chashah, the Holy Grail.

Old crones, women with child, and men who had sinned surged forward in the blaze of the gold chashah. Gabrielle
moved forward with them, and pressed close for a taste of the holy, healing nectar. Transfigured, she raised her bowed head to the Holy Grail! With exultant adoring eyes, she saw the golden cup in the hand of the high priest, the golden cup with the white twining fingers about it... The light in her face went out like a snuffed candle.

She knew those white twining fingers... Then she threw up her arms and laughed aloud. The lunatic sound rang through the cathedral in crazy chiming, until it was choked by the boat-shaped, swinging lamps of Bohemian glass, by the flicker of many candles and the glitter of gold broidery; resounded until it was lost in the warm, pungent odor of heated bodies, the hurtlingly sweet smell of sodan, the sensuous chant of ancient Slavionsky.

A faint pencil of light streaked the center aisle; it came from a half-opened door. She had gone.

They were in the kitchen drinking tea.

“She laughed,” said Theresa, hugging her fat arms in distress. “She laughed in church. What a laugh! She ran from the good priest’s blessing.”

They shook their heads and drank their tea.

“I wonder where she may be now,” said Higgins.

“Like as not, the river,” suggested Annie hopefully.

“Like as not,” said he.

“It was the voice of God,” said Theresa, crossing herself.

---

**MR. SMITH**

By James Laddie Russell

MR. SMITH was a very uncommon man with a very common name. He did not believe there was such a thing as love and had lived for thirty-four years without it. Mr. Smith was not a misogynist, nor was he a dreamer. He did not rant against women, nor did he sing their praises to the gods. He simply tolerated women with a casual deference and regarded them as human beings.

Mr. Smith was a married man.

---

HE who is furthest from the goal is always the most enthusiastic.

---

EVERY friendship is a compact between two individuals, each of whom agrees to interpret the idiosyncrasies of the other in terms of genius. This would be pardonable and even charming—if outsiders were not expected to take the same view of the matter.
THE marriage of Lowery Vincent was more than a simple surprise. It was so wholly unexpected that Vincent and his bride were a thousand miles on their way to Coronado before any one recovered sufficiently to step forward and announce that he had expected it all along.

In the first place, Lowery Vincent had lived through the normal marrying years, the sometimes-called matrimonial danger zone, without even a half-serious love affair, so far as any one knew. Old Baxter, his partner, had said that if a man was lucky enough to be a bachelor at thirty and cautious enough to be one at forty he ought to be sensible enough to be safe up to sixty-five. In this every one had not agreed with Baxter, but all had agreed with him that when Lowery Vincent passed his fortieth year matrimony had ceased to be a possibility in his life. So the mere fact of the marriage, since Vincent was a man of some attainment in his profession and some social distinction, would have been well worth the prominence the newspapers gave to it.

But in the second place, Mr. Vincent had always been, in a decent, modest and entirely inoffensive way, exceedingly proud of a long line of eminent ancestors and jealous of a family name, the glory of which he had regarded as a sacred trust. So if it had been supposed that he would marry it would have gone without saying that he would choose a woman of no less distinguished a line than his own; yet Mrs. Vincent, a carpenter's daughter, had been born in obscurity and lived in obscurity. She had, according to old Baxter, apparently lacked the intelligence or the ambition or both to work her way out of that obscurity. It was only by chance that Vincent ever set eyes on her; she happened to be one of a score or more of unimportant witnesses in an important lawsuit and Baxter & Vincent happened to be counsel for one of the parties.

“She might have worked,” Baxter told a friend confidentially, “or tried to work. She might have tried to make a stenographer of herself, but I guess she’d have made a blamed poor one.”

Which was no thing for Baxter to say, since it was generally admitted among lawyers that Vincent contributed virtually all the brains of the firm.

And again, Vincent had been by word as well as by personal habit and conduct a consistent champion of all conventions. His home, his office, everything that was his and everything that he could control had been subject to his primary rule of good order. He would have been expected to be the last man on earth to deny that a decent respect for the opinions of mankind requires some warning of an approaching marriage, notice far enough beforehand to permit the public to talk it over and decide what to do about it.

But there was no advance notice. They simply went to a magistrate's office and were married one afternoon after Vincent had done a full day's work. They were away before the newspapers were out with the story.

There was much exclamation in the cafés and clubs and much speculation as to how it all happened and how it would all result. And all the exclaimers and speculators bet each other that
the women were having the time of their lives exclaiming and speculating over their tea-cups, which the women were.

With very little testimony and evidence at hand and none that would have stood in court, Lowery Vincent was convicted in the cafés and clubs of being an ass and Mary Cutler was convicted on two counts of contributing to his assininity and marrying him for his money. There was a dissenting opinion, but those that held it were hopelessly outnumbered and even more hopelessly out-talked. Among the women there was no verdict, each having her own opinion and keeping it.

There were a few men who had utter faith in Lowery Vincent's judgment in all things. They did not know Mrs. Vincent, but they were satisfied that she was a young woman of most unusual beauty, brains and character. She must be to be Lowery Vincent's wife. He was not a man to be fooled. To be sure, he was not superhuman; he lost lawsuits sometimes, but those were lawsuits that no one could win, and Vincent no doubt knew he would lose long before counsel on the other side had any strong faith in victory.

Vincent, according to these extravagant admirers of his, was a master of law and more. He was a master of physiognomy and psychology and many other sciences. His fund of general and specific knowledge was almost uncanny, being greater than one man could possibly acquire by study, no matter how assiduous. He knew more about every subject than any one, but its specialists and he knew more than some of them. His argumentative questions in the courtroom had reddened the face and brought sweat to the brow of many an expert witness and finally made him a laughing stock. Old Baxter, despite his commanding physique and impressive manner and his rare oratorical gifts, had never been really successful before Vincent became his partner. Baxter, with his square, heavy face, looked formidable and roared like a lion and shook his iron-gray locks and pounded the table with his huge fists and soared to splendid heights; but it was Vincent who thought and told Baxter what to say and when to say it. Jurors and judges thought they were won by Baxter, but these few men who professed to know him best knew that it was Lowery Vincent who won the judges and jurors—Vincent, who was small and almost insignificant looking with his slightly stooping shoulders and yellow-white hair, cut short as if to make it thinner than it was; his narrow, rather weak face; pale blue eyes, always shallow and sometimes utterly empty.

One element of this man's personality those that professed to understand him were unable to explain: there seemed to be nothing of the cynic in him. He had apparently a sublime and child-like faith in the fundamental goodness of the world that they could not reconcile with his profound knowledge of that world. A considerable part of his business as a lawyer was the uncovering of deceit and fraud, yet this did not seem to breed in him any general disposition to suspect and distrust; the men he exposed he regarded as anomalies, mere freaks of Nature, seeming to believe each the last of the kind he should ever see. He was the essence of optimism. Efforts to understand this being as unprofitable as they were tiring, those who assumed to understand all else about him had long since abandoned them, but so far as his marriage was concerned they had this to say: While to Lowery Vincent women generally were, like men, just what they appeared to be, he would never have made Mary Cutler his wife without first having analyzed her in his own psychological and spiritual laboratory until he knew her, head and soul, better than she knew herself.

His students were not so far wrong. They were nearer the truth in this observations, reasonings, surmisings and conclusions than one might expect them to be, having in mind that no two human minds are identical and that psychology is a wild science. Lowery Vin-
cent's high optimism and habitual faith in humankind were a pose; he was at heart a not uncheerful cynic. He thought it a wise and prudent thing to be a cynic of that sort, but a foolish and unprofitable if not costly thing to be known as one of any kind. He regarded people as a contemptible lot and thought the virtue of himself and his friends consisted only in their being somewhat less contemptible than the average. But he never permitted himself to be disturbed by the situation.

II

Having fallen in love with Mary Cutler, Vincent had gone methodically about determining whether or not it was the part of wisdom to remain in love with her and to make her his wife. To this task he had devoted the best of his brains, talents and energy. He had been sure of his findings and pleased with them. His analysis of Mary Cutler's character had shown her worthy of the affection he had given her. She looked as old as she was—twenty. She was small and dark, generously enough endowed with personal charms to satisfy a man who was not disposed to overvalue mere physical beauty. Her mind, while not brilliant, was wholesome, and Vincent had assured himself that if in her constricted life she had failed to acquire certain graces she had also failed—happily—to acquire certain harsh, vulgar and pernicious mental attitudes toward life, that is, harsh, vulgar and pernicious when held by women. Above all, he had found her always displaying a clean and sane appreciation of values; she knew the worthlessness of material things in comparison with spiritual.

Before they had been settled two months in the home he had built for her, Lowery Vincent discovered that his wife was developing dangerous tendencies that he had never dreamed she was capable of developing. She was acquiring the very materialistic views from which he had been so happy to find her free. Her interest in his diverse and complicated legal exploits, of which she had so loved to hear him talk, was waning as her interest increased in the fees they would bring if they should prove successful. Vincent was annoyed but not alarmed. His faith in his own judgment would not permit of alarm. Mary was thrown now more or less into association with women who were disposed to think too much of money; he was disappointed to find that their attitudes could influence hers even for a time, but he was quite satisfied that the influences could be no more than transient.

Mary Vincent, however, offered no encouragement to his hopes as days and weeks passed. Her social activities increased and Vincent observed with growing concern that the women whose society she most enjoyed and most sought were not those of genuine worth and serious purpose, but rather those who played a vulgar game of jewels and gowns and extravagant functions, the bad taste of which was the more emphasized by elaborate notices in newspapers of doubtful quality and by none in those that were more jealously edited.

The time came when Vincent, reluctant to reprove his wife, sought by indirection to turn her steps in another course. That effort failed. There were renewed and increased calls for money. Mary regretted them in an unconvincing way, but without money, she said, it was impossible for her to maintain her position as Lowery Vincent's wife. He answered always with a gentle suggestion that so much would not be needed to maintain a position among people whose association was most desirable and beneficial. These suggestions were utterly without effect.

Mary's changed nature wore on Vincent's nerves and the results were manifest in growing irritability, which he tried in vain to master, and fits of preoccupation and sombre silence. Vincent was ashamed of his weakness and disappointed in himself, but he felt that this suffering would not be in vain
if his attitude would compel a reformation of his wife's views and ambitions. There was no reformation. Mary was unconcerned. It did not appear to matter to her how unwillingly and unhappily her husband supplied her wants so long as he supplied them. Too proud to permit herself to be outshone by the women in whose set she had chosen to be, she found it easy to sacrifice her pride at home and take her husband's money on any terms.

When the situation became intolerable Vincent said:

"Mary, your nature seems to have completely changed since our marriage and it is necessary for me to tell you that it must change again. I want you to be the wife I married."

She was prepared for this.

"What about your nature?" she demanded, her eyes snapping. "What about your promises? What about all your sympathy for me for all the things I'd been denied and promises that I'd have them when you married me?"

"Did I promise you the pleasure of cheapening my name?" he asked.

"I have your letters—or some of them—if you think you need to refresh your memory. It seems so easy for a man to forget—some things."

"Oh, so you saved them," he said bitterly. "You saved them just as a cold-blooded, sordid-minded business man would. You saved them to confront me with."

"Not for that—"

"No, not for that," he sneered, "but you're ready to use them for that—ready to use the blood out of my heart for any low purpose that pleases you. What a fool I am! What a fool I was! Giving my heart to a woman and letting her figure its worth in dollars and cents! Good God!" He laughed cynically.

"So dramatic!" she mocked. "You act like a movie hero. Of course, you meant to buy me—but you're a man, so that was quite proper and noble."

"Buy you! Buy you!" he cried, rising. "Yes, I meant to buy you—to buy you with my honor and good name, to buy you with my very heart and soul, to buy you with my life—and you were willing and glad to sell for my money! Well, we'll see how well you do with your scheming!"

"Yes," she said, assurance and a challenge in her tone and in her eyes, "we'll see!"

III

When he reached his office Vincent, having mastered his emotion, wrote a cold and merciless letter to his wife. This day a season of painful economy should be established in his home. She should have a wife's allowance and no longer a mistress's. As for the servants, he himself would dismiss those that were not necessary.

At night, he went home half expecting his wife to sue for peace. He was disappointed again. They were entirely estranged. They could do no more than make pretense of being on good terms to deceive the servants. (But the servants were not deceived.)

Mary Vincent went on as she had gone before. Lacking cash, she found it easy to obtain credit on her husband's name. When the statements went to Lowery Vincent he paid them. He was yet too proud to make the failure of his marriage a topic for bar-room and tea-room gossip, though he felt the time coming when his hatred of Mary would overcome even his pride. The time certainly was coming for an accounting, for Mary's extravagances increased constantly and were far out of proportion to his income.

Lowery Vincent's associates observed a change in him. At first it was not marked enough to be taken seriously, but as time passed his cheerful manner gave way to one of abstraction and melancholy and men began to wonder if this man, who was so near a genius, was not going the way of a genius.

"I think you need a doctor, old man," Baxter told him. "You look ill."

"That's just what I don't need,"
Vincent answered gloomily. "Doctors—they’re a great nuisance—the competent ones. Always curing the wrong people."

"You’re sick, man, when you talk like that," said Baxter.

"I’d be sick or a wretched fool if I didn’t," said Vincent. "What business has a doctor saving life when he doesn’t know what kind of a life he’s saving?"

"I won’t argue that," said Baxter hopelessly, "—but you ought to take my advice."

Another time some friends found him hunched up in a big chair in the club and thought he was asleep until they saw his eyes were open.

"Trying to solve some new problem of life," some one ventured lightly.

"There is only one solution of life," Vincent said without looking up "and that’s death."

So they went away, advising him to have his stomach looked after.

It was a week afterward that Baxter found on his desk a note from Vincent. It said:

Good-bye, old man. Honestly, I hate to leave you like this, but it’s necessary and the sanest thing I ever did. The only solution of life is death.

Baxter, his face white, ran out and through the office and into Vincent’s room. A clerk followed him.

"Mr. Vincent hasn’t come in yet this morning, Mr. Baxter."

"Get out of here," cried Baxter, pushing the man away and slamming the door.

Then he seized the telephone and called Vincent’s house.

"This is Mr. Baxter," he said to the man that answered. "I want Mr. Vincent."

"Mr. Vincent is away," came the reply.

"Where! Where!"

"That I can’t say, sir. He hasn’t been here since Monday."

Three days Baxter kept the news from the papers. Then they found it and it made a great sensation. There were columns and columns of speculation and theorizing, reviews of the lawyer’s romantic and distinguished career, histories of his famous cases. His “elopement” was recalled with all its interesting and unusual features. And everything was profusely illustrated with stagey photographs of Mary Cutler Vincent in silks, satins, jewels and furs, photographs of which there seemed to be no end. The newspaper “sob sisters” went to interview Mary, found her dry-eyed and scarcely moved, went back to their offices and wrote “stories” describing her variously as a “brave little woman,” a “courageous little woman,” a “heart-sick girl-wife,” a “tortured soul” and a “melting picture of tragic grief.”

There were long columns of searching for Lowery Vincent’s body and hunting for evidence to show the cause of his suicide. There was no doubt that he had been insane, but the thing that had broken his mind was a mystery. Mary said only that he had not been himself for months; why she could not say.

Vincent’s financial affairs were found to have reached a wretched state. He had engaged in the wildest stock speculations and all his investments had been in securities of the most unstable character—the very securities against which he had warned his clients. He had lost everything. But for life insurance his widow would have been left penniless. The aggregate of his policies was two hundred thousand dollars. On these even he had planned to borrow all that the companies would lend, but the negotiations had been still pending when the crash came. The lawyer’s weird financial operations, his morose manner, his morbid observations on life and death left no doubt that his mind had been an utter wreck.

In time the Vincent case yielded its place on the first pages. Publicity-
seeking preachers, girl reporters with
"the woman's viewpoint," sleuth-re-
porters and editorial writers had done
their best and worst. The vagrant
public mind was interested in other
things. Then the case blazed forth
again with a new sensation. The in-
surance companies had refused pay-
ment to Mrs. Vincent. They didn't
deny that her husband was dead, but
neither did they admit it. They ad-
mitted that he was presumably dead,
but they were constrained, as a matter
of wise business policy, to require
proof. They were not resorting to
technicalities to escape just obligations,
they insisted; their attitude was taken
because it was necessary for their own
protection and that of their stockholders
and other policyholders.

Now the whole affair and all its de-
tails were rehashed and the "sob sis-
ters" struck fresh wells of sympathy
for Mrs. Vincent. One yellow journal,
which posed as a champion of the
people and carried more advertisements
of unscrupulous quack doctors than
any other newspaper in town, made the
companies' action the basis of a vicious
attack on all underwriters, calling for
State interference on behalf of Mrs.
Vincent and legislation to end such
high-handed practices for all time.

The companies had, in fact, followed
their custom of investigating death
claims. Their investigators had found
nothing that did not sustain the uni-
versal belief that Lowery Vincent had
committed suicide. Doubting was part
of their business, but what they had
learned of Vincent's life had dissolved
all their doubt of its end. They had
learned that the story of Vincent's
marriage and its failure was not a
pretty one—not one that his widow
would enjoy seeing heralded to the pub-
lic. So it was to be presumed that the
fear of a lawsuit would move Mrs. Vin-
cent to some "reasonable compromise."

But Mary Cutler Vincent was not
the woman to compromise with money
at stake. She sued. There were the
usual postponements and delays in
"making up the issues," the usual dick-

ings of counsel and offers of settle-
ment. Then there was the trial. Mrs.
Vincent, bowed and broken in her
widow's weeds, presented a pathetic
figure, to which the newspaper feature
writers and sketch artists did full jus-
tice. On the witness stand she detailed
in tremulous voice that the crowd must
strain to hear her husband's symptoms
of mental distress. She "bared her
soul," as Betty Bryce, of The Daily
News put it, and told effectively of her
weeks and months of agonizing dread
as she saw Lowery Vincent's mind
slowly but surely giving way. But on
cross-examination, when the pitiless
questions of the underwriters' counsel
showed unmistakably that they knew
the truth and were determined to re-
veal it, she abandoned her character of
wounded helplessness and defiantly—
brazenly—admitted that the cata-
strophe was the result of differences
over money and her husband's dissatis-
faction and disappointment with her
manner of life.

"Then it is probable," asked Rogers
Sylvester, the merciless senior counsel,
"that if you had been disposed to meet
your husband's wishes this whole hor-
rible affair would never have occurred."

"I suppose so," answered Mary,
ignoring her attorney's objections to
the question.

"That is all," said Sylvester.

As Mary, under the staring eyes of
the amazed courtroom crowd, moved to
her seat behind her attorney a mes-
senger came with a note for Sylvester.
He read it and in an instant was on his
feet.

"It it please the Court," he said, "we
have just been advised by telegram that
Lowery Vincent has been found—alive
—in Des Moines, Iowa, and that he has
admitted his identity. We believe the
report is true—we have never believed
the man was dead"—there was the
faintest suggestion of a smile on the
crafty lawyer's face—"and we ask a
postponement of, say a day or two, for
verification."

There was a brief whispered con-
ference of Mary's lawyers, at the end
of which they announced that they would offer no objection to delay and then led their client, white-faced and trembling, away.

V

Lowery Vincent disclaimed all knowledge of his note to Baxter and of his movements and actions for three months preceding his disappearance. He had found himself one day, he said, in the Iowa city, conscious apparently for the first time in his life. He had had no recollection of anything that had gone before. He had been utterly and hopelessly ignorant of his own identity. It had been as if he had come into the world a mature man. He had realized that some unusual and probably tragic experience was responsible for his situation. A horror of being a public sensation and curiosity had prevented his seeking help. He had taken the first name that occurred to him, John Thomas, and found himself a place as a grocer's clerk, being satisfied that one day the veil of the past would be lifted. It had been lifted when, one day, his employer, having noted his resemblance to the published pictures of Lowery Vincent, had called him sharply by his own name. But the last three months preceding his disappearance still remained a void to him.

This story was credited in some quarters and discredited in others. There were suggestions and rumors of prosecution for conspiracy and attempted fraud, directed against both Vincent and his wife, but there were never more than suggestions and rumors. The journal that had assailed the insurance companies for contesting Mrs. Vincent's claims called stepitantly for severe dealing with unscrupulous tricksters who sought to prey upon honest institutions. It published readers' letters commending its attitude and that was the end.

Mary, forsaken by all her former friends, went as a penitent to Lowery Vincent. He received her charitably, said he forgave and went back to live with her in the mortgaged house. He said he needed rest. When the reporters had been turned away often enough with the simple word that they had no plans for the future the reporters forgot them and so did the public.

One evening they walked far out along the river drive. Lowery was silent and his wife, fearful in the insecurity of her position, wondered what his thoughts were but dared not ask. When he was tired they left the gravel footpath and sat on the cliff that overlooked the stream, he gazing out to the farther shore, she watching him intently and wondering and fearing.

"If I had never been found," he said slowly at last, "you would have been a happy woman. You would have had wealth and no need of me."

"No," she said softly.

He went on as if he had not heard.

"You wanted my money to buy things that were high-priced and worthless. If you had it now you probably could not buy them."

"You are cruel," she said. "I thought you had forgiven."

"It was all a lie—everything. The coldness of his voice struck fear to her heart. "I managed to have myself without even the man that found me knowing. There is a suspicion now that you and I are a pair of clever and shameless schemers. . . . Which we are. . . . If I should vanish now who would believe I was dead?"

She could not answer.

"Even if you knew I was dead and said so and sought the price of my life nobody would believe you."

He looked at her and saw fear staring out of her eyes.

"This river," he said, "flows swiftly to the sea. Beneath the surface there is a current swifter yet. I know it. I have known this river ever since I was a boy. If I should jump from this cliff I should be lost and my body would never be found and you would be the only one in the world to know."

She sat and stared at him, unable to speak, unable to move. He rose easily, deliberately, and like a diver plunged into the stream.
AS YOU UNDERSTAND THEM

By John Hamilton

ALL women loved him.

I

THERE was a woman who practiced law, spoke ten languages, presided over five clubs, wrote books and delivered lectures.

She had wide hips and flat feet.

To her he said: "Your ears are like little pink shells washed up by foam-tufted waves to the silver shore."

II

There was a woman who had wide blue eyes and a round red mouth and soft white shoulders and a slim figure.

She confined her reading to the Sunday supplement.

To her he said: "When you speak to me the depth of your intellect inspires me to illimitable ambition."

All women loved him.

TO THE VILLAIN

By Helen Woljeska

I SEE my heart as a stage....

The hero had fallen to the dust.

His lids are lavender, and his lips ashen.

He is dead—for me.

But in the wings shadowy figures are hurrying to take his place.

The nearest one has your hard black eyes and laughing white teeth....

NO woman believes that a man who has once kissed her can avoid being palpitantly conscious of it every time he meets her.

A WOMAN'S first unhappy marriage calls forth sympathy; her second, suspicion; her third, laughter.
LES NAINS CÉLÈBRES

By Pol d’Ostrevent

Il n’y a pas bien longtemps, un music-hall anglais imaginait de célébrer avec pompe et humour les épousailles de deux nains en vogue. Ce que fut la cérémonie, nous ne le savons pas très exactement, mais, à coup sûr, elle n’eût point le piquant et la solennité de celle qu’ordonna jadis la princesse Nathalie, sœur de Pierre le Grand.

La noble dame, à bout d’expédients pour tromper son seigneurial ennui, imagina de convier à un grand festin tous les nains et naines dispersés dans l’empire russe.

Tout ce qu’on peut imaginer de difformités, de bavochures, de gibbosités et de claudications en miniature se donna rendez-vous à la cour.

Un bal suivit le banquet. Voyez-vous d’ici les virevolles et les convulsions de ces petits êtres aux profils cunéiformes? Ce fut, certes, un spectacle curieux.

Mais, au cours de ces ébats chorégraphiques, les cœurs battirent plus vite et, le lendemain, chaque naine se promenait orgueilleusement au bras d’un galant. Les mariages furent alors célébrés. Les nains montèrent dans des petits carrosses construits tout exprès pour eux et le cortège s’en fut par les rues de la ville, aux sons frénétiques d’un orchestre lilliputien.

Le nain hollandais Wibrand Lolkes, lui, fit son mariage lui-même et avec plus de gloire. Il était doué d’une force musculaire étonnante. Un jour que son patron, M. Van Galen, célèbre horloger d’Amsterdam, l’avait envoyé chez un client, Lolkes vit tout à coup des gens qui fuyaient, effarés, devant un lion échappé de sa ménagerie.

Insouciant du danger, un jeune enfant continuait à jouer dans la rue. Le lion furieux allait se précipiter sur lui, lorsque notre nain, pénétrant dans la forge d’un serrurier, y saisit une barre de fer rouge au feu, courut au-devant de l’animal et l’embrocha juste au moment où celui-ci ouvrait la gueule pour broyer l’innocent entre ses crocs.

Cet acte de courage lui valut la main de Mlle, Hélène Van-Berlem, sœur de l’enfant à qui il venait de sauver la vie.

On raconte, à ce sujet, qu’au cours de ses fiançailles, Lolkes fit la connaissance d’un Allemand, M. Stokell, qui avait conçu de s’insinuer dans l’esprit de la jeune fille. Sachant que le nain fréquentait la maison, mais ne pouvant soupçonner dans quel but, l’Allemand prit son compagnon de l’aider dans ses tentatives. Lolkes le lui promit ; et, au bout de quelques jours, il lui affirma avoir si bien plaide sa cause que Mlle. Van Berlem se disait fort désireuse d’avoir un entretien avec lui. Au comble de la joie, Stokell consentit, la nuit venue, à s’accroupir dans un panier d’osier que le nain devait hisser sous les fenêtres de la belle. Mais le farceur, qui avait, mis le portier dans la confidence, fit planer le galant au-dessus du second balcon et le laissa suspendu à cette hanteur, jusqu’à ce qu’une patrouille, le prenant pour un voleur, lui fit quitter son point d’observation pour le ligoter et le mener en prison.

De son côté, Corneille de Lithuanis, ayant remporté un second prix au grand tournoi de Bruxelles, là où tant de chevaliers n’avaient pu être une seule fois vainqueurs, s’était fait beaucoup de jalous à la Cour. Mais il se vengea de l’un d’eux d’une façon bien
divertissante. Le seigneur don Alvar importunait de ses assiduités donna Isabelle, qui s'en montrait fort agacée. Un jour que celleci était absente, le nain vint rendre visite à une amie de cette dame, pauvre demoiselle fort laide et toute contrefaite, et il décida avec elle de jouer un tour diabolique au malencontreux amoureux. Il lui envoya dire que donna Isabelle le désirait voir. Don Alvar ne se fit pas prier. Il vint à l'heure dite et, trouvant la porte fermée, commença sous les fenêtres de la belle une ravissante sérénade qui attira aux persiennes de tout le quartier les oreilles et les yeux des voisins.

A la sérénade succéda une déclaration des plus enflammées que le nain, derrière son rideau, encourageait par des soupirs langoureux. Tout à coup, au passage le plus pathétique du galant idiscours, deux lumières brillèrent de chaque côté de la fenêtre, le store se leva brusquement et le nain avec sa compagne au sternum déformé apparu rent, grimaçants tous deux, aux regards ahuris de don Alvar, qui demeura désormais la risée de tout Madrid.

Plus près de nous, l'illustre Tom Pouce parut un soir en scène, à Paris, dans son uniforme de général, et conta au public qu'il revenait d'une expédition, au cours de laquelle il avait fait quelques prisonniers dont il voulait lui soumettre un échantillon. C'était un géant, qui ne mesurait pas moins de 2 m. 33, et qu'en effet Tom-Pouce tenait solidement enchaîné.

Ce soir-là, l'imprésario dut soustraire son nain aux ovations de l'assistance, de peur qu'à force de "grandir"... dans l'opinion, le petit homme ne se mit tout à coup à hausser sa taille jusqu'à la vulgarité des tailles ordinaires.

Car ce qui crée une suprématie aux nains, c'est précisément leur infériorité, quand elle a pour piédestal la niaiserie publique.

---

THE INEVITABLE
-By Mary Andrews

I

A GOLD bee flew about a fragrant pink blossom.
When there was no more honey he flew away to another flower.

II

A young faun drank from a cool silver spring.
When the sun had warmed the water he searched for another fountain.

III

A handsome man married a beautiful woman whose throat was as white as the petal of a clematis and who had wide emerald eyes and a crimson mouth.
When her beauty faded, he watched the bee and the young faun enviously.
VOX POPULI, VOX POPULI

By George Jean Nathan

The late Paul Armstrong once submitted to Mencken and myself, as editors of this magazine, an article on American theater audiences which, after hotly accusing the latter of everything from mere rats in the upper story to lycanthropy, sought for all time to establish their ignorance before the world and put them to complete abashed rout in a grand italicized coda that—after an inordinately long dash which seemed with sinister hush to beseech the reader to take aboard an extra lungful that he might be properly prepared for the final dumfounding fetch—gravely announced that where the average American audience did not know the difference between one Beethoven symphony and another, there was not a single peasant in all Germany who didn’t know the whole nine by heart! When we returned the manuscript to Armstrong with the affable comment that there probably was not a single peasant in all Germany who had ever heard of Beethoven, to say nothing of his symphonies, our friend became exceeding wroth and made high answer that he deemed our jest indeed ill-suited to his notabilia. We tried subsequently to convince him of our perfect seriousness, but to no avail. And he died still firmly convinced that we had been making unseemly mock of him.

I quote this memoir of the inner chamber because America is still full of Armstongs who believe that the average American theater audience is made up of blockheads where the average British or Continental audience is made up of professors of the true aesthetic. I have encountered such, personally and

in their quill juices, among no end of American writers on the drama and no end of other persons connected both directly and indirectly with the world of the theater. And each of them, it would appear, has imagined something to the effect that where the typical American who seeks the playhouse as a regular pastime cherishes Mr. Al Jolson and little else, the Frenchman of similar texture passionately dotes on Molière, the German Schiller, and the Englishman if not exactly Shakespeare, at least drama of the next best order. That the average American theater audience is representative of the lowest breed of American, no one will deny; but the supposition that the analogous mob audiences of England and the Continent are comparatively of a vast superiority to the average native audience and that, unlike this audience, they are to a considerable degree representative of their countries’ culture and fine feeling, is a something to jounce anyone who has slummed amongst them.

The mob audience, that is, the audience that supports the Broadways of the theatrical capitals and sub-capitals of the world, is much the same wherever one finds it. It is made up, for the most part, in England of the type of Englishman who reads “The Winning Post,” looks on Melville Gillon as a greater composer than Purcell and Phil May as a better satiric artist than Hogarth; in France of the type of Frenchman who patronizes the Bouillons Duval for their pies, reads Henri Bordeaux and weeps copiously when the Mlle. Nelly Vignal comes out in a purple light and with much eyelid
flickering sings “L’Eternelle Bohème;” in Germany of the type of German who collects photographs of the lady skaters in the Admirals'-Palast; and in Austria of the type of Austrian who would walk several miles to see the latest revue in the Raimund-theater where he wouldn't cross the street to get into the Carltheater on a pass.

The theory that the French mob audience flocks ardently to the Comédie and the German mob audience to the chambers of Reinhardt is one of the curious delusions fostered in America by those ubiquitous native theatrical commentators who believe that because the foreign drama is a better and finer drama than our own, the virtue of that drama must be due to its appreciation and encouragement by the general foreign theater audiences. Nothing, of course, could be further removed from the truth. As many first-rate plays have been starved to death in the popular theaters of Europe as have been starved to death in the theaters of the United States. Such substantial plays as Shaw's “Caesar and Cleopatra” and Pinero's “Thunderbolt” have failed as signally to woo the average London auditorium dodo as such guano as “A Little Bit of Fluff” and “Mr. Wu” and the Vachell stuff has succeeded. The American mob audience, indeed, patronized “Caesar and Cleopatra” and “Mon Ami Teddy” in considerably larger numbers than the English. The average French audience permits De Curel or Jules Bois to run a scant two or three dozen nights and yells itself hoarse for a solid year over the bloodhounds in a Gallic version of “Sherlock Holmes,” and over the long eyelashed M. Brulé as “Raffles,” and over “Arsène Lupin.” Antoine has lost almost as much on Shakespeare as the theater that bears his name has made on cheap Cap Collier melodramas. The average German audience, promiscuously held up as a kulturklatsch, has caused four Hauptmann dramas in succession to be summarily removed from the stage for lack of patronage and has laughed such things as Hosemannsthal’s “Christina’s Homecoming” quickly into the discard, while it has pounded its palms in admiration over such colics as Walter Howard's transplanted tub-pounders and the same detective flapdoodle that has enthralled the Parisian. Reinhardt, to live at all, has had to rely on the frequent backing of social pushers. And Hauptmann was shouldered completely aside by the Berlin mob until a privately supported theater gave him a hearing.

It is a well-known tradition of the American theater that when the stage crew—that is, the scene shifters, electricians, et al.—pronounces a play good during the period of preliminary rehearsals, its judgment will invariably be subsequently concurred in and supported by the public. Thus, the voice of the stage crew is the voice of the American people. Three days before Mr. Augustus Thomas’ “The Copperhead” opened in the Shubert Theater, where the Shuberts had given it a home after a number of other managers had denied it floor space in their respective emporia, the stage crew voted the play a magnificent opus. This was three days, as I have noted, before the premiere. The advance reports of the play promised not especially well. Such astute producers as Belasco and Tyler had rejected the manuscript when it was submitted by the author to them and such equally astute producers as Hopkins and Woods and Klaw and Erlanger had been reluctant to book it in their playhouses. And then when the play opened, the public, echoing the lofty aesthetik of the stage crew, paid in $14,000 the first week to see it and acclaim it a work of art! And the play has turned out to be one of the big popular successes of the season.

If the American aesthetic demi-monde prefers Smith and Hazzard’s “Turn to the Right” and Armstrong’s “Jimmy Valentine,” to Brieux’s excellent “The Incubus,” the average French audience prefers Rivoire and Bernard’s “Mon Ami Teddy” and the adapted “Le Mystérieux Jimmy” to it no less.
And if the average American audience prefers a so-called crook play like "Officer 666" to the work of Langdon Mitchell, you may rest assured that the records show that the average German or Austrian levy similarly prefers a so-called crook play like "Der Herr Verteidiger" to the work of Max Halbe or Arthur Schnitzler. On the other side, if it be claimed for the Boche mob audience that it has been hospitable to the work of such meritorious fellows as Thoma, for the French mob audience that it has applauded such as Feydeau, for the Austrian that it has liberally patronized such as Bähr and the British such as Birmingham, let it not be forgotten that the American mob audience has also visited success upon such of our own praiseworthy writers as Eleanor Gates, Avery Flopwood, Edward Knoblauch and Jesse Lynch Williams. But these instances of menagerie discrimination are as much the exception in Europe as they are in America. And the generalization from these exceptions is but another of the numerous nonsenses brewed by the local neo-Brunetieres when they make bold to wade above their ankles in exotic waters.

The first-rate drama of England and the Continent has had as tough a road to travel as the American. And if it has flowered more beautifully in Europe than in America, that flowering has been due not to the attitude of the mob audience toward it, but, very simply, because it is possible for a European theater manager to conduct his business upon a very much cheaper scale than the American manager and so give three or four plays a hearing—and take a gambler's chance on return—where the American manager can afford but a single risk. Thus, where a native producer like Mr. Hopkins is able, because of top-lofty actors' salaries, absurdly heavy theater rental and the like, to take a flier on a single so-called unpopular and meritorious work like Berger's "Deluge," the Continental producer like Barnowski, with the same amount of money, is able to take a chance on four such pieces as Schnitzler's "Professor Bernhardi," Hermann's "Little Yetta Gebert," Thoma's "Dear Relations" and Andreyev's "Students' Love." When, in this situation, it happens that the American public brings by its indifference summary failure to the Berger play and the Continental public by its indifference to Schnitzler, Thoma and Andreyev failure to these but, by its interest, success to Hermann, the leading heavies and genteel comedians of our local criticism, thinking only of the mob approbation of Hermann, proceed promptly to the conclusion that the American audience is a group of fribble goophers and the Continental a body of connoisseurs.

That the Berger play was no gold mine when produced in Europe and that the American mob audience which gave it the cold shoulder might, very probably, have patronized at least one of three other good plays had Mr. Hopkins, as Victor Barnowski, been able to afford that number, such professors fail to ponder. It cost Mr. Hopkins approximately five thousand dollars to produce "The Deluge" and these five thousand dollars were a complete loss. It cost Barnowski fifteen hundred dollars less than this amount to produce the four plays named, and his success with one of them gave him a profit of several thousands of dollars in the quadruple undertaking. If, therefore, Mr. Hopkins had been able for his five thousand dollars to produce, in addition to "The Deluge," three additional such commendable plays as those of Thoma, Hermann and Andreyev, it is assuredly a modest gambler's hazard that at least one of them, as in the instance of the Continental audience, might have met with a sufficiently remunerative response from the American audience. The whole thing is vastly less a consideration of public taste than of theatrical economics.

If the British mob audience has visited prosperity on "General John Re-
gan” where the American mob audience visited failure, the American mob audience has visited prosperity on Galsworthy’s “Justice” where the British mob audience visited failure. If the French mob audience has made a failure of Bernard Shaw where the American audience has made a comparative success, the American audience has made a failure of Alfred Capus where the French audience has made a comparative success. “Kismet” succeeds brilliantly in America and fails abjectly in France. “Know Thyself” succeeds brilliantly in France and fails dismally in America. Bahrl’s “Concert” succeeds as finely in America as in Germany, and Wedekind fails as quickly in Germany as in America. “Androcles and the Lion” goes no better in Austria than in America. And “The King” is as great a success in America as in France.

Two of one, gentlemen, and a half dozen of the other! When the professors touch the caustic to the American yokelry for its lavish esteem of such mush as “Peg o’ My Heart,” do the solemn comedians not recall that the British yokelry has esteemed it no less? When the good souls decry the American mob’s preference for such meringue as “The Rainbow,” do they not remind themselves that the French admired equally Guinon and Bouchinet’s play from which it was lifted. And when they deplore the American vulgarity which makes such an enormous success of “The Blue Mouse,” do they forget that the same piece made a huge fortune out of a like vulgarity in Germany and Austria.

The average theatrical audience, the world over, is pretty much the same. Its response to such things as Hall Caine’s “The Christian,” “The Belle of New York,” the Covent Garden “Cinderella” pantomime and the Cecil Raleigh-Henry Hamilton and Arthur Collins melopiece is, in general, as quick and as full in the shadows of St. Stephen’s and Nelson’s statue, and in the lights of the Rue de l’Opera and Unter den Linden, as in the shadows of the Times building and in the lights of Chicago’s Loop. If, on the other hand, it in its American incarnation fails to grasp such a play as “Candida,” the statistics show that in its French incarnation it laughed persistently at the wrong time when the play was produced in the Théâtre des Arts. And if it is locally immune to such a satire as “Where Ignorance Is Bliss,” the records show that the satire has been not particularly contagious in its native Austria.

The popular playhouse is, in general and at bottom, not much less a dépôt of wish-wash in Europe than in America. For the intrinsic nature of the agglomerate European mob and the European mass ass is, after all, much of the kidney of the nature of our own mob and our own Hottentot. Both respond in the theater as they respond out of that theater. And both, in both situations, are sisters under their skins in the way of tastes and reactions, predilections and responsive gustos. On the streets the European mob whistles and hums the selfsame “Merry Widow” waltz, the selfsame “Puppchen,” the selfsame “Un Peu d’Amour” and the selfsame “You’re Here and I’m Here” that the American mob whistles and hums on its streets. And it buys the same three-for-five picture postcards showing the rear view of a fat gent with the legend “I’m glad to see you’re back again,” and the red and green portrait of the bald-headed family man bouncing an exotic chicken on his knee and observing that “Absence makes the heart grow fonder.” And it, too, like our own people, coming home growling and grumpy from its working day, lights up with broad smiles in its crowded streetcars at the mere sight of a blinking, thumb-sucking, apple-faced baby.

The theory, therefore, that these European crowds are promptly metamorphosed into profound savants, cynics and art lovers the moment they enter a theater, where the same American crowds remain so many gowks and doodles, offers a considerable enterprise for the critical digestion. The truth, of course, is that the average audience, whether in Europe or America, is gen-
erally alike as two derby hats. The average French audience, exactly as the average American audience, cares infinitely less for Paul Hervieu than for Harry Pilcer. And the average British audience admires George Robey, the highest salaried British comique, above Stephen Phillips exactly as the average American audience admires Fred Stone, the highest salaried American comique, above Percy Mackaye. And the average German audience prefers the Wintergarten to Reinhardt's repertory theater just as the average American audience prefers the Winter Garden to Grace George's repertory theater.

Our average American theater audiences are bad enough, the good God knows, but three weeks before the war swept the world I heard, in one of the principal theaters in one of the most cultured capitals of Europe, a typical European audience—the kind our professors are forever anointing with lavender flavours—shake the great chandelier with behemothine horse-laughs when a coquettish fat blonde in a low-cut red satin gown, hearing footsteps approach, guiltily exclaimed “My God! My husband!”, and when then there ambled on a tramp comedian juggling four brass spittoons.

II

DOUBTLESS more insistently than any other native form of entertainment are the so-called William Hodge plays held up as deplorably emblematic of the average American audience's love for vulgarity and bad manners. This Hodge has made a great fortune, so say persons interested in such extrinsic matters, out of his annual laudation of God’s Kansas and Ohio noblemen who drink out of the fingerbowl, pick their teeth with the oyster fork and clean their nails with the fruit knife; and he has thus provided unfailing copy for the mugient professors in the matter of bienséance and punctilio. That this Hodge and his plays go to make up, true enough, a stewardship of boarding-house ethics, is readily agreed. But that this cheap breeding and the renumerative approbation thereof is peculiar to our American mob audience is far from the fact. Europe has its Hodges no less than we. Germany has its Engels, France its Galipaux, Austria its Anzengruber Girhardis, and England its Weeden Grossmiths. These pantaloons, if not entirely in outward appearance, are yet Hodges in essence and comparative aesthetic, and their vulgarities are not greatly less to the palates of their respective national audiences than is the vulgarity of Hodge to the palate of our own.

The mob success of Hodge in America, however, seems to me to be founded less, as is generally believed and maintained, on the cocky ill-breeding and procuracy of the characters with which he is invariably associated than on the almanac brand of philosophy which he through these characters invariably expounds. The almost mythical proportions of the success achieved in this country by such professional sunshine brokers as Dr. Frank Crane, Walt Mason, Orison Swett Marden, Gerald Stanley Lee and Herbert Kaufman and such members of the allied sorority as Frances Burnett, Eleanor Porter, et al., prove beyond contention that the American public has an elastic stomach for this glad mush, and cannot get enough of it. And the Hodge, privy to the secret, simply strings along with the uplift pharmacopolists and gets rich, as they get rich, by dispensing in every other sentence of his play's dialogue some joy bolus or gloom antiseptic. A Hodge money-maker, therefore, is a thing all compact of such inspiring philosophies as “Every cloud has a silver lining,” “The darkest hour comes just before dawn,” and “A smile in the heart will cure barber's-itch,” and the American public goes to it like a cat to a saucer of warm milk.

Mr. Hodge's most recent dramatization of sachet is given the name “A Cure for Curables” and is the result of
a collaboration twixt him and Mr. Earl Derr Biggers. While better than such antecedent Hodge opera as “Fixing Sister” and “The Road to Happiness,” the present play is still opulent in the familiar combination of sweet mottoes and sour manners.

III

Miss Ethel Watts Mumford’s farce “Sick-a-Bed” recalls any number of previously eyed pieces of a similar nature; in particular, so far as its leading physical humours go, the farce called “The Blue Envelope.” The dramatics personæ—as Mr. J. Ranken Towse, of the Evening Post, ever politely if somewhat enigmatically gets around it—“are brought upon the scene with great ingenuity and a total disregard for probabilities.” And the situations are maneuvered less with the wits than with the biceps. The presenting company is superior to the manuscript.

IV

Mr. Stuart Walker is a producer I genuinely admire. In his brief set-to with the American theater, and with but scant means at his beck, he has rendered to that theater a service at once intriguing and distinguished. For he has presented upon its stage such work as that of Dunsany, the clear beauties of which might otherwise have remained theatrically long concealed; and he has further exercised a discrimination in lesser manuscript selection that, as in the instance of Tarkington’s “Seventeen,” has not infrequently been revelatory of a surprisingly good theater evening. The latest endeavour of this gentleman is a dramatic presentation of the Biblical conte of Job, negotiated with unimpeachable fealty and reverence, and hence about as unimpeachably boresome a theatrical exhibition as the human mind can conceive.

There is, of course, approximately as much theater drama in the Book of Job as there is, say, in the shorter suras of the Koran. And this absence of theater drama Mr. Walker has further emphasized by adhering, in his staging of the work, to the absurd conventional notion that the Bible must ever be read in the woe-is-me tone, and that it were a gross sacrilege to picture the good Lord God as speaking in a voice not exactly like that of some Broadway Shakespearean ham.

The belief that the more the characters in a Biblical play act and talk like Mr. James O’Neill the more reverential that play is, is something I have never been able to plumb. And the adherence to this senseless tradition shows a rather astonishing shortness of imagination in a man usually so inventive as Mr. Walker. The surest way to destroy the unmatched poetry of the Bible, and to callous the message it heralds and make it go for naught, is to stage it as this Walker has staged it, with actors throwing back their hands palms upward, sticking out their chests, rolling their eyes to the flies and reciting in a coloratura basso. This is the Bible in terms of “Ingomar”; this, reverence in terms of a coon camp meeting; but it is certainly neither in terms of simple beauty, simple faith and simple common sense.

Carrying out his commonplace presentation scheme, Mr. Walker, before the curtain is hoisted on his Biblical show, has the induction to Job spoken alternately by a couple of lady elocutionists perched atop plush boxes on either side of the proscenium arch. With a desperately holy look and in the voice of lady embalmers, the madames go at their jobs for all the world as if both their families had just been run over by street-cars. This initial melancholy over, the house is plunged into jet black and, on a barely discernible stage, the story of Job enacted as if it were unremitting despair and tragedy instead of, as it actually is, a triumph of faith and uplift, a tale of hero rewarded and villains punished, a story with a conventional Broadway happy ending. Mr. Walker has proved him-
self an abrupt disappointment. Had he read the Book of Job less like a prosy cross-roads pulpit pounder and more like the imaginative producer of Dunsany, he might have persuaded himself that simply read by unaffected actors, as unaffected actors might read a simple little play like “The Happy Hypocrite,” and simply produced on a normally lighted and unaffected stage, as might be produced some little story of von Hofmannsthal, the Book of Job would have made, both as a religious document and a theatrical exhibition, a considerably deeper impression.

V

Mr. Arthur Hopkins’ intelligently directed but spuriously cast presentation of “The Wild Duck” is interesting, among other things, for the renewed testimony it offers to the common critical hallucination that the Madame Nazimova is an accomplished actress. Despite much and not entirely unconvincing eloquence to the contrary, it is a comparatively simple histrionic business for any mature actress of even middle grade to slice a goodly number of years off herself and interpret with considerable effectiveness a girl of more or less tender age. Miss Laurette Taylor, the mother of two grown children, does the thing repeatedly and does it extremely well. So, also, does Miss Grace George. So, also, does Miss Starr. And Miss Adams. And so, also, do any number of other actresses, good, bad and indifferent. But comes now the Nazimova to the rôle of the flapper Hedvig, an enterprise so simple of negotiation that it is difficult to imagine any woman player failing at it, and comes coincidentally a complete missing of the easiest trick in the whole catalogue of an actress’ trade.

To this rôle of the young girl the Madame has brought a short skirt, a baby collar and a letting down of the hair—so much and nothing more. Beyond this, her attempt to picture youth resolves itself into mere mechanical scrapings of her right foot, horse fashion, on the floor, mere impetuous brushings of sedulously stray locks out of her eyes, a mere hop-skip-and-jump pedestrianism and the kindred stereotyped antickings of the Ozal Waldrop or bromo-seltzer school of ingenue. Resting her head cutie-fashion upon the chest of Ekdal père, the voice that comes uncontrolled from out the mechanical pout is the firm and settled voice of a matronly woman. Giving way to youthful grief, the emotion that proceeds from the automatic portrait is the emotion of a Leslie Carter. The entire picture is without subtlety, without proficiency even in the matter of secondary externals, without even the more obvious elements of tact.

Mr. Hopkins has staged “The Wild Duck,” so far as its content is concerned, better than any American producer has staged an Ibsen play in my time; but he has cast it clumsily. There are probably any number of young girls in the moving pictures who could play Hedvig better than Nazimova. And there are doubtless any number of actors to be had cheaply who could play Grandpa Ekdal better than the Weber and Fields alumnus to whom the rôle has been entrusted. And there are certainly loafing in Longacre Square actors more appropriately suited to Hialmar Ekdal than the proficient, but all too unmistakably of Piccadilly, Mr. Lionel Atwill.

VI

The latest gesture of Les Hattons, M. et Mme., bears the name “The Squab Farm,” and indignanty imparts news that the moving picture studios are full of directors to whom every cinema aspirant, before getting a job, has to surrender her person. Well, and what of it? It’s a hard life, granted; but why get worked up over it? Aren’t the directors paid good salaries?
THE STREAM OF FICTION

By H. L. Mencken

I

IN March, weeping here, I lamented the badness of the current native novel, and brought up various specimens of far better stuff from beyond the seas. This month I might loose the same sobs again. In such fictions as are offered by Mrs. Atherton, Gouverneur Morris, Leroy Scott, Zane Grey, James Oliver Curwood and the rest of the cornfed geniuses, I can find only a pale and preposterous silliness—the sort of piffle that irritates and depresses. But in the works of two foreign gentlemen, the one a Russian Jew and the other an Englishman, I discover the precise qualities that are missing from the homemade books, to wit, the qualities of clear structure, of penetrating characterization, of unflagging plausibility, and of sound style. The first of these invaders is Abraham Cahan, and his story is "The Rise of David Levinsky" (Harper). The second is E. L. Grant Watson, and he calls his strange and beautiful tale "Where Bonds Are Loosed" (Knopf). In Cahan's book there are plain tracks of Frank Norris, and in Watson's there are tracks of Joseph Conrad that are almost as palpable. But it would be absurd to call either an imitation. On the contrary, both are fresh and original and in each one feels the presence of the very sort of mind that our native fiction most horribly needs—the mind of a reflective, an observant, a shrewd, and withal a sympathetic and philosophical man. Cahan and Watson can not only see and report; they can also feel. Moreover, their feelings are not those of maudlin romantics and bounders, but those of civilized men. This, precisely, is what lifts their books above the general. This is what marks them off.

The case of Cahan is really quite astonishing. Here is a man born in Lithuania, educated there, and come to manhood there. He had reached the age of 22 before he immigrated to America; during all his youth it is doubtful that he ever saw half a dozen Americans or heard ten connected sentences in English. Moreover, he has spent his days and nights, since his arrival, among Yiddish and Russian speaking people. He is a leader among the East Side Jews; he uses Yiddish in his daily business; he is the editor of a large Yiddish newspaper; he writes Yiddish every hour of the day. Nevertheless, he has here produced a novel of 530 closely-printed pages in absolutely perfect English. Not once, in reading it, have I tripped upon an inept phrase; not once have I detected the slightest note of foreignness. It seems to me that this is a feat of the first magnitude, even forgetting the intrinsic merits of the book. Among all the editors of English newspapers in New York there is not one who could have done the thing better. Among all the native novelists of the country I can't think of more than six. Moreover, it is not merely correct English; it is nearly always musical English, and sometimes it is highly felicitous English. Good phrases are in it; the right word is in the right place; there is very little use of those worn-out rubber-stamps which show in nine-tenths of our fiction. Altogether, I marvel at the miracle, and give it a dutiful cheer. If
this is the sort of thing that the East Side can produce, then Indiana, in self-defense, had better start an anti-Semitic movement at once.

In content, "The Rise of David Levensky" is very simple, as sound novels always are. It offers no intrigue, no mystery, no plot. It argues nothing and professes to teach nothing. All it does is to set before us, against a background of moving actuality, the life story of a somewhat exceptional, but by no means heroic or transcendental Russian Jew. Born in poverty, he struggles through a youth full of hardship but probably not unhappy, is dedicated by his pious mother to a learned life, puts in five or six years poll-polling and dissecting the fossilized platitudes of the Talmud, is driven to America by poverty, sheds his piety and his spitlocks, becomes a peddler, learns garment-working, starts a shop of his own on a shoe-string, fights his way to security by devious devices, makes a lot of money, wars upon the unions, fades into a lonely middle age—and pauses by the way to write his story. A man above the general, but still a man always in contact with the general. The actual East Side is swarming about him; he never gets far from his own people; they are quite as much a part of the picture as he is himself. It is a picture that seems to me to be extraordinarily incisive and brilliant. There is not a single blot of improbability upon it. If any more vivid and persuasive presentation of the immigrant's hopes, fortunes and processes of mind has ever been made, then it has surely never reached me. All other novels upon the same theme fall short, in one way or another, of this one.

The milieu, of course, is not novel. Montague Glass, in his tales of Potash and Perlmutter, has got it into books, and what is more, he has done the business with high skill. In those tales, indeed, there is some of the best writing on view in America for a dozen years; they are well imagined and often superbly worked out; it was a blue day when Glass stopped writing stories and took to manufacturing farces for Forty-second street. But his comedies, after all, are seldom anything but comedies. They are concerned, not with the deeper springs and processes of character, but with the mere babblings and oddities of character; they hold to the genially superficial note which belongs properly to the comic. Cahan, without missing any of the surface grotesquerie—some of his humorous scenes are quite as good as Glass—gets further down. What he is trying to accomplish is not simply to show us what a typical crowd of Russian Jews say and do, but also to show us how they arrive at such notions and acts—in other words, to explain them, and make them coherent and real. It seems to me that he has done this with great success. Not only his Levinsky, but also all the rest of his people, down to the least of them, are genuine human beings. They may be from life, or they may be wholly imaginary, but there is never the slightest stiffness of the dummy in them, they are never mere characters in an idle tale, they are never pulled and hauled about like the mannikins in an ordinary novel.

Technically, the story is naturalistic in manner. That is to say, it avoids moralizing and idealization, and presents its people and their transactions with some show of literalness. The element of sex, which must needs enter into a naturalistic study of a normal man, is not overlooked. We have a long series of sex episodes, some of them romantic and some of them rather hoggish; all are described. But in this description Mr. Cahan quite avoids the meticulous nastiness that is so often the undoing of the naturalistic novelist. He says what he has to say with sufficient clarity, and then he passes on; there is no lingering gloating over details; one finds absolutely nothing in the book to get it beneath finishing-school pillows, or into the public manifestos of such swine as the Comstocks are. Here, as elsewhere, he shows the sound taste and discretion of a man of
culture. He neither views his world like a yokel at a peep-show nor like a fat woman sniffing over a moral moving-picture, but like a civilized adult, masculine, tolerant and above all facile emotion.

All this, of course, is merely saying that much of the merit of the novel lies in the novelist. The connection is bound to be close and obvious. The primary trouble with a good deal of our native fiction is that it is written by cads, male and female—believers in the uplift, remediers of abuses, cheap sensation-mongers, sobbers and snivelers, moralists, pornographers, stupid clodpolls, admirers of the contemptible, childish romantics, gigglers, posturers—in brief, the sort of ignobles it would be embarrassing to meet at dinner. When one encounters an American novelist who thinks and writes, so to speak, like a gentleman, there is a refreshing novelty in the experience. Henry James did it. Mrs. Watts does it. Cabell does it. Hergesheimer does it. But not many others. The rest, in the main, are shoddy souls. . . . That a recruit for the minority should come out of the despised East Side, elbowing his way through a mob of peddlers and button-hole workers—this, surely, is a jest most savoury and most foul.

II

The Watson book takes us to the other side of the world, and to people as unlike the gregarious Jews as East is unlike West. Its scene is a lonely island off the north coast of Australia, and its central character is an Englishman who goes there to get away from civilization—the sort of man who is born with an incurable incapacity for the decorous ways of towns. The desires of such a man are elemental, but powerful. He wants food, he wants a habitation, he wants a woman, he wants to be let alone; for the attainment of each of these he is willing to risk everything, including life itself. The story of John Sherwin revolves around his attainment of the third of them. The getting of Alice Desmond involves two steps, first the obliteration of young Dr. Hicksey, who stands in the way, and secondly, the subjugation of Alice herself. Hicksey is disposed of by the easy process of murder. Alice is more difficult, but in the end she succumbs. As we part from Sherwin, he and she are alone on their remote and ghostly island—alone save for the little John that some globe-trotting stork has deposited to their account. Alone and forgotten, but strangely tranquil and content.

The book is by a beginning author, and is devoid of all the usual tricks and affectations of prose fiction. He tells his story simply and almost nakedly, so that even its gaudiest melodrama takes on a sort of casual and confidential character. The result, of course, is a vividness that no mere artfulness could hope to achieve. It is as if some deep-sea sailor were droning a tale of impossible adventures under the world, say to some bored bartender in Limehouse. It somehow suggests Conrad, not only in matter, but also in manner, but the Conradean circumlocutions and artifices are not in it; Mr. Watson is his own Marlow, and spits comfortably, so to speak, between chapters. I have read no more outlandish chronicle in many moons, but neither have I read one more ingratiating. Even the theories he sets forth in his all too brief preface go down—that all the little competences of civilization are handicaps in the wild places of the world, that only the natural savage can survive there, that happiness under such skies is possible only to the man who can shed all his old habits of mind and transvalue all his old values. These theories, I observe, outrage and horrify the elderly spinsters of the New York Times, but they are actually no more novel than Mark Twain's platitudes in "What Is Man?" You will find them set forth, if not definitely stated, in "Almayer's Folly." And in "Nostromo." And in "Typhoon." And in the Kipling whose corpse now bawls for the embalmer. Mr. Watson sup-
ports them with a sly and devilish address. His book is not a common novel.

There is a sequel to "Where Bonds Are Loosed," called "The Mainland," and by error I noticed it before the former, I think in March. "The Mainland" tells the story of young John. His father and mother have thrown off the enchantments of civilization, and live and die on their island, content to see the mainland no more. But in the boy there comes a revival of the wanderlust and the gregariousness that they have so completely throttled, and so he crosses the water and tries life in camp and town. Here the first story, it will be seen, is stood on its head. In the parents the conflict is between civilized habits and the demands of what is substantially savage life. In the boy the conflict is between savagery and the complex exigencies of civilization. The two stories are full of excellent stuff. They get as far away from the aviator heroes and boudoir scandals of the ordinary novel as it is possible to go. They are the work of a novelist who brings a sober mind to his business, and a vast capital of strange and half-fabulous experience, and a high talent for telling a simple and effective tale. No more original fellow has popped up in England since H. G. Wells.

III

A SMELL of balderdash lingers about "The Grim Thirteen," a series of thirteen short stories of the grotesque and arabesque, edited by Edward J. O'Brien (Dodd-Mead). Dr. O'Brien, in his introduction, describes the origin of the volume. Six littératurens, gathered about the fire one evening, "began to call a roll of American story-tellers." As each eminent name was mentioned, the question arose in the minds of all six "as to whether or not every story-teller might not have one story in his private drawer which no magazine would agree to publish because of its gruesome character." And then—

"And then the inspiration came. Why not try to find thirteen hoodooed masterpieces by thirteen unlucky masters, and throw them upon the mercies of the public for a vote? No sooner suggested than done."

The feebleness of the motive is revealed by the badness of the result. "The Grim Thirteen" is not, as the saying goes, a book that wrote itself, but a book that was made to make a book. The hollowness of the notion which seized the six literati simultaneously is only too plain. Not only did they fail to scare up thirteen masterpieces; they actually failed to find thirteen passable short stories. But two of the baker's dozen, in fact, have any merit whatsoever, beyond the bald merit of being written in intelligible English. These are "Old Fags" by Stacy Aumonier, and "The Abigail Sheriff Memorial," by Vincent O'Sullivan. The first, though a banal tale of seduction at bottom, and full of moral indignation, is excellently contrived in detail; the second, though faulty in structure and anything but novel in theme, shows all of Mr. O'Sullivan's acute sense of character, and not a little of the fine workmanship that is characteristic of him. The rest are all bad, and some of them are atrocious. For example Vance Thompson's "The Day of Daheimas" is the cheapest sort of magazine thriller—the thing that the Black Cat used to print twenty years ago. Frederick Stuart Greene's "The Black Pool" is another of the same kind. Mrs. Belloc Lowndes' "The Parcel" is a tawdry war story—the nth reboiling of the whitened bones of de Maupassant. Robert Alexander Watson's "Knute Ericson's Celebration" is a piece of maudlin sentimentality, with characters no more real than the folks in a play by Charles Klein. "Easy," by Ethel Watts Mumford, is a wholly conventional tale of low life—a machine-made tear-squeezer. "The Head of His House," by Conrad Richter, belongs to the same category. I spare you the rest.

Moreover, a good many of the stories do not even meet the definition of the
introduction; they are not gruesome. How could any magazine editor, however delicate, find anything gruesome in "Knute Ericson's Celebration," or in "The Draw-keeper," by Wadsworth Camp, or in "Easy," by Mrs. Mumford, or in "The End of the Game," by William Ashley Anderson? These stories are actually as mild as buttermilk; they might have been printed in the *Saturday Evening Post*; they are far too banal for the *Cosmopolitan* or the *Ladies' Home Journal*. The one genuinely gruesome story in the collection is Mr. Aumonier's "Old Fags." In this story two starving women eat a stewed dog. But is that enough to gag a reader or daunt an editor? Surely not. In Joseph Conrad's "Falk" the hero eats a seaman of the British Merchant Marine, and doesn't cook him at all. What editor would hesitate to buy "Falk," if it were offered tomorrow? Or "The End of the Tether"? Or "The Man Who Would Be King"? Or "The Recrudescence of Imray"? What reader has ever complained against these stories on the ground of their plain gruesomeness? What Carnegie library has barred them from its shelves?

Altogether, the fundamental contention and excuse of Dr. O'Brien fall to the ground. There is no such squeamishness as that he founds his book upon, and if he actually reads the short stories he writes about so profoundly, he must be well aware of it. All he proves by his laborious effort is the unsuspected intelligence of editors; if they have sense enough to reject such feeble and artificial stuff as he prints, then they are plainly as sensible, taking one with another, as so many stock brokers or lawyers, and thus deserve a good deal more respect than they commonly get. But a caveat remains: two of his stories, as I have said, have merit. Why were these rejected? The answer, I venture, is that they were not intelligently offered. They went to magazines which, for one reason or another, wanted something else; they were not submitted to the magazines which, in ordinary reason, might have been expected to appreciate them. Speaking for the *Smart Set*, I can report that neither was offered here, where at least one of them would have been bought at once. Both Mr. Aumonier and Mr. O'Sullivan have been contributors to this great family periodical in the recent past; Mr. Aumonier's first work, in fact, appeared in its pages. And yet both overlooked a favorable market, and displayed their wares unsuccessfully in unfavorable markets.

Here we come upon the facts behind the recurrent gabble about the coyness and blindness of editors. They are actually the most eager and hospitable purchasing agents known to commerce. I know a great many editors, and meet some of them often; I have sold things to editors, and have been, at different times, an editor myself. Well, when two of the dismal craft hang upon a bar-rail together, their talk runs almost invariably to the searching out and uncovering of authors, to the present state and probable future doings of promising men, to ways and means of bolstering up the chronically defective supply of available manuscripts. And to the stupidity, hunkerousness, lack of sound enterprise, and general dunderheadedness of literary agents. In theory the literary agent is a market expert. He is supposed to know precisely what editors want, to be privy to their prejudices and weaknesses; to study their magazines; and out of that special knowledge he is supposed to be able to arrange quick and favorable sales. Actually, in his ordinary incarnation (I bar out a few unusual specimens, male and female) he knows and does nothing of the sort. What he (or she) actually does is to shell the woods. That is, he (or she) heaves a miscellaneous lot of manuscripts at a miscellaneous lot of magazines, and trusts to luck. If an editor nibbles, there ensues a combat over the price. The agent, working on commission, demands twice as much as the manuscript is worth; the editor offers his regular scale, less a discount to pay for the waste of time.
and energy. Nine times out of ten the editor prevails.

I speak, of course, of the average agent, not of the exception. Among the exceptions are some who really understand their business, and render valuable services to both editor and author. But the trade is full of dolts who merely collect commissions. Now and then, burdened by a flood of impossible stuff, every editor sends out word that this or that sort of story is not currently desired by his magazine. My experience (and that of other editors) is that about half of the existing agents in England and America observe the notice, but that the other half at once proceed to pile in the very sort of stuff that is banned. Authors do the same thing. I never plow into a pile of manuscripts without finding one accompanied by a letter about as follows: “I know you don’t use this sort of thing, but I am taking a chance.” This chance not only costs the author time, postage, and the wear and tear of his manuscript; it also costs him the ill-will of at least one editor, who inevitably resents the necessity of writing to him, and sets him down privately as a foolish fellow, and hence probably a bad author. Prejudiced and illogical? Well, buying stories is just as much a matter of prejudice as reading them and liking them after they appear in a magazine. The thing to do is to find the market where the prejudices are favorable.

This is by no means as difficult as the perennial complaints of unsuccessful authors make it out. It involves only a reasonable familiarity with the magazines, and the ordinary discretion of a shoe-clerk. I am convinced that all the blather about the frigidity of editors comes from authors who lack this elementary discretion and fail to acquire this easy familiarity. It is my firm belief, furthermore, that even despite the poor selling methods that prevail among the literati, no genuinely meritorious piece of writing, whether a short story or a whole book, goes unpublished in America—that no such work remains unwillingly in manuscript today. Some time ago, writing in a newspaper, I gave voice to this belief, and for several weeks thereafter my mail was heavy with manuscripts. Not a single decent thing was among them. Most of them were wholly idiotic. Moreover, most of them were unaccompanied by return postage or expressage; my amiable reading of them cost me $7.85. I now make a formal offer to all native boys and girls of letters: I shall guarantee, not merely promise, the publication on fair terms of any really first-rate story or book that reaches me before 12 o’clock M. of June 1, 1918, however gruesome it may be, or however much it may violate current notions as to editorial prejudices otherwise. But it must be actually good—original, interesting, well-designed, well-written. No imitations of O. Henry. No hack magazine stories. No translations. No books by college professors. No cribs and compilations. And any manuscript that reaches me without a stamped and addressed envelope for its return without expense or labor—any and every such manuscript will go into my hell-box at once, unread and unaccounted for.

IV

Most of the remaining fiction is poor stuff, indeed. In “Twinkletoes,” by Thomas Burke (McBride), the author of “Limehouse Nights” rewrites “Pollyanna” in terms of the London docks, and makes a ghastly mess of it. In “Mary Regan” (Houghton) by Leroy Scott, we have Pollyanna in Times Square, and the result is almost as depressing. Both books are enthusiastically reviewed by the sentimental old maids, male and female, of the newspapers. “Just Outside,” by Stacy Aumonier (Century), is infinitely more respectable, but it still falls a good deal below his short stories. Perhaps the best of the native fiction is in “Teepee Neighbors,” by Grace Coolidge (Four Seas), a book of brief but often poignant sketches. Here the chief characters are all Indians, and I have no more interest in Indians than in Baptists,
archangels or the Cossacks of the Don; nevertheless, I have read the book from start to finish, and with interest that hasn't abated. The great quality of pity is in it. Mrs. Coolidge does simply describe her greasy braves: she gets at the sordid tragedy of their lives, their loneliness in the midst of many, their dumb hopelessness. It is a book that leaves something behind it. It is simple and it is moving.

There remain a few miscellaneous books. One of them is "A Short History of Rome," by Guglielmo Ferrero and Corrado Barbagallo (Putnam), a sort of summary of "The Greatness and Decline of Rome." It will run to two volumes, of which the first is now in hand. The thing is much better done than is usual in such cases; it has the life and color of an original narrative, and is an excellent work of reference. Once in a while the patriotic fervor of the authors leads them to hurl rather silly javelins at the sweating archaeologists beyond the Alps, but that is not often enough to spoil the book. Another serious tome is "The Sum of Feminine Achievement," by W. A. Newman Dorland (Stratford), an exhaustive account of all the great deeds that women have performed in the world. The author is a gynophile of the maudlin, snuffling sort, and so his comments and conclusions are chiefly ridiculous. But he has amassed a great body of facts and figures, and the book offers an agreeable invitation to cribbing by chautauqua orators, political candidates in the suffrage states, and the corps of suburban clergy.

"The Substance of Gothic," by Ralph Adams Cram (Jones), is a furious denunciation of the modern spirit and an equally furious exaltation of everything medieval. There is some sharp and sound criticism in it. Mr. Cram is not only on sure ground when he exposes the defects of nationalism, capitalism and the worship of fact; he is also firmly on his legs when he discusses the middle ages, for he probably knows as much about medieval civiliza-

tion as any man living. But for all that, there is an essential weakness in his tirade, and that is the weakness of arguing for the unattainable. For good or for evil the medieval spirit is dead, and we are in new and far different times. To go back to old and already half forgotten ideas would be quite impossible. Moreover, it is difficult to believe that it would be desirable, or that the effort would yield any profitable incidental fruit. The job before us, once the current recess of civilization is over, will be to remedy some of the salient evils of the modern system. I doubt that that will ever be accomplished by throwing overboard what is undoubtedly good in it. And despite Mr. Cram's conviction to the contrary, there is a great deal that is good in it. A linotype machine, for all his doubts, is actually quite as valuable to man as any quadripartite vault or book of hours that has survived from the twelfth century—even to the spirit, the immortal soul, the gaseous essence of man. And I am still unconvinced that the invention of the bichloride tablet fell on a less memorable day than that which saw the collapse of the spire of Beauvais... But a highly unusual and suggestive book, by a man with brains in his head.

Ludwig Lewisohn's capital edition of the plays of Gerhart Hauptmann, in English, comes to an end with the seventh volume (Huebsch). On the virtues of these volumes I have often held forth in the past. They come from a man who knows exactly what he is about, and they must be found as a matter of course in every civilized man's library. But I have a fear that Dr. Lewisohn yields too much to politeness when he praises the translation of Hauptmann's famous "Commemoration Masque" by his collaborator, Dr. B. O. Morgan. This translation, in point of fact, is full of incredible clumsiness and banality. I haven't the original by me, but it is quite impossible to imagine Hauptmann writing any such flat and preposterous lines.
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MURAD
THE TURKISH CIGARETTE

COMPARE THEM WITH ANY 25 CENT CIGARETTE

Everywhere—Why?

MURAD
EIGHTEEN CENTS